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APPENDIX I. 

·SUMMARY OF RECOMMBNfJATJONS. • 

This appendix contain a summary of our recommendations. The 
numbers in brackets refer to the paragraphs in which the recommenda• 
tions are contained. Some reforms of wide scope involve namerou1 
changes of detail which can bl! grouped under a single head i in such 
cases it is unnecess'lry to particularise the details and one reference ia 
given to the head under w_hich they have been grouped. 

1. in framing estimates of outturns the_ settlement officer should
utilize material which is at present neglected and observe precaution• 
which now do not receive adequate attention. (95) 

1. In place of calculating the cost of cultivation as at present the· 
settlement officer should estimate the normal cost of production over a 
long period making an adequate allowance for all home labour. (104). 

3· Statistics beariny ')n the outturn and cost of production should 
be carefully examined lad preserved bat not published without fun 
explanation. tgs, 104t178) 

4. The basis of assessment should be the rental produce, that is, 
the value of the gross produce less the cost of production instead of 
the net produce as at present defined and calculated. (1o6) · 

5· The rental produce should be calculated by tracts and one half 
the rental produce should be prescribed as the maximum assessment 
instead of as the standard. (107, ro8) • · · 

6. The proposals for the .actual assess~ent should be justified by 
the examination of rental and land values and other relevant consider&• 
tions. ( 109, 119) · • . 

1· The average rental of a tract should be considered ai ordinarily 
the best guide to its assessable eapacity, but in utilising rental value 
special regard should _be paid to the practice of buying land with 
borrowed money. (113, 114) -· 

8. Mortgage and sale values should be freely used to supplement · 
rental value in estimating assessable capacity. {115) · 

g. The gross produce should be used as an indication· of assessable 
capacity where rental and land values are jnadequate. (116) - · 

10. The incidence of the current.demand should be regarded as the 
safest measure of the proposed demand. (117) 

1 '· The curreot incidence of recent settlements in adjacent districts 
should be examined by the settlement officer when ·framing -hi• 
his proposals. (117) . 

12. Enquiries into the cost of living and indebteduess should not be 
undertaken without special reason. { 118) · · · - · · 

13. A record of-the data for classification should be prepared. (130) 
. 14- In working out the scheme for such a record the assistance of 

he agricultural department should_ be obtained. (132) _, ~ . , 

-_.g 
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15. The varieties of soil, position, etc., illustrated in the record 
should be grouped for assessment purposes into •ssessment classes: 
(134) - - - . < 

a6. The assessment classes for rice land should be standardised 
with reference to the number of baskets of paddy which the class, 
for assessment purposes, can b~ assumed to yield, ( 134) 
. 17. The double classific.ation of rice land should only be adopted 

·with the previous sanction-of.the Settlemen~ ~mmissioner. (135) 
18. The terms Primary Tract and Assessment Tract should be 

flbandoned and replaced bf the terms Tract and Assessmer.t Group •· 
~ trac( being a geographically. continuous unit; and an assessment 
'gr:9up, a collection of kwins and villages within the tract, not neces-
•arily continuous, (137) · . • . . 
~ •9•. The object of tracting should be to divide the settlement area 
into smaller areas so far homogeneous that rates Renerally applicable 
~an be justified on considerations common to the whole tract. (137) 

· t(f. The object of grouping should be to adjust the tract rates to 
individUal-tillages and kwins within the tract. (137) 

• · 21. So far as possible main kinds of cultivation should be stan
datdi!!ed· and the maps of the Land Records Department should onlv 
distinguish mairi kinds.which need differentiation for fiscal and statis-
tical purposes. ( 140) · 
· . u; In precarious areas the settlement officer should consider the · 
desirability· of increasing the elasticity of the demand by pitching rates 
for dry land moderately in comparison with thbse forrice land. (141) 
. 13~· Formal recognition should be accorded to certain principles 

· of'classification. (142) · . · 
. 14. Miscellaneous items·of the' demand suCh as the assessment of 
speciat crops, gardens, trees, and thathaiileda should be considered 
with'teference to the dc:mand as a whole. · (143) . ' 

· 25, No assessments should be levied at crop rates except on land 
with animpennanent surface; and on some double cropped land; (144) 
·. 26: Palm trees shduld ordinarily be exempted· from assessment in 

villages where the number. of assessable trees does not exceed soo. 
( I ) ' . . 

• 
452;,. Parti'culars regarding _the ownership and mor~gage of palm 

tr~e• sboutd not be recorded except so far as this may be -necessary 
for the record of rights. ,(145) · 

aS: NCi attempt should be made to determine the net or· rental 
produce of pa.lm tree cultivation, but it sliould be assessed on general 
considerations, particularly with reference to rents. (145) 

· :19. The capitation-tax and the thathameda-tax should be converted 
into local rates and assessed as house taxes according to the quality 
of tbe building, and the date for the CQllection of the capitation-tax 
should be po&tponed. ( q6) 

30. For the adjustment of thathameda no detailed enquiry 'by 
individuals should be attempted, but the rates should be framed on 
general considerations regarding the current incidence, the incidence 
in adjacent districts and the incidence of capitation·tu in Lower 
Burma. (147)· • . 

• 31.- On irrigated land the total assessment mcludmg the charge- for 
water ahould be bed by the $ettlementoflicer. · {148)' _ . 

!. ~ .a • 
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32. An estimate of the revenue which would. have accrued indepen
-dently of irrigation shou!d be framed by the settlement officer_ and 
·credited to Land Revenue. ( 1 49) · · ' 

33· Either the l.rrigation Department should be credited with the·· 
whole enhancement of revenue due to irrigation or only with so tnucb 
as represents the commercial value of the water; on the latter alter· 
.native, the commercial value should be determined by the value of the 
water .on the poore.st. soil. ( 1 so to ~52) · · • . . • • : 

3t· Compensation should be pa1d for damage to pnvate tmgabon 
•works. ( 150) · · · 

35· Drainage ntes should be calculated on the same principle as.: 
water-rates and the credit to the irrigation department similady·; 
determined. 1 15 7) · . · 

36 The preparations for settlement shiJuld be conducted in two 
stages. In the first stage the Settlement Commissiorer should examine 
the preliminary arrangements for survey. In the f.nal stage the land 
records department should prepare the necessary maf. and stateme~ts. 
(a6J, 162) . . · 

37· Settlemf'nt operations should be conducted in three stages: 
the first stage should comprise the collection and analysis of material 
•Televant to the assessment and the submission of asstssment proposals ; · 
the second stage should be the consideration of the proposals by the 
public and Government; the third stage should be the introduction of 
the settlement by the settlement officer in accordance with the orders 

·of Government. (16o) · 
38. During the first recess at the end of the first stage the settle 

·ment officer should submit a report .containing his proposals for 
assessment and for the further conduct of the settlement. (166) 

39· The proposals should then be published for criticism, ·considered 
in a conference attended by representatives of the public and submitted 
for Government to pass orders, provisionally fixing the assessment· 
and rrescribing the further enquiries to be held. (168, Jbg) 

40. No limitation of enhancements should be prescribed. (169) 
41. For the present twenty years is a suitable period for the 

currency of settlements. (169) 
42. The settlement officer should then introduce the settlement, 

classifying the soil, preparing or re·attesting the record of rights, and . 
conducting only such further enquiries as had been directed by Govern-
ment. ( 170) · -

43· Each land-owner should be supplied by the classifier with an· 
extract from the record of classification showing the classification of 
his land. (171) · . 

4-t. At any stage if the settlement officer· considers that the. 
total assessment of a tract should differ by more than 3 per cent, 
from that provisionally sanctioned he should obtain the further orders 
of Government. ( 1 74) . 

45· In other cases he should announce the de-mand, stating that it 
would not be final until. con_lir~«:d, and tbat appeals against ·village 
assessment, but not aga10st JOdi VIdual assessments, could be submitted 
to the Settlement Commissioner within one month. (174)' . . 

46. He should then submit the proposals to the Financial Commil
aioner for orders, ezplaining any •ariatioa by ·more tban •S per cent. ' 
from tbe provisional sanction ia the useasment for &DJ tillage~·: (If 4r 



47~ The individual assessment• 1hould be calculated during tbe
recesl and an extract from the record of rights comparing the old anct 
new assessments should be prepared for each land-owner. (175) 

48. At the same time the new assessment-roll should be prepared 
by the Land Records establishment under the supervision of the •uper
intendent and the direction of the settlement officer. (175) 

49· Deferred enbancementf should· be calculated as rebates in the 
Settlement Office and the immediate enhancement 1hould be limited to
one-third of the current assessment, the balance being taken every 
Sftb year by instalments not exceeding the original enhancement.(176} 

so. Private improvements should be exempted from enhancement 
.for the period of settlement. (177) 

51. Paragraph · 481. of the Land Records Manual should b., 
amended. (•77) 

51. At the end of settleme1nt a final repo:t summarising the operations
should be submitted. (r78)-

53· Direction .:a of the Land Revenue Directions· should be 
. amended to make clear the intention of Government. (1 H4) 

54 •. A record ()f tights should be prepared, in the first instance at 
~ettlement and subsequently in other districts by a special staff. ( 189,. 
I~I).. ~· . · 

:, 55• The record should contain full information regarding private· 
rights, public rights and rights of user ; public lands should be demar
cated so far as possible, and private claims if the parties would pay-
the cost. (193) . 

56.- The record should be maintained in the township office and. 
kept tip to date by a register of ,mutations. ( 194) 

51· The revenue surveyor should annually prepare an assessment 
roll, based primarily on the recorl! and corrected in the field according. 
to_ the facts as he. finds them; when the.facts are not in agreement with• 
the provisional entries he should enter the necessary particulars in his 
mutation register and in this manner report them co the township-
officer, as record officer. ( 194) · · 

58. Registration officers and civil and revenue courts'should report 
transfers to the record officer. A special record officer should be-
appointed if necessary.- (195, ·250) -

. 59· In mutation proceedings the record officer should ascertain
that the transfer. is. in order and in the event of dispute open proceed
ings, hold a summary enquiry and refer any aggrieved party to a civil_ 
court.· (195) 

. 6o. Every entry in the record should be presumed to be correct 
until the contrary is proved ; there should be no distinction in this-
respect between public and private rights. (196) . . 

61. Copies or extracts fro~ the !ecord shoul~ b~ requ_1red 10 all 
plaints, and plans should dep1ct adJacent holdmgs sufficiently for 
Identification·. (196) · 

62. Documents for re-gistration shou~d cont~in a desc~iption of the 
land according to the current record and 1f prachcable c:erbfied extracta· 
should be attached. (196) . 

63. The tax-ticket should be endorsed with a notice showing that 
it carried no presumption of title. (196) 

64. Parties to a transfer should be liable to a penalty for failur•· 
to report. ~ (ag6) 



65. Statistics of cropped areas should be compiled by tracts a·nd · 
-so far as practicable. illustrated by graphs. (198) ' 
· 66. The field ~ister should furnish crop statistics by assessment 
·classes. (198) · 

67. The Commissioner of Settlements should prepare the annual 
-crop forecasts but should consult the Director of Agriculture. (199) 

68. District officers should be directed to make' use of non-official 
..agencies so far as possible in the preparation of forecasts. {199) 

69. Surveyors should not record wholesale harvest prices solely 
·in their headquarters but in each kwin visited during field work. (zoo) 

70. District returns of the prices of food grains should be· expressed 
in viss and pounds instead of in seers and chittacks. (2oo) 

· 71. The Season and Crop Report sl.ould be prepared during the 
lfecess. (zox) 

71. In Lower Burma the mortgage- and sale statistics should be 
-compiled separately for rice land, and rental statistil's f~r .fixed pro

. -duce rents on rice land should show the rents in terms of paddy. (zo~t) 
73· Usufructuary mortgages _and partnership and share produce · 

tenancies should be induded in the statistics; until this change is 
cotroduced, the publication of statistics in Upper Burma should be 
suspended and such particulars should only be recorded so far as is 
11ecessary for assessment purposes. {aoz) .. 

74· The work of the surveyor in recording· economic stat1stics, 
should be simplified. (203) 

75· During the yt:.ar preceding settlement and also during the first 
year of settlement, surveyors should be relieved of survey work and 
l'equired to record additional particulars.· (103) 

76. The rules for the preservation ol permanent survey marks 
should be amended. (~o7) · · . 

77· District requirements in respect of traversers and draughts men 
should be eumined and deficiencies made good. (~o8) 

78. The special survey party shou'd be organized on a ·permanent 
footing as a survey branch of the ~and records depanment. The 
officer in charge shou,d bf' appointed Assistant Director for Surveys 
to inspect the programmes and progress of district sarveys, arranging 
.annually a three years' programme for each district, to inspect the 
f»rogreas of map printing and, with the help of an assistant superin· 
tendent, to conduct large scale revenue surveys. (~og) ·. 

79. Arrangements should be made with the Survey of lndiaDepart;. 
.ment for relieving the provincial survey branch of work not ·required 
for the revenue sun-ey, for assistance ilf large scale surveys, and for 
training surve7ors and survey teachers. . (axo) · 

So. Expenments in the direction of fixed assessments should be 
made hy intcoducing holding settlements in certain kY.·ins. (214) • 

81. Intermediate fallow rates between the full rate and the two 
·.anna rate should he abolished so far as practicable and where not 
-&bolished should be specified by Government and notified. (2.38) 

Sa. Applications for the two-anna rate should bear a certificate 
that the land has not been used for profit -or for any non-agricul-
'tural purpose. (218) ~ 

83- Where surveyors in Lower Burma are -allowed to exempt 
cropt from assea1ment oa account of ftoods they should be allowed to 



· exempt . crop• totally destroyed by any cause and ao distinctio~ 
1hould be made between cultivators and•non-cultivators. (~Jo) 

. 84 •. Tbe feasibility of applying the u quarter normal rule" ht 
Prome Oic;trict and other insecure· area!l of Lower Burma 11hould be 
examined. (2 ".o) 

· ·. ·· 85. In precarious areas in Upper Burma crops a<Jsessed at the 
.. Aai'll_,season, ualess grown on island or riverine land, should receive 
exemption to the same extent as crops grown at other seasons. 
(131} . . 

8'J. Temporary surveyors should not be employed on the assess· 
. ment of island crop~. (231} . 

87. The feasibility of abolishing the quarter normal rule for dry 
crops in Upper Burma, and in the alternative the fc:asibility of 
abolishing remission procedure by extending the quarter normal rule 

. should be examined. (231, 132) · · 
88. Special officers appointed for remission work s~ould have 

. experience of land records work and so far as practicable be appointed . 
from among land recorrs inspectors. (232) 

8g. Remissions should be granted by individual holdin~s. (232:) 
· go. In irrigated areas revenue officers should be allowed as an 

experiment to dispose finally of applications for remission without 
prior reference to irrigation officers. (232) · 

;,1. Fluctuations in the annual demand should be scrutinized by 
means of graphs maintained for each settlement tract in dupli

-cate in the offices of the Divisional Commissioner and Deputy 
· Commissioner. (233) . . · 

ga. In most Lower Burma districts, and in some Uppet Burma 
districts, surveyors should be grouped at township lor district) 
headquarters. (234) . 

93· Holding numbers should be mace permanent as far as possible,.. 
but the general introduction of permanent holding numbers should be 

. postponed until the ••ew form of register is introduced. (136) 
94. Pending the introduction of p~rmanent holding numbers, 

. measures should be taken to reduce the numbel of changes. (236) 
95· The new draft Land Records Manual should be used as the 

buis of a new comJ-ilation which should be issued by instalments. (237} 
g6. The annual tax-ticket shoutd show full -detai::t of the asses .. 

ment. (239) . . , · 
97. The collection of revenue should be made less summary. (241) 
g8. The feasibility of crediting interest on Government stock to 

land revenue should be examined. (~43) 
· 99· In districts where [,.and Records work presents exceptional 

difficulty revenue surveyors should be relieved of survey work and 
•xperim~nts should be made in the omission of details regarding 
crops, assessments and occupatio~ from the map. <.~45) • . . 

too. The system of fixed kw10 assessments wath dastnbubon by· 
llramadis should be abando11ed and a simplified systeJD of assessment 
by surveyors be introduced ; where the area is too poor for this no 

. tax other than thathameda should be collected .. (2~6) · 
Iol. The system of fluctuating kwin assessments should be 

; abandoned and a simplified system of assessment by surveyors. 
, introduced as soon as practicable. (247) 
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=·· rot~ "Syatematic arran$ements s~oui~ bc·m~d~)(>rt~e: ~jfip~qa 
cf supplementary s.utvey. · (14~) • .. . ) .. ,; . -· ~, ., , r :~ 
· 103. 'The queshoo of subsbtubng fixed emol_u.~pentsJor _pilyltlent 

·by commission as the remuneration of bead men shoutd ~e :~xa~hiec). 
( ) 

. .· • " ~ I· { . ' ... 
249 • . , • ,: . r r { 

: 104. The division of function betwe~n the .revenue· and. land 
records department should be retained. (2 so) 1 

.: :: .' ·. ·, · • 

'' 105. The charges of land records inspectors should be'brought 
into accordance with township boundaries .. (250) . .. · . · 

106. Sele~ted inspectors of land records shoutd be ap.pointed 
deputy township officers for the exercise• of revenue functiops and. 

· particularly as speocial record I officer when a rt;cord. of rigbts .is 
introduced. (250) · . · · ·. . · 

107. Superintendents of Land Records shouH enjoy the status of 
subdivisional officers, and their emoluments and prospects should be 
in no way inferior to those of any provincial civil service. (251) 

108. The appointment of Deputy Director should be resen·ed (or 
a member of the Burma Commission; a second Assistant Director 
should be appointed for general administration. {252) · , 

109. The Financial Commissioner should con.tinue to exercise the 
··present degree of control over settlements_ but" should become.a 

member o{ Go\'ernment; no change is n~cessary pending the intrpduc-
tion of constitutional 'teforms; (252) . · .. . .. 

r1o. The Inland Trade Registration Department should .be.:made 
over to the Director !>f Industries, and the Commission.e~ of Settlements 
and Land · Records should be appointed Inspector-General . of 
Registration with an assistant to inspect registration offices and 

·the rec~rd of rights. (252) · _ . · . . . . 
. . 111. Surveyors should be eligible for a goQd conduct • allpwance. 

(253) . . • . ' . . . . . 
112. One-quarter of the inspectors ot _land recprds ~hopld l>e 

appointed direct from outside the department and undergo a spe.cial 
course of training. (253} . · 

113; Inspectors' of land records should not be confirmed in tgat 
appointment until they have served a year on probation and passed 
-an examination. (153) .... ~ 

I 1 4· The pay and allowance of the subordinate land records and 
settlements need further consideration. (253, 255) . 

115. Vacancies in the superior land records service should be 
publicly advertised before selections are made. (253) 

u6. The number of assistant superintendents is inadequate • 
. The present grading of districts should be reconsidered, and an 
assistant superintendent should be posted to every first class district 
and to second class districts so far as possible. (253) 

117. Assistant superintendents on probation should undergo a 
course of settlement training for one year. (253) . 

118. The district superintt'lldent t~hould be appointed an assistant. 
seUlement·officer for the period of settlement. (256) . 

119. The arrangements for training revenue officers in land records 
and settlement work should be revised. (254) · 

azo. Field clerks should undergo a course in practical agriculture 
before appointment as soil classifiers. (255) 
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111. Each settlement party1bould contain H far u possible oae 
'assistant from the Burma Commission, one from the Land Recorda 
Service or the· Burma Civil Service, and one promoted from the raokl. 
Assistants from the Land Recorda Senice sh(\uld join the department 
for he years. (zss) 

111. Legislative and economic measures to i~rpr0ye agrariaa 
conditions in Lower Burma are of urgent importance. (1S7) 

113. The distinction betwet:n state and non-state land in Upper 
Burma should be abolished. (JS8) · 

124. The provisions for the temporary relinquishment of land in 
Lower Burma should be canc;elled. (258) 

115. The definition of a village in the Lower Burma Town and 
Village lands Act should be amended .. (ISS) . • · 

u6. In Upper Burma private rights in residential lands should be 
-acknowledged. lasS) ' 

.117. Town lands should be surveyed on the field book measurement 
system. (a6o) · 
. us .. Urban areas should fie constituted separate survey charges so 

far as practicable and experiments should be made in the appointment 
of special inspectors for town lands survey work. (26o) 
~ ug: The demarcation a:nd survey of fisheries requires attention. 
(a6o) 

130. Experiments should be made in the. licensing of surveyors 
for private survey work. Land Records subordinates should only 
undertake private survey work by permission of the superintendeilti .. 
detailed instructions on this subject should be drawn up with a suitable 
scale offees. . ( 26o) 

IJI. Departmental reports should be simplified and replaced so far 
as practicable by charts. (J6I) · 

IJI. The Report on Land Records Administration should be 
re-arranged and apparent discrepancies between statistics in different 
reports purporting to illustrate the same facts should be explained by 
foot-notes. (161) · · . 

13~ Certain minor administrative reforms deserve attenttoa. 
(16J) 



APPENDIX II. 

LAND REVENUE SYSTEM IN INDIA; 

THE lAND REVENUE SYSTEM OF BOMBAY. 

I.-The Basii, Standard and Pr-a"nta'ples of Assessment. 

I. The system of laud revenue in Bombay is ryotwari; the assess':" 

T · d th ment is imposed, not upon the large estate ·or enure& an e •
1 

. · 
<basil nf )and revenue. the VI Jage as a whole, but upon the separate 

small holdings of individuals who are regarded 
.as _occupants and not as tenants of large proprietors. . This principle· 
ls laid down clearly in section 3 of the first Bombay ordinance dealing 
with the subject of land revenue (Bombay Regulation XVII of 1827) 
·which runs as follows:-'' The settlement .. of the assessment shall be 
.made with the occupant of the land. The cultivator, when the land· 
.is held by· him direct from Governi'Qent, is to be considered the 
.occupant i and when it is not so held, the person having the highest 
eight or holding, recognized by the custom of the country or resting 

· on specific. grant, which intervenes between . Governm_ent and . the. 
culuvator is to be so considered." The land revenue does not 
purport to .represent any standard proportion of the· net produce or 
profits of cultivation or of the assets of land ow·ners, but, as explained 
more fully .below, is determined by general considerations~ · · · . 

1. Tl\e term for-which the land reveuue of each district or part of a 
-n· ed d ft t u· district is settled is thirty years. During this_ 
,..ax an uc ua ng • d h d d d 1 d h' h assessments. peno , t e revenue em an on assesse an w 1c 

as occupied only varies from year to year .where
(•) suspensions or remissions are granted owing to famine_, 

. drought and general failure of the crops, floods, etc ~ 
(6) the classification is altered by Government from rice land or· 

garden land to dry land, which very rarely happ.ens, and 
(~) where land classed as dry is irrigated from canals, tanks . or 

other sources maintained by Government, when it pays a 
water rate in addition to the land revenue and calculated -
independently of it. , . 

lt should be noted that. the individual remissions. on wet land for 
-failure of supply in the Government source from which they are 
irrigated which are so important a feature in the. Madras system 
are absent in Bombay. The reliability of the source is IJ,n important 
~lement in the classification and it was considered sufficient to tix the 
ntes on the assumption that there would be bad years. It results, 
therefore, that the assessment system of Bombay is far more " fixed" 
than it is in Madras. A cultivator who improves land is, as in Madras, 
~xempted from any future enhancement o( revenue on that account. 

3· The enhancement of revenue at resettlement is limited by rule 
Enhancements. to 33 per cent. from a ta/da (township) or a 

group of villaates, 66 per cent. from a single 
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village and-roo -per cent. from the individual holding. The exact 
significance of the term "group" is explained below. Where the 
resettlement f'esults in the assessment payable on any ir.dividua) 
holding being enhanced by more than 25 per cent. the increase in 
assessment is imposed gradually, An enhancement equal to 25 per 
cent. of the old assessment is imlJOSed every two years until the full 
new assessment is reached. 

4· Expenditure by Government on irrigation is recouped in two 
. Water rate. different ways according as the Jand .was or was 
' not classed as dry land at the original settlemept. 

Land then classed as rice land or garden land pays a consolidated 
assessment determined in the manner subsequently explained.' Land 

· irrigated from canals, tanks or other sources maintained by Govern
- men~ and constructed since the original settlement pays a water rate 
· in addition to the land revenue. The land revenne paid by the land 
·· is the ordinary dry rate and is credited as land revenue. The water 
· rate varies with the crop and may be as high as Rs. 45 r-er acre for 
sugarcane~ · It is collected in the same manner as the land revenue 
but separately from it and a receipt form of a distinctive colour is. 
given for it. The whole of it is credited to the Irrigation Depart-

. ment. The principles on which it should be calculated have never_ 
"been authoritatively defined but Go,·ernment have recently accepted 
the view that the water rate should be proportional to the increased 
rental value due to the supply of water. If a cultivator n·quires water, 

- he applies to the Public Works Department for it, stating the crop 
- be proposes to grow and the area for which water is wanted. An 

order is then passed permitting him to take water for so many acres 
at the rate prescribed for the crop. · ' 

~ . 5· Cesses' !o'r .local' purposes. 'are ~alculated at 
0 

one anna in the· 
Local ~esses. _r11pee on the Ian~ revenue, including occasionaL 

_ .· . water rate credited to land revenue such as the 
rol!-te on land irrigated by. Government wells and penal rates for un
authorized iri'igatioo,,but not water rate creditable to the Irrigation 
Dep~rtment. . Wlt~re any item of land J;evenue is remitted, the pro
portionate cess i~J.also remitted. The practice in both respects differs 
from that in Madras where the cess is levied on the gros~ demand and 
'Y~ter rat~ payable, without regard to any remission which may ha'lle 

: been granted, and where remisllion of land revenue does. not ordinarily 
carry with it remis~ion of cess. 

0 I 1.-settlemenf. 

6 •. ·A very brief description of th~ development of the Bombay 

Tb.. · f . settlement system may enable the way in which 
· eprocesses o h h d' · · d • &ettlement _t e t ree 1sbnct processes compnse 10 an. 

• original settlement were carried out in that 
0 

province to be more clearly understood. These three processes are-
( I) tbe classification of soils 'and the collection of the data 

· required for the determination of the demand, 
_(a) the determination of the demand, and 

• •{3) 'th~ introduction of the settlement. 



1· In 1827,Mr. Pringle, then Assistant Collector .at Poon~,-was 
Ea 

1 4 
placed on special duty to· devise a ~ystem of 

r Y proce ure. survey and settlement for the .Poona and! 
·surrounding districts. 'I he system evolved by him comprised two 
main operations ; a survey of all the cultivable lands field by field .. 
and an assessment of every field so measured. The second of these· 
operations was a highly complicated one. Stated briefty,· .Mr. 
Pringle's system was based on the theory ·that the relative capacitT 
of different classes of soils to bear assessment· is in proportion. 
to their average net produce, meaning by this expr~ss'ion the
surplus of the gross produce which remains after deducting the cost. 
of cultivation. His first measures therefore were- ' 

a 

{i) to divide the soils he met with into classes, , 
· (ii) .to ascertain the average gross produce of each class,,' ... · 
(iii) to discover the: average cost of produc10g lhis amount, and 
(iv) to find the net produce of each class by deducting (iii) fro011 

- (ii). 
The resnlt of these ca!culations would be to gi!e him a scale ill\ 
terms of net· produce which would express the relative assessment. 
bearing capacity of each class from tbe highest to the lowest, ~ 
obviously the surplus over the cost 'of cultivation varies with the pro
ductive capacity of the soil. · The number of soil classf'S varied locally· 
but was usually fixed at nine. The average gross produce- of each 
class was determined by local enquiry from the ryots, by crop ex~Jeri
m~nts, etc. The cost of cultivation was calculated in the most extra
ordinary detail including not only the expenses of labour, seed,. 
bullocks, etc., but also such· items as insurance against lol>S of cattle,. 
fees to artificers and even the cost of propithting the ·local-deity at 
har,·est time, So ~inute were the enquiries that some of the kaifiats· 
as they were called, ran to rolls of paper 30 yards in lt>ngth. The
average gross produce was then converted into money at an ·average
of prices for past years and the net produce found by deducting the· 
cost of cultivation. This system, which was extended over the whole
of the Pooua and several surTounding districts, broke down, partly
owing to its complexity, but mainly because the resulting assessnn:ntS
were too high. In 1836, therefore, Mr. Goldsmith ol the Civil Service 
aJld Lieutenant Wingate of the ·Engineers as survey expert,·. were
directed to commence operations anew in the Poona District. ·The·' 
system "·orked out by these officers was the basis of all subsequent" 
operations. The essential difference between it and the Pringle· 
system is that it worked from ag .. ;regate to detail instead of in tha
re-rerse direction. A succinct account of the procedur'! is -given in a. 
Joint Report by Messrs. Goldsmith and Wingate published· in J840,; 
•• The present condition of the agricultural clast:es, the state of parti
cular villages, the amount of the Government realizations, the prices.; 
of produce and similar con!Mderations compared with thoi~ of preceding 
years afford us the chief groundwork for determining satisfactorily 
what abatement or addition should be made to the existing Jumma.. 
We also by a similar process arrive at an opinion of "·hat the rates. 
of the different soils. should be and by applying these to the ascer
tained area and classification we find what amount of Jumma thes~ 
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•ates will pr~uce and by examining whether this is as much in 
.abatement or excess of the existing Jumma as our previously formed 
opinions bad led us or think necessary, we are enabled to correct our 
lirst estimate of the appropriate amount of the Jumma and thereby 
..1inally settle our rates." . 

8. Started originally as a local experiment, the "Survey" on the 
The Joint Report. lin~s laid down by Messrs. Goldsmith and 

. Wmgate had been extended from Poona to 
Nasik, 'ShoJapur, Ahmednagar and the Southern Yahratta country. 
But no guiding p~inciples had been laid down for the conduct of the 
eoperations and in 18471 therefore, the Bombay Government 
-directed the three Superintendents, Messrs. · Goldsmith, Wingate 
and Captain Davidson, to hold a conference at Poona " for the 
purpose of taking into consideration the best means of· bringing 
the somewhat daversified. operations of the several revenue surveys 
-of this · Presi'.iency into conformity as far as practicable" and 
also "for ensuring the results of the surveys being turned to the· best 
account and maintained in their original integrity in the future 
:management of the districts. '' The re::oult of their deliberations was 
.the "Joint Report" which ·has been described as •• the source of 
~J»lenary inspiration for the guidance of the extended operations." 
The subjects with which the Report dealt may be divided into the 
.three maio heads of (a} the Unit of Assessment, (b) the Assessmeat 
.of the Unit and {c) the Reventke.system to be based .thereupon, with 
~pecial reference to the important quetsion of tenure. With the 
a&tter we are not here concerned and it will be discussed in dealing 
-with the Record of Rights. For the Deccan districts to which the 
nles laid down in the joint Report were expressly meant to apply, the 
.standard unit of assessment laid down was 20 acres of light dry crop 

· ~il and 4 acres of rice land. Many changes were made subsequently 
en the principles by which the size of the survey number as it was 
·Called were regulated •. The principles laid down in the Joiot.Report 
.in regard to the assessment of the unit were that the relative vaJ~o~e of 
survey numbers should be found and expressed by means of classifica
tion and that the absolute rate of assessment should be fixed in 
.accordance therewith by maximum ,rates settled by the system of 
4 ' aggregate to detail. " 

g. Though there were variations in details, especially w~en 
settlements were extended to Gujarat and the 

.qassification. Konkan, the main principles as laid down in 
the Joint Report were preserved in all the 

... ubsequeot settlements. A general description of the system of 

..classification caf!, therefore, now be given. 
Lands were classified at settlement as rice land, garden land or 

-dry land. There were three orders of dry land, Black, Red and 
.Light. In the Black and Red orders there were seven classes, in the 
Light order there were only five. The Black order compl"ised cla;;ses 1 

·-to 7, the Red order clas~es 2 to 8 and the Light order clas'>es 6 to ao. 
"The deptlt of the soil was regarded as the most important consider 
:.ation. The first class comprised black soil 1 l cubits deep; for any 
4iminution of the depth by .a quarter cubit, the soil was reduced 
a c:lass. The relative value of the higheat class was reckoned as 16 
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unas, of the tecond class as 14 annu and so on, down to 2 annas;.. 
Thus black nil •I cubits deep would be reduced one or more classe-= 
if the- surface were uneven or the soil alkaline. Its relative value, ia 
1uch circumstances, might be 14, ·11 or even 10 annas. Limestone: 
nodules, sand, clay, excessive slope,. and scouring by _ water•-

· court!es wc:re all regarded as " faults" reducing the relative value of 
the class, and one, two or even three such 1

' faults" woufd be
assigned when the fault was exaggerated. First class black soil in a.. 
good position as regards level or 11ub-soil water would be raised above-
the 16 annas class to 18, 10 or 22 annas. _ 

Each survey field was divided into compartments, originally ot· 
about 1, acre each, which were separately classified. The average-: 
classification of the compartments represented the classification_ of the: 
field. Thus a survey field 6 acres in extent might contain one aero. 
of first class land valued at 16 annas, one of second class valued at-
14 annas, two of fourth class valued at 10 annas and I of fifth class.. 
valued at 8 anuas. The classification of the whole field would then. 
be obtained as follows:-

• 1 compartment of 
1 compartment of 
2 compartments of 

__ 2 compartments of 

16 annas = 16 
1'\jnnas = 14 
10 ·annas = 20 
8 annas = 16 

6 compartments 66 

and the valuation of the field would be •• annas. Th~ assessment of 
the field was supposed to be fixed on the arable hnd, areas unculti
vable owing to rock or swamp (known as pot ldar-a/J) were therefore
deduct.ed in working out the total classification value of the whole
number. These areas_were not measured but were calculated by eye
estimate at the time of classification. To take another example, a. 
field of 4 acres of which a quarter of one compartment and a half of 
anotber were uncultivable ; the classification of such a field would ba-
valued as follows:- · 

1 computment of 14 annas 
1 compartment of 12 annas 

1 compartment of 10 arinas 
1 compartment of 1oannaa 

4 compartments less three-

= 
= 
= 
= 

14 
9 (quarter share deducted 

for khlllrlll6). 
10 ·-
5 (half share deducted 

for ihar~b). · 

fourths deducted for kh1.1rab = 38 _ 
and the average valuation of the field would be If. aonas 8 pies which. 
would be rounded off to 11 anoas 6 pies. ·_ • _ 

10. At the revision settlements which began in. 1868 various 

R 
. . 

1 
· .6 technical improvements were introduced, the 

ev1510n of C 3551 • t • t f h' h h . • cation on dry land. m~s 1mpor ant o w •<: was t ~ rev1saon of the 
so1l scale. The necessaty for thas revision arose 

from the overassessment of the poor s<1ils as compared with the richer
soils at the original settlements. In most districts the change took. 
the form of adding what were called "scale increases" to the anna 
classification. The classers we~e permitted t~ d,o their work in the 
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-ordinary way and the necessary reclaiJsificatioo was made in office by 
:niaking proportionate additions to the soil annas or the highest 
classes in accordance with scales fixed by the Superintendent. A 
.&arge _number or such scales were fixed by the Superintendent accord
ing to the-needs o£ particular cases. The following will lierve as an 
-example.:- _ · · . 

· · Original. Scale increase. 
As. P. 

- 16-IS • 0 
1.-10 I 6 
10-8 I 0 
8-6 0 6 

6 , Nif •. 

'This meant that a dry crop field, _the classification value of which 
.according_ to the soil scale was 16-u annai would have an addition 
made there~o in the office of 1 annas, the practical result being an 
increase' of 'trom ·a2i to 16j ·per cant. in the assessment and so on 
throughout. The effect of this system was " to widen the difference 
between goJd and bar) soils so that the increase of revenue under a 
:given maximum shall fall more on the good soils than on the. bad." 

A further change introduce<! at the. R«!vision Settlements was tho 
introduction of the position class and sbbsoil water class; this meant 
'that if a field were in a good position as regards level or sub-soil water 
.it would receive an additional two annas or more. The position class 
.and subsoil ~ater class were not appliecl in the same tract. Tile 
iormer was used ·in the Deccatf and Karnatak and the latter in the 
(iujarat plains. The ma:in features of the position class system were 
that dry crop lands were divided into four classes in accordance with 

·their va,uati ln, ranging from flat low lying lands situated in the 
valleys an·d thu11 receiving the best drainage from the high grounds 
·which were placed in class •, to ridges and steep slopes retaining 
neither raint .. ll nor moisture which were placed in class 4· An anna · 
:Scale of the' usual type was drawn up by which additions were 
made to the soal annas of dry crop land in accordance with the class 
in. which they were placed. At the time of classification a note was 
:made by the classe-r 'as"to the situation of the survey number and the 
necessary a• ditions were made to' the soil annas subsequently in 
C)ffice. This system, naturally, was peculiar to hilly country. 

- The chief features of the sub-soil water class system were as 
follows :-In every village, after an inspection of existing wells and 
their phenomena bearings on the question of_ the quality of the sub-soil · 
water and 1ts depth from the surface, the village lands were divided 
up into areas homogeneous in respect of sub-soil water supply. Thus 
in one v1llage there might be four such groups:-

(I) in whtch sweet water might be obtained at a depth of 
about 10 feet. 

(2) in which the water was brackish and its depth about 15 feet. 
(3) in which the water was again brackish but only available 

at 20 feet. 
(4} in which there was no sub-soil water stratum within 40 

feet. 
-
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. 
.Additions were then made to the soil .classifioat.ion· anoas. of the.
iields in the· first three groups according to a" subsoil water dassi-::· 
-fication " based on (a) the depth of the wate~ from. the· surface, .(b/, 
the quality of the water, and (c) the soil classificatio~ --annas of the 
field. Thus if the soil classification annas- were. from 12 to Ib, • an 
addition of four annas might be made if sweet water were found 10 

·feet from the surface, which would be reduced to twa aonas if the. 
water were bracktsh. If the soil classification annas \\'ere from 5 to 8 
.and brackish w-tter were found at a depth of from 10 to ao feet below 
·tbelsurfacethe addition would only be one anna. This system-implies; 
level homogeneous plains. . . . 

Both at the original and revision seUiements the classification 
further depeodt>d upon distance from the village and ·on the size ,of 
village. One anna might be added to the soil classification annas if 
a field were within a quarter of a mile of a small village and two anoas· · 
if it were within a quarter of a mil~ of a medium si~ed village and so
-on. This system was not applied to the Konk:ln where the people 
_generally_ live in houses situated C?D or pear their lands or in scattered 
hamlets. In other districts it was only applied to dry crop lands and 
not to rice or garden lands; the reasons for this are, not on record. 
but were probably the smaller bulk and greater value of the crops~ 
grown on these classes of land whkh made the "distance factor" of 
·less importance than in the case of dry crop. At the original settle
m_ents the distance scale was sometimes diverted from its leg•timate use : 
and made to serve the purpose of altering the normal assessments for · 
reasons other than contemplated in the Joint Report. Thus in the· 
Bardoli taluka of the Surat District the villages of the inferior castes, 
in addition to having· the benefit of lower' rate of assessment had. 
-distance scales applied to their fields· which still further reduced . 
their assessment relatively to those of the villages of the higher· 
castes. At the revision settlements ~he· special conditions which 1 
had led to the manipulation nearly all ceased to exist. , The old scales: 
were therefore abolished and new scales substituted framed on the· 
theoretical principles. t. .. · . 

To sum up therefore by an illustration the effect of the different 
scales, a dry crop field with a soil'classification of 12 annas which en• 
joyed moderate advantage as regards subsoil water might receive an 
extra anna on _that ~ccount and might receive an additional anna if it 
were also within a quarter of a mile from a small village making 14'. 
annas in all. . . 

11. The description given above applies to the classification of 

A d 
. d dry land. For the classification of rice Janos two 

n on r1ce an ad d h 1 garden land. ~yst~m~ were opte i t e rupee sea e system' 
m GuJarat, the Konkan and parts of the 

De~can, and the'' Dharwar" system o( the-Southern Mahratta country· 
whrch was subsequently introduced into parts of the Deccan and was· 
adapt!!d for use in Kanara. {jnder the rupee scale system, the soil 
and water factors were considered to have a generally equal value, as · 
the ~ainfall of the tract is heavy, certain and of a uniform character; 8 
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aonu were assigned .to soil and 8 annas to water. Under both these
and the original Deccan system the classification annas of tach factor
w_ere added .togethe.r and one maximum rate was applied to the com• 
btned annat 1n workmg out the assessment. In Gujarat on the other 
hand, where the relative value of the two factors of soil and water varie• 
far more greatly than in the southern districts, the device was adopted 
of having s~parate maximum ra~es and., therefore, separate usess
ments for sotl and water, the relllbon between the two being expreaecl 
not in the classification but in the rates, which were varied from district 
to district in accordance with the changes in the relative value of the-
two factors. . . 

Under the Dharwars ystem, the one most generally adopted both for
·rice and garden land, six wa_ter classes were arranged. These were-

. (1) Low lands under sources with supplies lasting to the end ot 
March or April, or capable of growing sugarcane every second or 
third year. 
. (2) Higher lands under such sources capable of growing a second 
rate crop of sugar c~ne with certainty. · • 

(3) High and dtstant lands under such sources and low lands under
sources with supplies lasting to the end of December or January 
capable . of growing sugarcane only when the rains were .very _ 
favourable. 
. . (4) High or distant land under !iOurces with supplies lasting to
the end of December or January not capable of growing sugarcane 
but of growing a second crop. 

· (5) Very high or distant land under such sources and land under 
small tanks on which no second crop was po-ssible. The reliability 
of the source was an important element in. fixing its class, both as to
volume of water and its annual appearance. 

The average water class was worked aut from the whole field in 
the same way as if the figures of the water class were annas. Thu$ 
if in a field the water class of one share was tlie third and if the other
ahare the fourth, the calculation would be 
· Class. . Shares. 

S I 
4 I 

Total • 

Annas. 
3 
4 

7 

Average water class 3-6 
. The water and soil factors were then combined on a sliding s::ale 

which was fixed by the settlement officer separately for each group 
or perhaps for each village so as to produce an equitable. result but 
were therefore, not always adjusted quite in mathematical uniformity. 
An niustration will show how the combination worked in practice. If 
the maximum rate for a village were Rs. 9, this would only be paid by 
land classed as 16 ann·as with first class water supply. Second class 
soil, i.e., land classed as 14 annas, with second class water would pay 
Rs. 6-12-o. Second class soil with fourth class water would pay 
Ra. 4-12·0. Fourth class soil, i.e., land classed as ro annas, with firsl 
class water would pay Rs. 7-6-o. Fourth class soil with fourth clasL 
.vater would pay Rs. s-13·0. 
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11. It has already been stated that. the Bombay Settlement-

The det . t' System is one which works from aggreca~e 1o· 
PnDJna Jon d 'L Th f I 'fi t' . I of the demand. eta1 e system o c ass1 ca 10n IS mere -yr 

a device for distributing the total demand dete..--
mined for the area under settlement. Three operations were involved· 
in the process of determining the assessment. . These were-- · · · 

(4) the division of the villages of tcldar (tow~s'bipi) _ into· 
groups; · · - · • 

(b) The determination of a total amount for the area under 
settlement by an examination of the revenue history of the tract ; and · 

(c) The distribution of the aggregate fo~ the whole area over 
the groups by means of maximum rates for the various classes of land~ 

The object of grouping in Bombay as elsewhere was to divide tfte1 

taluluzs into homogeneeus group of villages comprising those parts of'' 
the whole area, the relative conditions of which called for a variation 
in the " standard of assessment " in order to allow for advantages and 
disadvantages. The necessary variations were made by graduating 
the pitch of the maximum rates for the several classes of lands 
between group and group in accordance with the esti~ate of the 
settlement officer regarding the allowance necessary to be made in each 
case. But w•thin each separate group the same maximum rates were
applied to the difterent classes of land, difference in fertility having
been already taken into account by the classification. The principles 
according to which villages were to be grouped were laid down very 
clearly in the joint report; these were that the basis of differentiation was 
to be 11 marked a!Jd permanent distinctions" such as climate,.situatioft.. . 
and, in the background, as '' in a great measure temporary_!' ·· 
the state of husbandry. It was distinctly stated that neither .caste. 
nor the condition of the cultivators should be-taken into consideration 
in this connection but in practice at the original settlements it was 
found • impossible to avqid doing so, especially in Gujarat where the -
system of caste assessment had prevailed from time immemorial •. The 
grouping at the original settlements was therefore generally ·of_ an 
essentially transitional.characte-:. · , 

The determination of the demand was obviously the touchstoae 
of the success of the settlement. In coming to a conclusion regarding • 
suitable demand the settlement officer had to examine it from two 
standpoints. He had to enquire into the suitability of the existing 
assessment to the existing conditions, whether it was ·too high pr too 
low or might be considered equitable. He bad also to forecast- the 
effect of probable future changes. He bad to consider how far the
existing conditions were likely to be permanent before coming to his 
final decision. His conclusions on these points were based on a careful 
atudy of the revenue history of the tract. · . . . 

The earlier settlement reports "·ere of a so.mewhat vague and con
fused character but in the later ·reports this study was made in ·a 
ilystemati~ed form. It comprised-

(i) A description of the general and pllysical fe&tures oi t.-:; 
. whole settlement area both in itself and also with relation to ·otla• 

aeigbbouring tracts,_ i! an-,, preyio~ly ~tie_ d.. ---- -
; -~1.10 
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l. 'J ,(ii) A consideratioJJ of the general state of cQmrnunic;.tions aucb 
at: r~!l.d!J, raUw~y•, etc. a9d of impediments to transit such as 
u~bJi~.~ed ri,ver••. e~f· . . · . 

-1 . (,iu) A de•cnptaon qJ the var1ous class('" of cultivation including 
tlle la.cili~y fo~ irrigation and al$0 of the state of husbandry. -

· (tv) An account of t~e ~onclition of the po:>uladon with referenc~ 
t9 caste, gener~l prospenty, amount of agricultural stock, health, 
education, etc.- · · , -

(y) An eoquiry i.nto the.statistics of land revenue, including those 
ollbe actual demand collections and remi~sions for as many years as 
1'(~$tl>Os~i!>le, with an ~~timat~ of ~he h1cidencr> of the assessment. 

{vi) 4 co~comitant enquiry into the statistics of occupation and its 
be~ring upon the question of the pressure of the assessment. -

. (vii) A study of prices. , 
(viii) A study of the statistics of leases, s•ales, mortgages, etc., if 

available. _ -
. The final operation 'was the distribution of the aggregate over 

the individual survey numbers. This was d·Jne through the medium 
of ma~imum rates fixed for the different classes of land. It should 
by- noted that the tDaximum rate is not th~ same thing u the 
maximum assessment. The maximum rate is the ra.te applied to 
I6·anna land. But land may be classed, on account of various 
advantages, considerably above r6 annas. In the case of tank 
irrigated rice the classification of soil may be as hi"h as 32 annas. 
If the maximum were Rs. 2, ,the maximum assess~eot would be 

I.- < ) f 

~. ~ ~~ !~ == R~. 4· Jn order to make the ·necessary d iffereritia tion 
between-. the groups _of villages the general pitch of the maximu~ 
rate was varied between group· and group, the allowance necessary 

. being determined by the· settlement officer.according to his opinion 
of what was reasonable._ The determin,ttion of the ma1timuni rate, 
therefot"e really involved two operations " land rating " and !'·group 
rating''.· The •latter has b;!en sufficiently t:xplained. As regards 
land · ratin~ ·the object of the maximum rate for. the different 
t;:lasse~ of land was to provide a rate whi.ch when applied to the 
classification values, would produce a suitahle assessment for each 
class in comparison with other classes. The settlemen~ officer's 
decision as to the t'a-te " depended not upon the final working out 
bf results ·based on theory, but rather upon the subjective iqtpres
sions of local knowledge and experien·ce ". Sufficient has perhaps been 
said to show the overwhelming part played by general consideca
ti9nS in the fixation of the demand under the Bombay Settlement 
system. Before passing on to describe .resettlement operations, 
-a concrete illustration of the application of the system to an 
individual village and to a group of villages may be given. 
~After tb.qiettlement officer .had deteqqine4 with 1c;fereru:e to the 
..general «::nditions described ab9ve, of which the mqst i~portant 
would be· the existing settlement, w~"t ~he viJlage. l!-S a w~p~ 
~q~l~ pay, ~ncJ bad de~ided thflt l<.s. 2 so would be a suitable. amount, 
~l J'gvl~ \IJ~P. ,!lS~im~te what t).le soil c:o.u}d stand and dec1de . th~t 

·' 
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~ 1"50 for the best of 16-anna soiJ aod proportionately forth~ soil 
<las.ed above or below 16 annas would be the appropriate rate. .The 
assessment arrived at in this way might be Rs. 210. The differen-ce 
~tween this and Rs. 250 would necessitate a revision of the estimate . 
and the settlement officer might eventually decide on Rs. 230 whicli 
would give a rate of Rs. 1 -6o on the best soil ; this would -. bC 
the muimum rate though not neces5arily the ma~imum assessment. 
This would be the maximum rate ror similar villages s1milarly situated 

-and all villages with the same maximum rate would belong to the 
same group. Bat the group would contain large and small _villages. 
First class land with no advantage or defect would pay rather more. 
near the largest villages. It would probably 1-e classed at 1& annas 
aud would therefore be Rs. 1 ·6o X :f or Rs. J"8o per acre. · It would 
pay rather less near the smallest villages and would probably -~ 
clas..c;ed at 14 annas. It would therefore pay Rs. rt::o x-» or Rs. •·4o. 
Near a medium sized village it "·ould pay the exact maximum rate of 
Rs. t·c.o. First class land at some distance from a medium sized village 
Yt'ould, however, only be classed as 14 annas and would pay Rs. 1'40 
per acre, while first class land at some distance from the ·smallest 
"illage would be lowered .t.o 12 annas and pay Rs. 1'2~ per acre. 
The rate would similarly be differentiated for land with natural 
advantages of position or sub-soil water level. 

The minuteuess of {}iff<!reotiation which the system permitted is 
shown by tht- fact that in one small village taken at random· there 
were no less thao t>ight rates on dry land alone and none of the land in 
the village had been classed higher than 6 anoas. · .An important 
adjunct tl) a Bombay settlement should here be mentioned, the · 
jt111tri, which in its original form was merely a ready ,reckoner of 
assessments sho" ing the acre rate for the different classification 
values according to the sanctioned maximum rates, which were worked 
out ready to hand in order to save the trouble of calculation separately 
for each survey number. The acre rates shown in the i•7llrt were 
thus simply those which a clerk or other subordinate could have 
worked out for himself. Later, "While the jutri still continaed tO 
serve the purpose of a ready reckoner, the rates shown in it were 
not such as could have betn calculated by a clerk, but were modifica• 
tions of them drawn up by the superintendent personally aadembody-
ing his iJeas as to what the rates ought to be. ·' . ~ 

13. As already ~t,ted the period of revision settlements began in 

Re . . Se le ent I 868. The original revision settlements were, in 
Vl5ton lt m s tb' bu · · a1 1 d every mg t name, or•gm sett emeats an . 

the whole work of survey an<J demarcation was done afresh. As time 
"·ent on and the districts which fell in tor revision were those in which 
the later and improved mc:thods had been brought into operation, the 
field work at revision settlement was first reduced to ·a test of the old 
measurement a,nd classi~ca.tioo and finally abolishe<l altogether and 
the o.riginal work cooti.nued in· its ent~ety. W~en this· point ·bad 
been ~:eached tbe only ~peration to ~ performed l;»y th~ ~ttlel!lent 
officer "-~~~ that of ~~•!lg the;: ~ssm~nt rat~~. T~e provi~ to 
asectiop 1 o6 of th.~ J.~l}~ ~even~~ _C9de, !Vhic~ ,.-~ ~l,l-~sfttu~~4 f~ 
the ociginal clause by Bomba1 ~f~ }Y .2f .t.~S{) •. ln.f ~~~'f.D -~~~t ,y~ea . . . 



a general classi6cation of the soil of any area has been approvecf 
by the Governor i~ Council as final, no such classification shall 
be again made with a view tQ the rnision of the assessment of 
such areL lo 18gz, the separate'' SurYey" establishment, i.e. tba 
$«;parate settlement ·department, •·as abolished and the work of 
settlement handed over to the revenue department. The •·ork of 
nsettlement ia now usually undertaken, ordinarily for a tal"lta at a 
time, by an Assistant Collector, who is in most cacres the Subdivisional 

· Officer. He is given the assistance of one clerk only for the collection 
of the statistical information be requires. He has nothing to do with 
classification. If he comes to the conclusion that, over a whole tract 
some error or misapprehension bas occurred, he submits a report and 
Government may authorize reclassification directed to a particular 
poiJJt for tiiat particular tract, but merely with a view to a lowering, not 

· to a raising, of the classincation. A few instances o( this kind hav~ 
occun:ed. For example, if the classers assumed that the water of a 
particular tr:act was not brackish and lasted on to the bot weather and 
it was subsequently established that the water was brackish aod failed 
in January: a good case would be made for reclassification. Riverine 
and tidal action might also justify recla$i6cation. The only way in 
which a settlement officer can now revise the relative assessment of 
lWO villages is by changing their grouping. The new assessment on 
the group must not exceed the former assessment by more than 33 per 
cent. By taking two v~Uages from a high group, the maximum rate for 
which is Rs. 3·4, and including them with eight villages of a low group, 
the maximum rate for which is Rs. z·S, he can enhaace the revenue 

. on the new group as~ whole by 33 per cent. and by lea\·ing the two 

. Rs. 3'4 villages unchanged, be' can raise the demand on the other 
~villages by more than 33 per cent. without raising the revenue for the 
. whole group by more than that figure. Vice fi!!,.S& by transferring 
several villages from a lower to a higher group, he might prevent 
himself from raising the d~mand on the main block of tbe group bJ 
s<f much as 33 per cent. 
· 't "- In framing his proposals, the settlement officer relies on the past 

revenue history of the tract; for example ; he pays special attention to 
the question whether the revenue bas been collected without difficulty 
or not. He also pays special attention to rental values. · 

The proposed rates are published ·with a summary of the reasons 
Th ublication «i !>n which they are b~~· A period oftwo months 
w!a~ proposala. IS allowed for ob)ecbons;. These are freely 

.e · submitted, but tend to be stereoty~d- in form, 
more especially as they are usually drawn up by a vakiL They seldom 
touch oa the question of rental values which is one of the most 
important. considerations in determining the enhancements. The 
new rates are then introduced by the. Collector. The new Aj-2,.6&1111 
(classified area statement) is prepared in the office of the Superin• 
ten dent of Land Records for suney fields and subdivisions. The new 
assessment on each field or subdivision is intimated to the villagct 
accountant who prepares the individual Kllalu accordingly. Theae 
j/aalas are supplied to the cultivator on payment· of one &una and. 
'show everJ ite• ef the fi:.:ed assessment. . -



15. The revenue on ryotwari lands is ~yable in instalments, 
Th al d d usually two; the date fixed for which varies 

e annu emaa · in different districts. The land revenue demand. 
-of each year on each individual survey iiumber ordinarily remains 
unchanged for the period of settlement unless there are suspensions 
·or remissions .. The village accountant ·makes out. annually an 
.account (.Ucla' showing the assessment due from· each ryot foe the 
year, including arrears and fluctuating revenue if any such as rents 
.and fines for unauthorized occupation, cultivation in village sites, 
payments for wood or fruit collected frpm communal lands, and 
excluding rf'mission and suspensions. The ryot is verbally informed 
-of the demand and f?n paymt>nt of his dues obtains a receipt 
for the amou~t on which he is informed that be is entitled to see the 
khata for the year, but he receives no> statement showing the details 
of the annual demand. This r.!ceipt form has recently been .substi
tuted for the receipt book formerly in nse. 

16. If the revt>nue is not paid punctually a maximum penalty not 

The recovery of 
exceeding one quarter ,of the amount overdue 
may be imposed. The methods by which land 
revenue are recovered are:-.-

(i} the service of a writtt>n notice of demand ; 
(ii) tbe forfeiture of the occupancy right ·on "'·hich th~ arrear is 

due; 
(iii) the distraint and sale of moveable property; · 
(iv) the":~a1e of immoveable property; 
(v) the arrest and imprisonment of the defaulter. , 

Nothing is said as to the order in which these processes are. to be· 
.applied nor is it said that the one is resorted to only in case of failure 
<>f another. It is left to the Collector to adopt an~· process or more 
than one at his discretion. If forfeiture is the method adopted, the 
Collector . may dispose of the holding by sale or otherwise as, for 
example, by the grant of the land to a pauper cultiv:ator. Ordinarily 
motice of demand is issued by the Tahsildar (Township Officer) ten days. 
after the arrear bas accrued. If a distress is made against moveable 
property, such articles as household utensils, grinding sto~:es, cots or 
cradles and ploughing cattle and implements of husbandry are exemp
ted as if the· provisions of the Code of Civil Procedure applied. If a 
<lefaulter is arrested, he may be detained in custody for ten days in the 
office of the Collector or Mamlatdar and on the expiry of the ten days, 
if the arrf'ars are still unpaid be may be imprisoned in the civil jail. 
The total period of detention may not exceed sis. months when the 
.arrears, penalty, co~ts and subsistence money exceed fifty rap~, and 

• six weeks when they are less than this amount. When moveable_ 
property is brought to sale, written notice of the time and place must 
be published at the Collector's and Mamhtdar's Office and at a public 
tuildiog in the village as:well as at the dcfaulter's"houae, and at least 30 
days must elapse between the publication and the auction sale. ~ 
pure~ . must deposit at once 25 per cent. of hia bid aud the baluc:e 
•itbia 15 days from the date of sale. .The Collector may oa applicatioll" 



soo· 

let aside the sale within 3o days if he considers that material irregularity; 
mistake ?r .frflud in publishi.ng or conducting the sale has wrought 
substantial InJury to the apphcant. He may also set aside the sale for 
any reason which he thinks sufficient, whether on application or hi& 
own motion, recording his reasons in \Hiting. Otherwise the sale is 
confirmed after 30 days. 

t7. There is no system of darkhash or applications to take up 
Assessment of n~"ly unoc~upied lands as. in Madras •. All unoc~upied 

occupied land. .land IS sold by auchon. A part1al except1on to-
. this· rule is provided when a subdivision of a 

survey number is relinquished. It is first offered to the holders of 
the remaining subdivisions of the same survey number, If they 
refuse it, it is then- sold by auction.. When a subdivision of a 
survey number remains unoccupied and unassigned, the holders of the 
remaining ~ubdivisions of the same survey number are responsible 
for the revenue on it, but, in practice this never occurs.· 

18. A ryot may continue to hold the fields he h:\s {or as long as 
. . . . - be likes, but he can relinquish his entire holding 

• Re!'IISS10n 1 n rehrt- or any entire survey number or a recognized 
qu1shment of land, h · · b "d d h d · s are m a survey num er prov1 e e oes so oy 

giving written notice to the Mamlatdar. If the remission is absolute, 
notice must be given before the 31st March or other date fixtd by the 
Government and takes effect after the close ofthe currt-nt year. The 
occupant remains liable for .the revenue for the remainder ol the year. 

JV.-Land RecG,.ds . 

. 19. The definition of occupanlin the first Bombay Survey and Settle-
. · · menf-Act, l of 1865, was 11 the per!'on whose 

The record of assess- name is entered authorizedly in the survey paper 
ment, or other public accounts, as responsible to Govern
ment for payment of the assessment due upon any field or recognized 
share of a field." He was not, however, in virtue of this position. 
by any means nec~ssarily the sole bolder of the survey number or 
share, since any co-owners of the occupancy could make application 
and have their names entered as joint occupants, At the same time 
by tht! terms of the law the occupant proper was still held responsible 
for the assessment of the whole number, the joint occupants merely 
having the right to have. their names entered and their shares shown 
in fractional parts of a rupee, being responsible for their share vf the
assessment to the occupant. But, while recognizing the fact of 
subdivision, the Act refused to allow the original survey number or 
r~Ccognized shares to be divided irito smaller numbers or shares even 
though this might be absolutely necessary to carry out . a partition 

· (lrder passed by a competent court. In the end, however, 1t was found 
.11ecessary to amend the law anrl by Act IV of 1868 the subdivision of 
survey numbers and"rt-cognized shares for ~his purpose, subject. o~ly 
jo .the limit of a minimum of art:a was permitted. Further, permlSS!Od 
was granted to survey officers a~ revision survey to subdivide any: 

-·· • : ; (1) Bombay Survey-and Settlement Manual, page s25 Slq. 
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survey n-umber ot share, stibJ£>cno tfle limitations of a~€S"ilflpcr~cf. 
" The effect of these provisions wa!! to break down 1 the eoi'net 
st'?n~ of the Joint Rep,ort Syste~, • .,,:s. the indiV'isihiHty bf the 
ongmal survey numbers. ' The perm1ssxon thus granted «ra! · ~ully 
taken advantage of especially in the separation of clubbed tlccut?an• 
cies. Those pers(\ns whose names appeared in tlle original r£>cotds 
merely as'' joint occupants ".subordinate to a principal occupant; now 
had their l·ands separately measured and: made "either into survey 
number~ or if below tke mir.imum area for· a standard suTvP.y number 
into fot (recognized share) numbers. Jn 1894 the separation of 
clubb£>d occupancies was put a stop to on the score of expeQse and 
henceforth subdivision was not done except on application by and at· 
the cost of the ryots. · · 

20. Previous to this however, the law of occupancy had been still. 

T d r further revised by the enactment of the 
he !ecor o occupancy. Land Revenue Code (Act X 'of i~79),' 

with . which was incorporated, with mooifications, · the Surv_ey 
Act of '865. In this the two classes of rights wete separated under 
the heads of " occupancy" and registered occupancy. An 11 occu· 
pant'' was defined as 11 a holder of unalienated land,'or V~·here fhere 
are more holders than one, the holder having the highest .rigllt in 
respect of such land or where such highest right rests equally ib 
more holders than one, anyone of such holders" while "registered 
occupan~ " was defined as "the sol~ occupant or the eldest or prin
cipal of several joint occupants whose name is authoriiedly' entered 
in the Government records as holding unalienated land whether in 
person or by his co-occupant, tenant, aget:t, servant ·or other legal 
representative." Under· the provisions of the Act, the registeted. 
ocwpant was directly responsible for the payment of the assessnierit, 
the occupant was only responsible in his default ; the occupant could 
not relinquish a number or effect a transfer, while ah application to 
use lands for non-agricultural purposes bad to ·pass through· tht-
registered occupant. · · · · ·~ ' 

This double system of occupancy lasted fot · ovet 25 yean.· 
It saved Government from the trouble of minute enquiries into land 
possession which tended to become more and more complicated with 
the increasing .subdivision of land. The system of paying the 
assessment through the registered occupant further· relieved Govetn.; 
ment from the necessity of keeping up to date an enormous num~er 
of small accounts. It worked well enough so ~ong as there were no 
sus~ensions and remissions but it broke down hopelessly in the 
famme years which beg;m in I8gg. The revenue assessed on the 
" registered occupant" had in practice been distributed over the 
actual occupJnts by the vilJage accountant according ·to his ptivate 
knowledge of the circumstances. When the system of suspensions 
and remissions was introduced, the accounts soon became a tantled 
_mess .. In a poor year half the revenue might be suspended,· In the 
followmg year, with a ten-anna crop, the collection of half the sus-
.Pe~ded revenue might be ordered. 11 The result was the hopeless c6n• 
fu!non of the village accnunts. ''The system collapsed under tlie 
sheer weight of arithmetic." Further it was defective in that it failed 
'to provide arry material for the study of agrarian conditions. No 



Information was available . regarding the actual state of agricultural 
economy, the size of holdings, the area rented or mortgaged, what 
proportion of land was held by .agriculturists, or by moneylenders 
The Famine Commission commented strongly on these defects and 
held that an enquiry into the conditions of landholders by the prepa• 

- ration of the Record of Rights was essential to proper administration. 
Accordingly in 1901 two officers were sent to the Punjab to study 
the system in that· Province and the resuTt was the introduction of a 
Record of Rights in Bombay by Act IV of 1903. • 

u. F'or reasons which it is not necessary to describe in detail it 
The record of rights. was decided that the Record of Rights 

as brought into. operation by Act IV 
of 1903 should be purely a statistical record, the Kht~t~d•r 
or registered occupant, being still retained for revenue purposes. 
Provision was made for an enquiry into and· registration of title sepa
rately in the case of Khatedars (including all those having a posses
sory title to land) and tenants. In the case of survey number3 held by 
several occupants, the area in the possession of each was entered 
approximately without measurement. The Act-also • made provision 
for keeping the record up to date by means of a mutation reaister, 
in which all changes were to be entered as they occurred, the d~ty of· 
l'eporting all changes being laid on hndh"'ders under penalty for 
failure to do so. These mutations were to be incorporated into the 
record after due notification, the whole record being rewritten and 
brought up to date at such intervals as might be necessary, 

The introduction oi. the record of rights in. its present form is due 
to Mr. (now Sir George) Curtis who held that unless and until the 
record of rights became also a record of liability it would never be 

· anything more than a" stati3tical incubus; a useless piece of work 
- to be gof through as soon as possible and, when finished to be put 

away and forgotten with all possible speed." His views prevailed and 
the changes they involved were incorporated in the Land Revenue 
Code by· Act IV of 1913. The then ~·registered occupant" was 
abolished and "occupancy" was made to depend upon posression by 
the followinf definitions:-" Occupant," means a holder in actual 

. possession o unalienated land other than a tenant; provided that 
where the bolder in actual possession is a tenant, the landlord or 
.superior landlord as the case may be, shall be deemed to be the 
occupant. "To occupy land" means to possess or to take possession 
of land. "OccupatiQn" means possession. The primary liability for 

. the payment of the · land revenue was diverted from the original 
"registered occupant., ar d laid upon the new possessory occupant. 
These two reforms necessitated a third, the recognition of a new unit of 

·· holding. By the old law, the only subdivision of the survey number 
recognised had been the "recognized share," a term including the 

. "Jot number." ThisJ however, was a survey unit and under the 
.old system could only come into the revenue accounts by way of the 

. fJurvey records after actual survey and map correction, Such an area 
~ould not serve as the new unit of holding which was to. be based 
upon possession and not upon entry in the survey records. Hence 

. it was necessary to create a new type of unit, the "subdivisioD" 
; which was de; fined as follows:-~' subdivision of a number_" me au 



.a portion of a survey number of which the area and; ~~m~nt 
Are separately entered in the land records under an 10dtcal!Y~ 
.number subordinate to that of the survey number of which 
it is a portion. The term " recognized share of a survey number ~· 
.was abolished. The splitting up of the- survey number into such sub
divisions was, at the same time authorized by section 1178. These 
1uhdivisions became necessarily: the unit of relinquishment in· place 
.of the survey number or recognised share of the old law. This change
was only posstble upon measurement and mapping of all parcels of 
land separately • held.' This operation has been effected hy Mr. F • 
.G. H. Anderson's introduction of the Plane Table survey method 
with which over tim million plots have been mapped since 1913. _ 

The ~;ecord of rights was not introduced at resettlt>men~ but 
.under the supervision of the Collector of the District. Experiments 
were made in a few talrt~tU, and after the difficulties there revealed 
llad been satisfactorily met, it was introduced l•l'd• by t.Z11~a in 
.every_ district. 

The Register of Holdings is now the Record· of Rights. It con
:tains columns showing the serial numbP.r, the survey_ number,· the . 
area, the ordinary or special assessment or quit reat on ;,.,. lands 
(lands held free or on favourable tenure), the subdivision number, the 
area, assessment, assessment on ina• lands, the name of the person 
in actual enjoyment, the nature land origin :of bis title, particulars of 
-.other rights or encumbrances with the names of the right holder or 
encumbrancer, reference to the mutation register and remarks. If 
Jand be mortgaged with possession, the name of the mortgagee will 
appear in the column showing the person in possession, and the name 
.of the mortagor will appear in the column of " other rights or encum
brances." Similarly, if land be mortgaged without possession, the 
.name of the mortgagor will be shown in the column for person_ in pos
session and the name of tbe mortgagee will be shown in the column 
for encumbrances. Mutations are recorded in a -&eparate register. 
At present it is the practice to re-write the main register e!_ery · 
five vears but a method bas been devised by Mr. R. . Maxwell,_ 
l.C.S., for making the record continuous and permanent; this is now 
under the consideration of Government. Under this method there will · 
be a permanent and continuops Tegiater in which every change of 
.right as it occurs will be entered in sequence, detailing the parcels 
.of land it affects, and a brief 1 indes • periodically revised and re-writ~ 
tea, showing for each parcel of land in serial order the last and fomer 
ttan~ions affecting it. Th~- village accountant is required to 
ASCertam aU changes in possession. These should be reported 
to him and persons who fail to report within three months are 
liable to a penalty imposed on summary enquiry in the village 
.by the Mamlatdar which may not· es:ceed 25 rupees. Mutations 
-effected by registered instruments are reported by the Sul!-Registrar 
.to the viltage accountant and as civil decrees affecting land are 
-executed by the Collector they are thus brought to the notice . 
of the Tillage accountant. No civil or other suit relating to land 
may be instituted unless an es:tract from the record is attached _ 
to the plaint and any change found neceaary by the Court is certified 
to the Collector. lf the Tillage accountant notices an unreported 



transFer, he is expected to enter it in tbe register and publish the fact 
that be has done so on the village notice board. AU entries in thet 
mutation register are supposed to be notified on the village noticet 
board but this provision of law is carried out strictly only in some 
'·i11ages and ira others it is not carried out at all. The procedure it 
involves appears too laborious for exact compliance and a simplified 
procedure has heen suggested under which the accountant would' 
publish only a schedule ot "persons whose rights have been lost or 
reduced by mutations recorded" sir.ce a certain date with a- notice 
that persons interest~d can see the details in the mutation register. 
All mutations by succession are first recorded in a separate register for 
sucoossions and when approved are transferred to the mutation register. 
Similarly disputed cases are ncorded in a register of disputes to be 
disposed ot by superior officers. No entry in the mutation register can 
be transferred to the record of rights until it has been certified (attested) 
by the Mamlatdar'A first karkun (head clerk) or some higher officer. 

It js important to notice that the record is a record p£ possession. 
"Any complicated . question of title would be referreJ to the civil 
courts. If a' person registered in the record as in pc~es~ion 
wete to sell his land by registered document but the vender rf'mained 
_in possession and both the parties admitted to the village accountant 
that, by an oral agreement, the transaction was really a mortgage, the 
.vendor would still remain as occupant and a note would be made in 
the appropriate column of_the registered deed of sale and as to the 
admission by bqth parties a!!· to its being in reality a mortgage • 

. 22. As in Madras, there are no statistics to show the proportion of 

Th
.. • · d' . land held by agriculturists, and non-agricul-

. e economac recor •. t ·, · · 'd t · d "d t h , . - .. ur~sts,·. rest ~n s an non-rest ents, or o s ow 
the ·area •. mortgaged at • aD.y given time or the area alienated by 
sale or mortgage or: th€!. area: tented or the pitch of rents. No one 
has re~ pro~uced a ~orkin_g! ~«Jefinition ?f c agriculturist," and although 
statistics of 'the areas sold dm -be obtamed, in the absence of such 
i definition, they have .'beeli':discarded as. valueless. Information 
·on these ·points is avalla:l:ite'J~:ih· the Record o( Rights and 

. the Mutation Register .. liic•p~jl.l-if of- the latter (V!llage Form 
12) the village accountant enters :·details regarding tenancies and 
.cropped areas ·and the . register -)s'l' preserved for thirty years. The 
information in this register, as welh~ fh~~ ih the Record of Rights and 
lhe Mutation Register, is said t6b€:of'gr'eah1se in ascertaining the 
features of agricultu~al .econo"!Y· · ': 1}tY,:.._Te~ey Register shows .all 
leas~s and rents, m cash, kmd ·or.~ bt_herwtse, an_d the Mut~h.on 
Regtster ~bows all sales, the-settlement officer exammes the stattst1cs 
in detail and excludes from them those which represent abnormal 
transactions and so gets a trustworthy and, probable sale value and 
r~iltal_value (in terms of multiples of the assessment) which is of great 

- assistance to him in indicating a suitable assessment. The informa
tion available in the registers has, however, to be searched for as it is 

·not compiled. The settlement officer has this as his chief task : aU 
else is ancillary. If h~ orally_checks only z.o transacti~ns a day for .4 

··months, that is 2,ooo authentic figures, whtc}l would giVe a very fatr
. basis for valuation. Though he· has only one clerk, village and Talu!r~ 
·oflicerli and ·the Larid Records staff are also called upon for contribu
tio .. 



. . . 

V.-.Su,.iJey anti itUscllll!.neozu: 

23. The original survey number in Bombay was an artificial unit-
S d . constituted by dividing village lands into areas ot 

urvey an mappmg. reasonable size based on some fixed principles. 
This principle as laid down in the Joint Report was that the unit 
should be the area that could be cultivated by a pait of bullocks, aS' 
farming could not be prosecuted at all with a less number than this. 
As already mentioned the standard unit in the_ Deccan varied from· 
20 ::.cres of light dry crop soil to 4 acres of rice land. While the 
majority of the original survey numba's represented individual holdings
or property units, many of them contained · several small holdings
lumped together. The subsequent history of the ~''survey· number·~ 
bas been given in connection with the Record of Rights and need not. 
be repeated here. As to the method of survey, the measurement o~ 
the survey number at the original settlements was carried out hy chain, 
and cross staff and, except for improvements in the style and finish of 
the work done, there was no change in method from start to finish. 
Notable advances were however made in the methods of measuring 
whole villages and in the ~onstruction of village, taluka and district 
maps. The chief improvt'ment in the village map was effected by the· 
introduction of a system of measurement of the village-tracts upon mai:l1. 
"base lines" run through the village from one boundary to anothe.
with subsidiary base lines branching off therefrom. By setting up· 
such lines with the theodolite and plotting the survey numbers
through which they passed, a skeleton map was formed into which 
the remainir.g numbers could be fitted. In this ·way the accuracy 
of the village map was-_much increased and it became a fairly correct 
topographical record. Until 1864, however, ho attempt was made· 
to construct an accurate taluka or district map; in that year· 
the system of traverse survey of village boundaries by the theodolite· 
was introduced. This enabled a highly accurate talu~a map to be con•· 
structed by fitting together the traverses of individual villages." Later
the topographical value of the maps was greatly enhanced bf 
connecting them by measurement with the stations of the ·great 
trigonometrical survey. At the earlier revision settlements, it was. 
necessary to make an entirely new survey of the whole settlement: 
area. In all tracts however the survey of which was carried out 
subsequent to the introduction of the joint Report system, -a test 
showed that the original work had been done so accurately that no
general re-survey was necessary. The "·ork·was conducted on the
system of '' partia1 re-measurement " by "ft•bich fields not needing re~
measurement for particular reasons were compared with the village· 
map and only measured :~gain if the boundaries on the field were found· 
not to agree with those delineated in the map. _ 

The recognition of the subdivision of a survey cumber as the unit 
of holding bas necessitated the mapping and measurement of all atJb;.
divisions ; Section 135 of the Land Revenue Code, Amendment 
Act IV of 1913 made provision kr the recovery of the cost 
of measurement from the occupants. The survey of subdivision~ 
is now being canied out on the plane table systeM. A base)ine of, say._ 
S chains is !aiel down along any level· ·ir~>und ·free from pbstructio6.. 



-within or witboat the aurvey field. Flags are planted to mark the 
·property limits or periphery -of the subdivisions and these are sighted 
·by rays drawn on the plane table map by the sighting rule from each 
end of the base line on the mapping paper which are centred over the 
corresponding ends of the base line, .and the map base line is kept 
.truly aligned alongJthe ground base line. Thus the intersection of a pair 
of rays exactly fixes the position of eac.h point in:the periphery. The 
measurements are not recorded as no mea.t;urements are made or 
.J"equired except for the base. ·There is now no minimum limit for sub_. 
·divisions. Until recently the law required that survey numbers should 
be kept permanently distinct bJG.the amalgamation of adjacent sub
·diYisions of different survey numbers is now permissible, if_ they are 
-owned by the same person. Hitherto it has been regarded as essential 
·to maintain every field demarcation mark, but in consequence of the 
adoption_o.f the plane table system of survey, it is proposed to reduce 
.the numl:ier of survey marks to a few pivotal pillars in villages where 
these have been e_stablisbed at a new survey. In such villages, the 
numerous marks set up at the chain and cross staff survey will be 
oreplaced by marks at field corners only : with the aid of the plane
table maps of the subdivisions of survey numbers the smallest bends 
and curves of fields can be .identified or· restored. The cultivators 
\Viii be at liberty to remove the remaining survey marks if they choose. 
• The village map, which may be in two or even three sheets for a. 
large village, shows the whole survey numbers but not subdivisions. · 
.The map is always printed, the number of copies struck off depending 
on the size of the village and the probable demand. _ The usual 
.Dumber is from 10 to 15. The map printing is done by the Photo
zincographic office at Poona, which is under an expert recruited from 
England; .the work of this office is under the general control of the 
Commissioner of Settlements. In addition to the village map, field 
atlases are prepared in which the subdivisions of survey numbers are 
shown on a much larger scale. Sometimes only one survey null'ber 
is given' to~ page or sheet; sometimes a block of sur\'ey numbers is 
shown on each page. The main difference between the Field Atlas 
and the Field Measurement Book of Madras is that the latter gives 
measurements. The field atlas is prepared by_ hand. Two copies 

/..are prepared one of which is kept by the village accountant and the 
·ether in reserve. -

14. Bombay bas no Board of Revenue or Financial Commissioner 
..... · • . and there is thus no revenue authority for the 
nevenue organiDtJon. whole Province. There are four Divisional 
Commissioners (including the Commissioner in Sind). Below the 
<Collectors are. Assistant and Deputy Collectors in charge of subdivi
-sions; these are stable administrative units though the officers in _ 
·charge of them do not reside within the limits of their jurisdiction but 
.at the district headquarters. The subdivision consists of one or more 
-l•l*jfll (townships) in charge of a Mamlatdar {the tahsildar of other 
t»arts of India). The Mamlatdar occasionally bas an Assistant or 
·Deputy known as a Mahalkari. Subordinate to the Mamlatdar as far 
.as their revenue work is concerned, and the District Inspector of 
.Land Records so far as their land records work is concerned, are the 
.Circle Inspectors of whom thC{e are two to four to a taluka. These 
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inspectors have about 40 villages each. The principal village oflicef$ 
are the headmen and the accountant. When the accountants are-

--stipendiary they are known as talatis, when they are bereditaey and 
receive their remuneration in the form of land held on ••'•" right, 
they are known as leulll•r•z's. -The talati until recently received: 
Rs. 14 to Rs. 24. Their pay has recently been raised toRs. 2e to
Rs. 30 but they were still unsatisfied and many or them struck nnsuc· . 
cessfully for a minimum pay of Rs. 30, the minimum fo!' clerks in taluk__ 
offices. The lntlll•rni right is often held jointly, in which case the· 
rigbtbolders bold office in turn for periods of five years. This is often 
reduced by illness, resignations or .misconduct and in any case the-_ 
shortness of the period renders it impossible to train them as surveyors. 
Efforts' are being made to bring the w•t•11 system to an end by com-

. muting the wata11 right. · _ -
The Commissioner of Settlements is in charge of Settlement, 

Land Records and Registration. Subordinate to bim on the settle
ment side are usually five or .six settlement officers. ,Their reportsc 
are noted on by the Collector and go from the Commissioner of· 
Settlements to Government through the Divisional Commis:,ioner. On. 
the Land Records side, the officers immediately subordinate to the- · 
Settlement Commissioner are the four Superintendents of Land 
Records, _one to each Commissioner's Division •. Of these usually
two are Indian Civil Service officers and the others are recruited from 
the Deputy· Collector's cadre. In each district thel'e is a District 
Inspector of Land Records, an officer of Mamlatdar's grade who
i• subordinate to the Collector. Under him is a survey staff
comprising of a head surveyor on Rs. 70 to Rs. 90 and measuring_ 
circle inspectors on Rs. 35-80. It is by this stall that the mapping 
and measurement of subdivisions is being c:alTied out. Un the Land. 
Records side, therefore, the Commissioner of Settlements and Lancl 
Records ia an inspecting and advising officer. 



"IH.E LAND ~EVENUE SYSTEM OF THE CENTRAL 
PROVINCES. : 

(This Note does not apply t~ Berar unless expressly stated.) 

I.-The Basis., Sta'!-dayd and Pdnci'ples of Assessment. 

1. In 'the Central Provinces, except for~ few ryotwari villages in 

T 
which Government deals directly witli individual 

enures · f 1 d · • · · cultivators, the system o an revenue JS zamm· 
. .Oari; Government deals ordinarily not. with the-individual cultiva~or, 

but with the holder of a property cultivated by tenantl. He rna}• be 
.a zamindar, holding a large estate, but is, typically, a man known as a 
malguzar~ holding or owning a share in one or more properties (mahals) , 
of some soo to r',ooo acres each. The ptahal and the village are 
generally in effect identical; one and the same unit is a village in its 
administrative aspect and a mahaUor the purpose of assessing land 
revenue. Single villages are, however, sometimes '' perfectly parti-
tioned" at settlement into two or more mabals. , . . · 

2. The conditions of occupancy in the Central Provinces are so . 

C d
. . f distinctive and complex that a brief account of 

on 1ttons o occu- • f c1 
pancy. them at th1s stage appears nece!"sary or a ear 

understanding of the revenue system. It would " 
seem that a malguzar was originally a collector of revenue, but the 
British Government converted him into a landlord responsible for the 
land revenue of the village. A village usually covers soo to I,ooo 
acres, though villages of 2,ooo ~cres and more are not uncommon. · 

For the most part a village is cult.ivated by the malguzar's tenants. 
Of these there are three classes, absolute occupancy, occupancy, 
and tenants at will called "sub-tenants." Absolute occupancy right 
is heritable and transferable subject to pre-emption by. the malguzar. 
Occupancy right is heritable within certain. limits and can be 
transferred to c~rtain heirs. Transfer to others •requires the 
malguzar's consent and if made without such consent_is voidable. It 

-can also bo annulled through the Deputy Commissioner on apRiica·. 
iion by the heirs of the transferring tenant. If an occupancy tenant 
.wishes to dispose of his right to an outsider, he has therefore not only 
to ,pay consent money to his malguzar but also to ~ecure the acquies
cence of his heirs, if ;my. Occupancy tenancies may not be mort··. 
gaged, bpt •uh-lettiog for il year is permissible. · . " 

~bsolu~ OCC\lpapcy flnd pccypancy tenants cannot be evicted so 
-l®g ~ th~J pay rent and ~o qQt use their laqd for non-agcicultural 
-pur~·· TlJ~ r.en~.of ab!!Olqte 9CC:Upancy ~eqants are fixed by tJ¥: 
..U.~pt pffi~e,r J.Pd QD QP11 J>e .enhaqc~d «Juring the ~urt.enq of~ 
•tt.k•eDJ ~Q ,vqy e~eptio~_. c:ircpm!ltailces; The rents of oC£upaACJ •a.w.. Pf iJto ~ 1>7 ~ ~~e.m.~!'~ 9fjicer .~flt m~y be C:O~Il«<ed at . •' ...... "'\· 
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intervals of not less than ten yeara during the currency of the settle
ment, either by agreement with the landlord, or by a revenue officer
on an application by the landlord, showing that the rent fixed at 
settlement was less than the full rent assessable, or that, since settle
ment, there bas been a rise in prices, or a permanent increase in the
total area under cultivation within the holding .• Enhancement of 
occupancy rents between settlements is now exceptional. 

Land cultivated by ~ malguz.ar himself is called his home farm •. 
Home farm is of two kmds, •• sar " and " khudkasht." Continuous-

. self cultivation for six years entitles home farm to ~e ~ailed u sir." This 
may be let to tenants at will and hence, to avoid excessive creation of 
such tenants, the area of •• sir" permissible is limited to zs per cent. of 
the occupied area of the village. Khudkasbt cannot be leased, even 
for one year', without the lessee acquiring occupancy right in it. :Sir land 

.is highly valued as it gives a chance of rack renting. The typical 
village contains both sir and khudkasht. . 

Although tlfe malguzar is the proprietor of the village there may 
be independent plot proprietors in it who are separately assessed to 
land revenue and hold, not from the malguzar but from· Government. 
These are known as malik-mak~uzast Their revenue is fixed by the 
settlement officer at the same bme as he fixes the rents to be paid by 
the malguzar's tenants. The malguur is responsible for its collectioo
and for its credit to Government ex,·ept for the drawback of 10 to ao 
per cent. which he retains as remuneration. He may recover arrears of 
malik-makbuza revenue either by a civil suit or through the Deputy 
Commissioner under section 157 of the Central Provinces Land 
Revenue Act. In practice ·be resorts freely to either alternative. 

3· The revenue is based on the assets of the mahal. The " gross-

Th b . d ta d assets" include the payments of plot-proprietors: 
easJSansn· h." t", 1 • "d Th ard of assessment. t e ne • or rna guz~n assets o not. e-

- malguzan assets cons1st of (a) the rents of 
tenants (not sub-tenants), (6) the rental value of the home farm and 
(e) siwai, i~. forest and miscellaneous income. In typical villages the 
" assets 11 consist chiefly of ~· rent" ; but both terms of this statement 
have a purely technical significance and unless carefully interpreted· 
are apt to prove misleading. . 

The rents a&tu•ll1 pa"d as sud are customary and rarely have any
close relation with the economic rent, while there is a general and 
iocreasing tendency on the part of malguzars to leave them at the same 
flomiJial figure from one settlement to the next, ancJ to take advantage
of the rise in land values by exacting heavy premium on new leases
of surrendered holdings or the leasing of new land. Thus the revenue, 
if based on rents, actually paid, would tend to remain stationary. h 
is therefore necessary for .the settlement officer to fix rents, aod this-. 
is one prime operation of settlement. The rent resembles a ryotwari 
assessment fixed for a period of years by the settlement officer. 

Even the rents fixed by the settlement officer bear no systematic: 
relation to the economic rent. It is the accepted ·policy and ultimate
aim of rent fixation that rental disparitiea based on custom shall be
abolished and rents fixed solely "with reference to economic consider&• 
tiona • but it- is equally an unquestioned tradition that this moat be
acco~plisbed gradually. Although a time ia contemplated wbea tbe-: 
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rents actually paid shall be in S<?me degree proportional to COmpetltivo 
economic rents, the prospect- 1s so remote that no standard has y~t 
been laid down and economic rent grows so rapidly _that se_ttlement 
rents always te~d to lag behind still further. General conditions such 
as the rise of prices and t~e. pit~h .of those rents which have been 
determined in part by competition, 1ndacate the degree of enhancement 
suitable· but the main task of the settlement officer is to fix a new 
rent for' every holding, bearing in mind, not only such general con- ' 
siderations but also the existing pressure of rent and other individual 
circumstan~es particular to that holding. 

When the settlement officer fixes the rents to be· paid by tenants 
be also fius on a similar scale the rental valuation of the home far~ 
and of land held free of rent by village servants i_n lieu of pay, and 
estimates the miscellaneous income (siwai) from fisheries,- water 
dues fruit trees, grazing and timber rights, riparian dues, etc. • 

The u Malguzari" or" Net" Assets thus comprise :- _ 
(a) rents fixed by the settlement officer to be paid by tenants; 
(b\ rental value of land cultivated as the home farm by or on 

behalf of the malguzar, or rent free by village servants. 
(c) the miscellaneous income (siwai) from fisheries, water dues, 

fruit trees, grazing and timber rights, house sites, etc. -
01 the Assets as thus calculated 50 per cent. represents the normal_ 

proportion to be taken as land revenue ; in practice the proportion 
may exceed half, or, for good reason, be less than half. But if the 
fraction taken at the last settlement was less than half, it is never 
raised above one-half. 

The revenue from plot proprietors is calculated as if they held from 
Government at the same rate as prevails among the tenants of the estate. 

Thus, so far as rents are concerned, the revenue is based, not on 
the net assets, the rent which under competitive economic conditions 
could be paid; nor on the. actual assets, the r~nt which actually is 
paid ; but on the rent whach the settlement officer, having regard 
to general and particular circumstances, considers a r~sonable 
enhancement on the rent already paid, aq,d therefore fixes as the rent 
which shall be paid. -

4- The bulk of the revenue assessment is fixed. In malguzari 
. d d fl .• villages extensions are not assessed between -Faxe an uchsatmg tl 1 • "I • . assessments. set ements. n ryotw:tn v1lages the revenue as 

fixed on the survey numbers, but fluctuates 
according to the .survey numbers under occupation. Water rate for. 
water from Government irrigatioiJ sources varie!!l witli the area for 
whi~b ~ate~ is supplied. Apart from this ~d a few cases of shifting 
culbvataon tn . forests, the only fluctuating ryotwari revenue is that 
assessed -on Impermanent alluvium in ryotwari are~ such as 
temporary patches of melon cultivation ; $hifting alluvial cultivation of 
this kind is of .lit~Je importance in maJgazari villages as regards assess
ment because at IS reckoned among the mia;cellaneous assets (siwai). 

s. The rent or rental valuation is assessed as ;a lump s1,1m per bold· 
Allowances. ing, which is calculated ":ith reference to acre 
. • . rates framed for the dafferent ·classes· and 

qaahties of ~oal. U nculturable land is excluded in cal4=ult~:t!ng the rental 

•• 
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•alue, similarly an allowance is made for ·such fallow as may bE 
incident:'-1. to good husbandry, considering the class of soil. But, il 
good.sodJs left fallow, no allowance is made merelv on the groun~ 
that at ha~ been left uncultivated for a long period ; formerly it Wa.! 

the_ pract1ce to exempt such land as '' old fallow " but this is no"' 
regarded as a premium on lazi~egs and, indirectly, a tax on industry, 
. 6, The necessity for temporarily deferring the full enhancement 

Deferred enhance- of revenue at re-settlement is _partly obviated i11 
ments. the Central Provinces by the attention paid to the 

. current demand in framing the new assessment; 
but, partly for the same reason, the provisions relating to this pllint are 
rather colllplicated.- Deferred enhancements may be employed whea 
the net enhancement, that is, the gross revenue enhan;:ement minus 
the rent enhancement; exceeds 33 per cent. of the old revenue, A net 
l"evenue enhancement· not exceeding 33 pet cent. should be taken at 
once, the balance. up to 66 per cent. after five years,· and ·anything 
beyond 66 percent. aftt>r ten years. By recent leg•slation it has become 
permissible similarly to defer the enhancement of rt>nt. . 

. 1· Private improvements by embankments or irrigation works 
· are exempted at the aext followin~~ settlement Exemption of 

Improvements. from enhancement on account of the improve-
ment, provided as r~C"gards embankm~nt that the 

wo~k has cost Rs: 50 in all and not less than Rs. r 5 per acre; minor 
improvements are dealt with by classification.. Allowances may also 
be made for improvements, such as drinking wells, intended to promote 
rural amenities rather than to yield profit. The instructions prescribe 
that the rules should be liberally interpreted, and for large works 
which cost not less than Rs. s,ooo special terms may be applied. 

:8. Expenditure by Government on irrigation is rtcouped iri 

W t 
'R · ' two ways, by a rate for the use of water, and by 

a er ate. th . h f b . h . . "fi d e en ancement o revenue w 1c ts JUst! e 
by the increased stability of assets resulting from the construction of 
an irrigation work. -
· ·For each work a schedule of water rates per acre for different 
cropJ is prepared by the Executive Engineer in consultation with the 
Deputy Commissioner, and notified after consideration by Government. 
The rates are .not fixed with mathematically accutate reference. to 
the increase in production resulting from the use of water, but.are 
intended to encourage people to use water; the rates should be as 
remunerative as possible withou1 discouraging the spread of irrigation, 
The rate varies with the crop, but for rke the water may either be 
taken on an annual agreement before cultivation, or on demand, as 
water is required, at a considerably higher rate •. By a recent innovation 
villages may enter into a long term agreement by which they undertake, 

- for a period, usually of ten years, to pay a water rate on the whole· 
cropped dry rice area within their village which the work commands, 
The long term agreement is only for rice. If a man were to grow 
cane or other crops in his rice area he would be charged' separately 
for it but such a case has never been known. Panchayats or Village 
Committees usually under the mukaddam (heat! man) as sir-panch 
have been appointed to assist in the assessment and collection of 
irrigaUon dues, and a Canal Deputy CoHector has been appointed as 
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Tevenue as~istant to the Executive Engineer and "liaison off1cer ·~ 
"between the irrigation .Department and the people .and revenue 
authorities. - - - -· 

· The improvement of land by Government irrigation is considered 
by the settlement office!.' in fixing rents. For improved land he caD 
fix a· hi.,-her rent than· otherwise would have been possible i all the 
land ha~ been rendered secure, and some, prior to irrigation, would 

- nave been uncultivable. The settlement officer , estimates·· this 
so-called indirect increase of revenue due to the improvement and fl?r 
-statistical purposes this-revenue is placed to the credit of the Irrigation 
Depart~ent_, but in the prov!nci~l _acco·u·nts it apye~rs ~s- !and revenue -
from irngatwn. In ryotwan villages the practice 1s Similar, but land 
newly brought under cultivation is immediately assessed to revenue 
and it is unnecessary therefore to delay until eettlement the credit of 
the revenue as due to irrigation. 

g. Local Cesses are calculated at sl per cent. on_ the revenue; 
L 

1 
C - formerly they comprised a charge of 3 per cent. for 

oca esses. roads, 2 per cent. for schools and half per cent. 
for the Post Office and there was an additional rate of 6 per cent. 
for the pay of patwaris, tiut now this cess has been abolished and 
the remainder have been amalgamated to form one generallo~al fund •. 

II.~Se_ttlement. 

ro. A settlement roster is maintained showing the routine order 

S ttl t 
of districts for re-settlement. Two years before 

e emen . d b . h S 1 . procedure. operations are ue to eg1n t e ett ement 
Commissioner reports whether there are grounds 

to extend the existing settlement. Unless ~;ufficient grounds to the 
contrary exist arrangements are made for re-settlement• 

The operations of settlement in the Central Provinces, as .. 
elsewhere, fall under ., three heads;. the collection of 'data, the 
approximate determination or forecast of the revised demand,_ and its · 
distribution. The material is examined, a forecast is framed, . the 
general lines and limits of assessment are laid down, but the whole 
process of distribution is dominated, and the demand itself in no small 
degre; determined, by ~he minute ~tte!ltion best.o\~ed ?n the rent-paying 
capacity of each cultivator. Thts 1s the dtshnc.bve character of 
settlement_ procedure in the Central Provinct>s; within the general 
limits indicated by the group, the particular circumstances of each 
village are considered, and within -the general village limits 
the circumstances of each _cultivator, thus gradually building 
up the aggregate demand. It ts perhaps a natural corollary of this 
practice that more than elsewhere the operations are broken up into 
separate stages and closely scrutinized. Hitherto, an important 
preliminary of settlement has been an extensive revision of the survey, 
but with the survey operation~ the. settlement officer has no 
immediate concern. The iirst stage is the preparation of the Forecast · 
Report. For about .six months tile settlement officer is studying· 
'the district, arranging his plan of operations and supervising the 
compilation ol statistics. He- summarises his results ia a Forecast 



Report containing his proposals for the couduct of the settlement and 
his estimate of the financial results. The report is published for un• 
official criticism and submitted for orders. As it is submitted about 
June there is little for the settlement officer to do until the next field 
season begins in October or November, and he may be temporarily 
emplore~ on other duty, for example, as a,n officiating Deputy 
Comm1ss1oner. 

In the second stage, after receipt of orders on his forecast, the 
settlement officer works out his detailed proposals for the fixation 
of rents by holdings and villages. This corresponds to the stage
of distributiotl in other systems; but, as just remarked, in the 
Central Provinces there is no distribution of an aggregate demand. 
The analysis conducted in the forecast shows that in a certain tahsil 
an enhancement of, say, 30 or 40 per cent. would be justified ; this 

• estimate is frtlmed on _general considerations. For any single group 
of villages within the tahsil an enhancement of 30 pt'r cent. may be 
expedient, for another 35 and for another 45 ; for any single village 
an enhancement of 25 per cent. or 50 per cent. may be suitable ; for 

. any individual holding an e_nhancement of I 0 per cent .. or I 00 per
eent. may be required. · In many villages no rental enhancement at 
all is imposed as rents are already high enough. The forecast only 
gives wide limits and the general line; in the second stage the 

- forecast is put aside and the settlement officer works from detail to
aggregate. .The principal operations of the second stage are the 
attestation of the annual record, and the fixing of individual rents. 
Attestation is the basis of the record as a legal document but does. 
not bear on the settlement of the revenue. -As regards this. the 
tettlement officer submits for approval proposals for the formation of 
groups, for classification of the soils, and for the relative valuation of 
his soil classes. ' On these points he obtains the orders of the Settle
ment Commijsioner as he proceeds. Then, group by group, he· 
classifies the soil and,- by applying the soil unit system described 
below, he gauges the pressure.of rent and pr~eds to fix new rents~ 
As he works out his proposals for each group he submits themior orders. 
. On receipt of orders he announces the assessm~nts; annou~ce-

. me11t is the last stage of field work. But office work remams. 
As the settlement officer completes each tahsil he furnishes a 
statement of the financial effect 41-nd at the end of the settlement, 
when all the rents have been announced and all the tahsil figures 
submitted, he compiles an elaborate report explaining and justify~ng 
his settlement. • 

n. The Forecast Party comprises the settlement officer-
The -~ettlement estab· designate with f~ur clerks. The strength of a 
. Jishmeftt. Settlement Party IS tabulated below:-

One settlement officer, normally from the Commission. 
Five assistant settlement officers, of whom one is usually ot 

the Provincial Service and the others tahsildars and 
na ib-tahsildars. · 

Ten additional revenue inspectors on Rs. 4o--6o. 
About fifty temporary additional revenue inspectors 011 Rs. 30. 

and 35· · 
Up to twenty paid candidates on Ra: 15. 



There is also an office and clerical staff of fifteen men, including .a 
bead clerk and a statistical. superintendent each on Rs. 8o-z-1oo, 
-a record keeper, and ch:rks. Uuring settlement the settlement office~ 
~s in charge of the district land records establishment. ' • 

I z. The settlement officer is not required, for the practical 

Th I I 
. f purpose of. assessment, to determine the s:om

e ca cu atJon o · • . • t t' th 1 f outturns and prices. petlttve econom1c ten 1 represen. m~ . e va ue o . 
the produce less the cost of culhvat1on, and only 

needs this information to assist him in fixing rents with regard to their 
. .,xistiug pressure; elaborate enquiries into outturns, prices and cost of 
·cultivation are, therefore, unnecessary. · · 

Standard outturns fot the main crops in each district have been 
-compiled by the revenue staff aided by the Agricultural pepartment; 
these do hot recognize any distinction by soil classes but are assumed 
to rt>present the whole area. Experimeqts are conducted annually, 
and, during the forecast year, the stttlement officer ·is expected to 
-examine the results, and to perform personally a fe\\" careful experi• 
ments. But the n·sults of a few experiments over a wide area with 
numerous distinct qualities of soil can only justify very wide and 
general conclusions as to the probable course of deterioration or 
improvement, and beyond this so little weight is attached to such 
-experiments that the settlement officer may omit to mention them 
in his forecast report. Outturns recorded in estate~ under the Courts 
of Wards may also be examined. For the prin~ipal crops a table 
-o.f prices is compiled from official printed returns, from the examina
tiOn of account books, and from enquiries among cultivators. General 
-considerations affecting the cost of labo_ur are then examined. · . 

On the foregoing material the settlement officer calculates to what 
extent the rents fixed at last settlement might, in theory, be enhanced; 
but he makes no prerence of ascertaining with any degree of accuracy 
the net value of the total tract or district outturn, or of "Comparing· 
it in any_ detail at settlement and at revision. He aims solely at 
-obtaining general figures indicatir.g the maximum limits for ephandng 
rents. 

13, Another important feature of the forecast is the ·examination 
The t. f ts of the land values and rental history Here scru my o ren , . h l ffi · A agam t e sett ement o cer 1s not expecte.,.. to 
make any systematic enquiry over the whole settlement area. He is . 
instructed to collect a certain number of specific cases rather than to 
accumulate wi~h the assistance of the land records staff a mass of 
statistics of doubtful accuracy and uncertain content. Indebtedness 
is similarly dealt with: Enquiries in the field are suppl~mented by 
inspection of the land records and registration offices. Just as the 
enquiry into produce values and cost of cultivation indicates the 
maxim_um enhancement on the rentl, as fixed at la3t settlement, which 
could 111 theory be taken ; so this enquiry into land and rental values 
indicates the maximum enhancement on the rents, as they now stand, 
~hi~b it will be expedient to take. Suppose that prices would 
]Usttfy an enhancement of 33 per cent. on rents fixed at the former 
settlement, whereas a comparison of the rental then and now shows in 
the aggregate a rise of lo per cent., a further enhancement on the 
.original rental is justified. 



. On this material the. settlement officer prepares his forecast~ 
This has hitherto been submitted through the Local Administration t~ 
the Government of India for sancti,n and any subsequent divergence· 
from the sanctioned estimate by more than 1 S per cent. must be 
reported for further orders. 

1 4· Jn the next stage of settlement the formulation of assessment 
. 0 .6 1

• proposals and the fixation of rents are effected 
assa ca aon. b G • d S "I Cl "fi . Th · y roupmg an 01 ass1 cation.· - ese 

operations correspond with the distribution of the assessment in other 
systems of settlement. It is more convenient to describe the process 

'· of classification first. The main classification relates to the inherent 
properties of the soil, but there are subordinate heads dividing 
the soils .into sub-classes according to their crop capacity and 
position. 

Ordinarily eight or ten· classes of soil are recognized as typical 
of the district; for example at the settlement of Nagpur in J8go·g5 
there were, nominally, six !ypes of soil: recent alluvium (kt~ckka,.), 
black clay (kali), brown loam (mo,.and), gravelly or sandy loam 

. (knaf'di), gravel (ba,.dt) and sand (f'etaf"i). These \\ere graded in 8 
qualities, two qualities of black clay and of brown loam being 
recognized. Abnormal varieties and qualities of soil were fitted 
into th~se eight classes according to common s_!!nse and the discretion 
of the .settle'ment officer rather than with strict reference to their 
physical or chemical composition. The so·called ·u soil classes '' 
were not rigidly distinguished by soil difterences but were rather 

·
4

' assessment classes'' of which the contents were ordinarily determined 
by the nature of the soil. 

Crop _capacity signifies the particular fertility of certain soils for
certain crops: a typical ex3:mple is sand with an impenetrable sub-soil 
which, given ample w_ater, will yield good crops of rice, but is 
llaturally and in general infertile.. Similarly there may be two s~_ils, 
possibly even two soils indistinguishable in appearance, one of which 
yields excellent wheat or cotton and the other wall not grow these crops •. 
For an equitable assessment it is necessary to ·distinguish between 
such qualities of soils where they are on a scale deserving consideration. 
Land is subdivided therefore according to its crop capacity, for 
example, as Rice land, Wheat land, Garden land and Minor Crop or
Open Field land; the Rice land may be further differentiated as Dry 
Rice land and Irrigated land. (It will be noticed that the distinction 
by crop capacity corresponds approximately to the Burma practice of 
re~ognizing different Maio Kinds.) 
· The conception of position classes' does not seem ever to have 
been very clearly defined ; cla~sification by position is in practice a 
modification of the soil class value by a variety of advantages and 
defects, some of which relate t9 the position relative to the general 
level, some to the position relative to the village, some to the nature 

· · or position of the surface, and some to the water advantages. Thus
in Nagpur, wheat lands were differentiated as low-lying (laun), level 
(sadhcran), or high-lying or cut up (patkar or wanuri), and also aa. 
kkaf'i (land weU manured owing to its proximity to the village site) or 
-ran (jungle land), and also they might be irrigable, or embanked, with, 
large embankments (bandkan), or with small embankments (!Jandkia). 



Similarly Rice land was cbssed as Irrigated or UnirrigateO, and the. 
Jatter as low-lying (jlzila11), level (saman), or high (tikra).. Garden 
land was classed as lrrigable or Unirrigable, and as near to or , far 
from the village In modern settlemt-nts there is a tendency also 
to recognize three zone.s, modifying the ~oil value accor~ing as it is .n~r 
or distant from the vlllage; under th1s scheme the JUngle posttlon 
(ra~r) is abolished. · -

Formerly it was the practice ~>n!Y to note the clas,ificatie~ in. a 
register but now every (eature Is Illustrated on a map. Ordmartly 
the soil class boundaries are outlined in red, ·ilTigation limits in blue 
and position limits in green, the names or appropriate symbols of the. 
soil classes and other distinctions are entered in pencil. -

15. Obviouslv classification on these principles renders minute 
•Th il . , • refinement possible and full advantage has been 

e so umt system. k f h" · 1 d • f t" t"ti ta en o t Is ; a s1mp e ev1ce or es 1ma 1 g1 

recording and utilizing thel!'e numerous shades of value is .therefore 
essential. Such a device has been found in the soit unit system. A. 
soil unit is a measure of the productive capacity of soil, just as an 
area unit; a squ:ue foot, is a measure of area. In.the soil unit system 
the relative \'alue of different soils is expressed by soil factors of a 

-varying number of soil units. The value of land is assume4 to depend 
on the average_ net profits of cultivation, and for each clas~_of soil irt 
every position a factor is assigned expressing its value relative to other 
soils. For example, with five soils, A, B, C, D, E, let the factor 32 be 
allotted to C ;.then if the value of A be double that pf C, and B occupy 
a median pol'ition, and similarly E half that of C, with D betweel1', the 
relative values will be f4, 48, 32, 24, 16.- The relative values can be 
altered for different positions, thus A in ·a defective position can be . 
reduced from 64 to 56 and B in a favourable position raised from 48 to 
5f. If, as is ordinarily the case, soil values vary with crop capacity 
the particular fertility of any given soil under a certain crop can be 
recognized by varying the factors. It is claimed that on this system,_ 
by careful enquiries over wide areas, and particularly by examination 
of the figures of sub-rents, or new rents, of holdings which are hom~ 
geneous in soil, the relatiYe values of all soils in all positions can be 
established with a considerable degree of accuracy, sufficient at· all 
events for practis:al comparison between villages and groups, and even 
to a certain extent for «;om paring one district with another.- ~ 

16. For convenience the matter of grouping has 'been reserved 
• G - until the soil classification had been described ; 

roupmg. • • h f . f d tn practice t ~ ormation o groups prece e~ 
classification. Both grouping and classification have one object: to 
facilitate the comparison of rental pressure. Suppose that one holding 
is found on cl~ssification to contain 436 soil units and another 196 units, 
if both let for Rs. 21 or 336 aonas the rent per unit or unit-incidence 
on the first is "77 and ·on the second I"IJ. If the unit incidence for the. 
village as a whole be roo, the former is lightly and the latter heavily~ 
rented. But if the latter holding be in a village where land values 
are high and the former in a jungle tract the pressure of rent may be 
l~s on the holding which has the higher unit incidence. Such 
anomalies are forestalled so far as possible by dividing_ each tahsil 
into groups of villages more or less similar in character, each group, 
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ordinarii)' containing from so to So villages. As will be seen below 
there is a further classification of the villages at a later stage. 

17. The processes just described, grouping, the selection of soil 
· · ·. classes and positions and the allotment of their 

ContrCJl ove! gro?p1ng ·relative values or soil factors are disposed of by 
and classification. the settlement officer under the orders of the 

Settlement and Financial Commissioners between the forecast and the 
first submissi-on of detailed proposals. They are dealt with in 
cottespondence and the printed reports do not contain any justification 
of the liystem of grouping and classification but in certain cases the 
settlement officer has left on record for his successor suggestions for 
improvements at the next revision. -

18. The settlement officer is now in a position to tilt the standard 
• ·unit rate for the whole group, and to propose unit 

~T .•. Ahssessment: rates for each village and rents for each holding. 
a. e group rate. This he does as follows. 
· For.each group the total number of units in each cash-rented 

holding is determined by compilation· and addition, and similarly the 
total cash rental. Dividing the number of annas in the rent by the 

_number of soil units he arrives at the rent per !'oil unit over the whole 
group expressed in annas; this is the unit incidence for the group. 
He takes this as the basis of his proposals for enhancement. Suppose 
that the existing rent per unit, i.e., the unit incidence, is '75 anna. 
The settlement officer, after examining general conditions in the light 
of particular circumstances, proposes a new· standard unit r,ate for the 
group 1 say, x·oo per unit. The forecast has given the probable 
enhancement fot the tahsil, determined by g~neral considerations; this 
is further con-sidered and may be modified during detailed inspection, 
but if the forecast is maintained the settlement officer must decide 
whether the group under consideration is typical of the tahsil, ·or can 
stand a higher enhancement than the average, or requires lenient 
treatment. He w,ill consider the pressure of rents, the rental history 
during the expiring settlement, the stability of the tract in bad years, 
the general character and condition of agriculture and the cultivators, 
markets, the demand for land, and lastly the forecast estimate. These 
general considerations suggest a suitable standard unit rate, but before 
framing any proposal he will test its detailed appl.ication in a few 
villages. 'This examination 'of general conditions and particular 
circumstances will enable him to propose a standard unit rate for 
the gtoup. (It may appear in the course of these enquiries that The 
villages should be divided into two or more classes and if so this is 
permissible.) · • 

The next stage is to consider village raten, the rate suited for each 
·b Th .11 village in the group; Any one village may have 

• e VI age rate.· better soil, be closer to the tparket or the railway, 
o.r fhe existing rents may be above or below the average. The sett1e-

-ntent officer has to determine what percentage of enhancement should 
be taken in each village. At the end of this stage he fixes .the unit 
rate which will give the desired result and applies this to his soil 
factors to give acre rates which are rounded to the nearest anna. 
(It will be noticed that the acre rate for the same soil class differs from 
vinage to village with the variations in the village unit rates.) 



. . The settlement officer has fixed the group rate with :reference to 
c The deduced rent, the general conditions of the dist.ticl"'and the 

f.•: holding rate: Rent particular circumstances pf the group, he has 
fixation. . fixed the village rate with reference to the 
general conditions of the group aad the particular circumstances •. of. 
the village; it remains for him to fix t~~ actual rent ?f each holdmg 
with reference· to the general conditions of the VIllage and the 
particular circumstances of each cultivator. The application .of the 
.acre rate to each holding gives what is knoWil as the "deduced rent,~' 
but in practice the deduced rent is frequently not that actually fixed. 
The rent fixed may be above the deduced rent, if the existing rent is 
already above it (in which case it is not _enhanced) ; or below it, if the 
deduced rent is too heavy to be applied; Using the deduced rent as a 
guide the settlement officer fixes the rent of each- holding •n a 
<:onsideration of the existing rent and all the other circumstances of the 
holding at7d the tenant. In fixing these the settlement officer relies 
principally on the ford masaric.m, a confidential document classifying 
the cultivators into five classes acrording to their rent-paying capacity; 
for example a man with a money lending or cotton. gmwing and 
pressing business, or a big pension from Government, can pay .a higher 
rent than a man who has mortgaged his cattle, or a widow who supple
ments the income from her holding by labour for other people. 

The settlement officer then submits his proposals for the assess-

d Th R t- · t d ment of the group as a whole and for ~ach 
• e en ra e an 'II h' h · · Th 1 Assessment Report VI age w IC 1t contams. ese proposa s are 

' printed with a brief report and go· through the 
Settlement Commissioner to the Financial Cqmmissioner for- orders. 
The Financial Commissioner can alter the rate for the group as a whole 
or for any particular village; if he alters the rate for _the group he will . 
probably alter the rates for certain villages so that the general effect i~ 
to give the demand produced by the group rate as revised by him. In 
~verv village for which the unit rate is altered it becomes necessary 
for the settlement officer to re-calculate all the individual rents • 

19. The last stage of field work is the announcement o( the. new 
Announcement f rents and revenues. This is conducted group by 

the demand. 
0 

. group as the orders of the Financial Commis-
sioner are received. The rents for each holding 

have already been calculated and entered in. pencil ; if the Financial 
Commissioner approves the group and village rates the pencilled 
figures are inked up. The cultivators are .summoned to ·convenLent 
camps and the assistant settlement officer in the presence of· the 
settlement officer presents each cultivatd'r with a patta or rent certi
ficate containing full details regarding the registration of his land, 
its area and the rent fixed.. As shown below the cultivator has 
.an opportunity for objecting to the contents of his patta or may ·even 
refuse to acc_ept it on the rent stated and surrender it, but there is very 
rarely ~ny difficulty on this score .. Similarly the payments to be made 
by mahk-m!lkbuzas are fixed and an acceptance taken, and the revised 
assessment IS then offered to the malguzar and his acceptance ( kabulitJt) 
iseaken. As each tahsil is completed the settlement officer submit~t an 
Asses!'ment Statement comparing the forecast and results, and after 
the last tahsil statement he sub111ib his report on the whole operations. 

. ' 



. This report is printed for the general public and they can also obtaizt 
, the tahsil reports on payment. , 

ao. Objections to settlement propo~als can be raised at two-
The publication of stages. 

1 
• 

settlement proposals. Under secbon 57 of the Land Revenue-
Act it is obligatory on Government, before notify

ing the inception of settlement, to publish proposals for the standard. 
enhancement of rents, the percentage of assets to be taken as revenue 
and the term for which the settlement is to be made. To this end the 
officer responsible for the forecast draws up a resume of bis
propo~als, in which he explains, as simply as possible, the proposals and 
their effrct, with illustrations giving the present and proposed acre rates 
on typical soi!s. This is published and brought to the notice of tbe 
people interested, after which the deputy commissioner and the settle
ment officer convene -a representative public meeting where the 
proposals arP- explained, discussed and criticised. This provides for 
effective criticism of the general considerations underlying the 
proposals; the same material on which Governrrent will pass orders is 
before the people who will be affected by the orders: 
• But . while this procedure guarantees a convenient opportunity 
for discussion of the proposals in general, and the facts and argu
ments on which they rest, the afplication of these principles is a 
particular interest and provision is also made for the consideration of 
individual representations.· \Vhen the subordinate staff and junior
officers visit the lar.d:every individual has an opportunity of disc~vering 
all the facts relating to the registration, survey; classification of his 
holding and a further opportunity when the settlement officer comes. 
rouud. · Ordinarily people are ·little interested however until they 
receive their patt~ at ~nnouncement, when, as a matter of ·course~ 
a show of objection will be made, even before the details are examined. 
lf there is any. serious grievance the cultivator will maintain his 
protest, the settlement officer will then see informally whether there
has been any obvious mistake in classification, calculation of area, or
otherwise1 and rectify it if discovered. The applicant if not satisfied
can present a written petition on which the settlement officer will pass 
a·formal order.. Any matter relating to the record may be a subject 
of complaint; there may be a_complaint that unirrigated land has been 
classed as irrigated, that s.and bas been classed a.s clay, or poor loam 
as good loam ; there is no rej;triction. But usually the complaint is, 
va~uely, that the land has_ been over classed. Against an order by 
the settlement officer an appeal lies to t~e Settlement Commissioner, 
~nd so on upwards by appeal or revision. Thus in the second stage 
objection may be taken to the particular application of the general
principles which have been formulated ai}d accepted in the first stage. 

21. The procedure described above has been found rather elaborate 
- for backward tracts. The soil unit system is 

A simplified 1 
· system. complicated and difficult for the peop e to under-. 

stand, and it involves a long delay between the 
settlement enquiries and the cannouncement of the rent. Under the 
simplified system lately introduced the settlement offictr varies ~e 
factor scale from village· to village and announces the rents' provision-
9lly before they have been reviewed by the Settlement Commissioner-



or approved by the Financial Commissioner. ~ ThiS: sy!Jtell\ · is. 
considered suitable for any area. w~ere the limits of enhancement are:, 
governed by the low pitch of ex1stmg rents. 

/11.-Tke Collectio'! of Re'Uenue. 

· 22. Land revenue receipts fall under three heads-
Tb 1 d d (i) Ordinary Land Revenue on the Roll, i.e:_ 

e annua eman · the fixed collections. ~ 
(ii) Ordinary Land Revenue not on the Roll, i.e. chiefly ryofwari. 

collections and fluctuating revenue. . . . ·' 
(iii) Miscellaneous Land Revenue. . 

.,. As regards Land Revenue on the Roll,. the procedure of collection· 
and account, so long as there are no suspensions or remissions, is very · 
simple; a register called kist bandi is maintained showing the revenue: 
as fixed at settlement and this entry· remains-unaltered until (e.g. ,by 
acquisition for a road) the total alters. From this a Register of 
Demands and Collectious (the Khati.oni) is prepared, showing the
demand for the current and three preceding years. On the fixed date 
or dates the headman {lambardar) is required to produce the revenue 
fixed at settlement as payable by him and his co-sharers and by the
plot propri~tors for whom he is responsible. In most villages, there · 
are two harvests,..the autumn (kharif) and the spring (rabi), and1 for the· 
convenience of payees, revenue is collected in two corresponding:. 
instalments. The settlement officer proposes these with reference 
to the harvests of each village. The revenue may be collec~ed entird.)t. 
after the kharif harvest or entirely after the rabi harvest. Half may 
be collected.after each harvest or the proportions may be l and! or l· 
or f. If, and for e'xample, the village were almost entirely under· 
wheat, the revenue would be collected at the end of the rabi season. 

In the case of Land Revenue not on the Roll, due from ryotwari 
cultivators, the patwari is required,.annually during November, to 
prepare an· Assessment Roll (Jamabandi) in wl>.ich he includes all 
holdings under cultivation. An abstract is furnished to the headman. 
who colleCts the money and pays it into the treasury on achalan, which 
serves also as a record of the people who have paid. The abstract. 
and chalan are filled up by the patwari on his visit to the village ..... 

As regards most of the revenue, it is unnecessary to furnish the
cultivators, "'ith a notice of the amount due, as the demand ·is fixe!L 
at settlement or, in the case of ryotwari extensions over ne.w lands, is
made known when the land is taken up:. The tenants and cultivators
should, and mostly do, obtain receipts in r-eceipt books with which they 
are ~upplied on payment. The receipt books contain on a fly leaf full,· 
particulars of the settlement registration and assessment and in the·· 
bodv a series of .double-paged entries showing on one side the details. 
of th.e annual demand including arrears, and on the opposite side the· 
deta1ls of collections and the balance outstanding. The entries. 
regarding demand are written up by the patwari, usually about October,. 
before the first instalment of revenue falls due; entries regarding pay
ment may be made by the patel or la·.nbardar at time of payment but: 
are usually made by the pa~wari at some conve~ient time, usually.-



' 
-during. the rains, after all the revenue for the year has been paid. 
Thus the cultivator remains for some time with no written acknowle~g

·ment for revenue which he bas paid. 
23. The procedur~ in recovering arrears differs in malguzari and 

Th · 1 rvotwari areas. In malguzari areas no &ne is 
e ~::::::.y 0 responsible for the revenue but the lambardar 

and his co-sharers in the estate; if the lambardat 
wishes to· recover revenue from a plot proprietor he must file a civil 

·suit or apply to the Deputy Commissioner under section .157 of the 
Central Provinces Land Revenue Act. The revenue payers are few 
-and will ordinarily be personally known to the tahsildar. A register 
·is maintained therefore in which the character of each lambardar is 
placed on record, and showing whether the action for recovery should 
be strict or _lenient. Where a man pays regularly it will he suffidenr 

·in case of an arrear to issue a notice of demand; where he is casual 
in payment the tahsil dar may, without previous notice, issue a warrant 
attaching his moveable property, or even a warrant of arrest. No one 
bas power to attach immoveable property except the Deputy 
Commissioner who may attach and take under direct ma_nagement any 
land in respect of which an arrear has accrued but may not St>ll it witb

·Out sanction from the Local Government. The procedure in ryotwari 
·-areas is similar ; warrants of attachment may issue but action under the 
·warrant is rarely necessary. Thus in the township office visited there 
·were 137 processes last year for ryotwari defaults, in 18 cases notices 
·of demand were issued, in I 18 warrants issued to attach moveable 
:property and in 1 case a• warrant of arrest issued; but no attachments 
-oc arrests were necessary. _ 

2-J. One. minor point deserving notice is that the survey number 
• t b in ryotwari areas is ordinarily indivis1ble. With 

..,Assessmen Y survey . • d · th t . numbers perm1ss10n one ryot mcey a m1t ano er ryo as a 
. · ~artner, but the original occupant remains solely 

:responsible for the whole revenue. 
25. The collection of water rate· proceeds· on quite different 

The assessment of • principles. The matured area is measured up 
irrigation revenue. by the canal patwari or amin who gives a· 

demand statement or tax-ticket to each cultivator. 
The amount due is collected by the sir-panch or irrigation headman 
-who pays it into the treasury. · For lands where no irrigation amin is 
appointed the patwari, under the supervision of the revenue inspector, 

cperforms the duties o[ the amin. For this they receive commission at 
a rate .not exceeding 6 pies in the rupee .. ' The irrigation panchayd.t 
is remunerated at the rate of 3 annas per acre irrigated. . 

-e6. In years of crop failure revenue may be suspended or remitted. 

S . d Revenue which has been 'suspended for three 
uspens1ons an . d' '1 - • d B th · remissions years IS or mara y rem1tte.. ut ere lS a 
• • stage beyond cure by remission, .when settlements 

-break down iuid abatements become necessary. An abatement is a 
Temission of rent and revenue which is due to extreme deterioration, 
such as may result from a series of famine years, and must therefore be 
extended over a term of years, so that the country may rec.>ver. The 
period of abatement may be for two or three years or for the whole 

il'emaining period Qj settlement. Thus the whole round of settlements 
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between 1Sg8-1goo broke down. An instance has been known iDt. 
which abatement was made immediately after the announcement o£ 
rents as people offered to s~rrender the•r land rather than pay the ren.t 
(or revenue! demanded. But it is very doubtftrl whether they wo.uli 
have carried out this threat, and such an occurrence is of extreme 
rarity. 

IV.-!.and Recof'ds. 
27. The Record of Rights in tlae Central Provinces comprises--

Th · d f . ht ·the following documents which are drawn up 
e recor o ng s. tl d · d h d' at set ement an revase at eac succee mg 

settlements :-
(a) The Statement of Proprietors (Khewat) showing the name: 

of each share holder (including lessees and mortgagers in possession. 
but not plot proprietors) together with the na~ura and extent of their 
interests; · · 

(b) the Field Book (Khasra) in serial order of field numbers,.. 
showing for occupied land, the name of the person cultivating, his. 
rights and the rent, if any, paid; also, for every field, the soil 
classification, cropping, and new and old fallows; and for unoccupied 
land the area and descrrption, e.g. as nala or waste; · 

• (c) the Holding Register (jamabandi, columns 1 to 10) a list of.
persons cultivating or occupying land, with their fields grouped by 
holdings, and the rent they pay--

(d) the Fidd Map, and · 
(e) the Village Administration Paper (Wajib-al-arz). 

The record as thus defined, unless challenged in a civil court within one 
year of completion, obtains an evidential value; on certain matters, 
generally speaking, those ~f public interest, the entries form conclusive 
proof, on others, of private interest, they carry a l.egal presumption o£ 
arcuracy. This generalisation must not be pressed too far; the law 
is contained in section 8o of the Land Revenue Act of 1917 of which·. 
the broad effect is that the civil courts must accept as conclusive proof 
of what they state practically all entries except those regarding rents 
and mttaji, or freedom from payment of land revenue. . 

Certain of these documents, the Field Book, Holding Register and 
Field 1\Jap are carried on as 11 Annual Papers" and are brought up to 
diite annually, but these annual corrections have no legal value except 

'as secondary evidence. (In Berar they have, and annual corrections
form part of the record of rights.) 

The following paragraphs describe first the compilation· of the 
record of rights and then its maintenance. . 

28. The two stages in the preparation and correction 'of the record 

Its 'tat' · are map correction and attestation; the correc-
c:omp• Jon. · f h h h' h b · taon o t e mjlp as 1t erto een a separate 

operation, antecedent to attestation, carried out by' a special map· 
correction, staff. This staff provides the attestation parties with 
accurate maps and these rare(y have to make further map corrections. 
The map correction party enters a district a year before settlement. 
begins. It is hoped io future to keep the annual map correction so up 
to date that speci~ map correction as a preliminary to settlement 
will be unnecessary. The work of attestation is one of the two chief 
aperations of settlement, and it is important not only intrinsically as. 



'the compilation of a valuable legal record but also indirectly as the 
. ibasis of assessment. The object of attestation is to record the area, 

>the tenure, occupant and owner of each field or, in ryotwari 
-villages, each survey number. 

· A field is ordinarily_ the whole of any single parcel of land 
-:held by the same person on the same tenure; an aggregate of such 
,parcels forming a single property or occupancy is termed a holding. 
·On open field land, corresponding with ya lcind in Burma, the field 
would covt'r 5 to 15 acres, and might extend to so or roo acres. 
'Formerly a single field, comprising both rice ·land and open field land, 
.:might have been surveyed as two separate fields though contained in 
-a single parcel, but even then the practice vari~1 and now the two 
would always b~ included in one field, the rice land being separated 
lly.a dotted line and indicated by a conventional symbol. A single 
field may and ordinarily does contain several different dasses of hod 
.assessed at different i:ates. There is no distinction between a field and 
a survey number, except that the former term·is used in malguzari areas, 
.and the latter in ryotwari areas. In ,the assessment registers prepared 
at settlement, the acre rates are quoted separately against each soil 
·found in 'the holding but are not allocated to the individual fields in 
the holding. The rc:nt is fixed on the holding. as a whole, not 
-separately on each field in it. The separate agricultural plots, the 
.actual fields as this term is understood in Burma, are not distinguished 
on the map ; although this was formerly the practice in the case of 
.rice larid, even then no survey number was allotted to each plot and 
.Of>W the survey of these plots has been discontinued and rice land is 
.indicated conventionally. -

For attestation, unless the village has been re-surveyed, the 
.additional revenue ·inspector; works on the annual papers of the 
:patwari. · The entries are all verified by the additional rc:-venue 
inspectors and checked and signed by the assistant settlement 
officer 1 this gives them · legal validity, but the records are not 

_ yegarded as complet~ until the settlement officer has passed them.
Thus at re-settlement the record of rights is based on the annual 
·papers_of the patwari, after preliminary re-survey if necessary, verified 
by the settlement establishment, and attested as correct. 

ag. The maintenance of this record is the duty of the district 
and land records establishment. The patwari is 

And maintenance. _ required to keep it up to date· annually on i:he 
-ba5is of actual possession. He is not assisted (nor is he encumbered) 
by reports from the Registration Department or from Civil Courts, nor 
are occupants of lapd required under penalty to notify him of changes. 
Although the· Transfer of Property Act is in force, many transfers are 

_unregistered, espeCially partitions, but the legal effect of a transaction 
is no concern of the patwari. Similarly certain transactions are 
illegal and can be nullified within the year, but the patwari is expected 
to record the transfer, with a note during the first year that the 
transfer is provisional. 'The patwari is not expected to register legal 
rights but to record the facts existing on the ground as evidenced by 

--occupation and the admissions of the parties. • 
Ryotwari areas form a partial exception. In such areas mutations 

--can only be effected before the tahsildar; the ryot cannot take up a 



'Dew survey numbeE: without formal orders -of the Deputy Commissioner 
or relinquish one without giving formal notice. Tvro men, if they 
~btain permission, may jointly occupy one survey number, but -only 
-one is responsible for the revenue. . 

The record of rights is considered very accurate. But ext~nsive 
check and t:orrection of existing maps are still necessary before ·re
settlement, •• this work proved very necessarj, even in a district, like 
Nagpur, which is much more developed than some.". The need 
for this is ascribed chiefly to surve~· errors or changes and with .the . 

·-exception of partitions the record of mutations is held to be remark
ably correct, so that a week's inspection might fail to reveal_ a single 
material error of registration. . .. 

30. The records prepared· by. settlement and maintained by the -
. · Land Records Department provide detailed ~nd 

The econonuc record. up--to-date information regarding the ownership 
and occupancy 'of agricultural land and its produce. Statistics are_ 
.annually published showing for the province as a whole and for each 
district the area hdd by the several classes of landlords and· tenants, 
the revenue and the rent paid anJ the area of land transferred by sale

1 
mortgag" or othf'rwise. But the utility of these masses of statistics 
is vitiared by the fact that none of the terms mean what they seem to 
mean. It is perhaps impossible to cope with the complexity and 
artificiality of tenures in the Central .Provinces by any statistical· 
.apparatu,;~ To adopt the words of the latest Nagpur settlement 
report, in discussing the· economic of agticulture in the Central . 
Provinces one must forget all that one has read elsewhere on the 
subject, discard experience and buy a new dictionary. What is 
termed "rer.t" in the statistics is not rent, but a ryotwari payment; 
in many cases but not in all, the tenant is a. raiyat. True rent exists . 
in the form of interest or under the name of sub-rent (it may even 
by accident be recorded under the name of rent). In undevelopeq 
tracts, even "sub· rents" are far from representing the true rent using 
the term to signify the most that a~enant could afford to pav. Cotton 
land in the Chanda riistrict, for example, is so plentiful that it is sublet 
over large areas at under Rs. 2 per acre. Rent in the form of interest 
is not recorded and rents under the name, of sub-rent are . not 
compiled. Mor~over, the severe restrictions on rental enhancements by 
landlords have obscured land values. It is impossible therefore except 
by a course of special study to ascertain the conditions of .agricul
tura~ economy. But it shoulrl ?e noted that one school of thought, 
poss1bh the s• hool now predommant regards the peasantry as spoon
fed, protected tosuch an extent that they have lost their native vigour 
and are helpless now in spite of their_ protectio_n,. per:haps bav~ 
become the more helpless on account of 1t. · .... · · . , 

. Jl.~ttrvey a1td Mtscellaneous. · · 
31. The lixed demand remains unaltered from one settlement to 

S d . the next and failure to maintain survey does not 
urYey an mappmg. affect the revenue. Probably for this reason, the 

maintenance of survey has always been unsatisfactory and prior tore
settlement re-measurement has been necessary. In order to bring the 
survey up to date an assistant settlement officer for Map Correction 
Jlas hitherto been posted to a. district due for aettlemeot ~iJ,ti--a · . ' 



staff consisting of a Settlement Superintendent, two A!ll!listant Superio..
te'!dents of ~nd Records and eight _additional Revenue Inspectors_ 
Wtl'b the obJect of keeping the maps up to date so as to avoid special 
map _correction, four ~fficers of superior status have r~ently heeD 
appomted as Deputy DuectorS of Land Records and a great improve
ment is believed to have resulted. 

The original traverse "·as performed by the Survey of India 
Department and in two districts the cadastral work also. But as
cadastral work on this plan proved too expensive, it has since then 
been handed over to a local staff. The traverse is maiutained and 
extended as required by an officer on deputation from the Survey 

• of India D.-p!'-rtment. The cadastral details are mappt-d and corrected. 
on the basis of the traverse. For areas where accuracy is expensive
an~ unnecessary a simpler scheme bas been devised ; this is explained 
below in the section dealing with undeveloped areas. 

32. The Financial Commissioner bas hitherto been the chief revenue 
Revenu~ Organiza• authority under Government, and in general. 

tion. control, throu~h Commissioners and Deputy 
Commissioners of the Divisional an4 District 

Revenue Administration; the Settlement and Land t<.ecords Dtpart
ment, subject to bis control, are administered by one officer who is both 
Commissioner of Settlements and Director of Land Records. As the 
result of the Reform Scheme, the post of Financial Commissioner has 
been_ abolished and his work has been taken over by the l<e,·enue
Mc;mber of the Governor's Executive Council. 
· There are four Divisional Commissioners and 18 Deputy Commis

sioners (or 5 and 22 respectively, reckoning in Berar). Below the 
Deputy Commissioners are Assistant or Extra Assistant Commissioners 

· in charge .of subdivisions ; these however are not stable administrative 
units, but aggregates of tahsils, differently constituted as convenience 
may require and the officer in charge almost without exception resides 
at the Headquarters of the district. The district is divided into tahsils
each under a tahsildar charged JVith the revenue and magisterial 
administration of the tahsil, assisted by one (rarely by more than one) 
deputy or oaib·tahsildar and sometimes supperted by an additional 
tahsildar. The unit of revenue administration, as already mentioned_, 
is the estate or mahal under a tambardar, except in ryotwari areas 
where Gnvernment deals directly "'ith the actual cultivator aggregated 
for administrative purposes into the village under a pa.tel. The 
lambardar receives no commission from Government on the payments 

- of the revenue assessed on the malguzari or net assets, but is entitled 
to receive a commission o£ 5 per cent. from the other co-sharers in the
mahal on the revenue be cellects from them. On collections from plot 

_ proprietors he receives a drawback or commission of to to 20 per cent. 
The patel is paid by a 11imilar commission on ryotwari payments. The 
lambardar is generally also th~ headman (mukaddum). If tbe 
lambardar is an absentee, his duties as bead of the village are 
discharged by a nominee known a.s the IDUkaddum gumastha. The 
Commissioner of Settlements is in J:harge of settlement operations and 
laod records work. He is assisted io traverse survey by a Survey 
9fficer and by a Deputy Director fQC survey t~~·ork ; io land records-

-." These ba-.e now beea reduced to one as the oatcome of a Reaolutioa bJ
Ihe Legislative Couocil that tbe, were aa unnecessary extravagance. 
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work (in the "central Provinces only) there are four ·dc::puty direc~or~. 
one for each Division. The Commissioner of Settlements appomts; 
promotes and removes Revenue Inspectors (in the Central Provinces· 
but not in Berar) but otherwise, on the land records side, he is primarily 
an inspecting and a~vising officer. The distri~t land r:ec<!rds staff 
comprises one Supenntendent of Land Records (10 one dtstnct there 
are two) one to three Assistant SuperintendentE and on an average 
15 Reve~ue Inspectors, about three to a tahsil. There is one patwari 
for every 7 or H villages. 

33· The relative position of the village officers is rather complica
ted. A patwari, though nominally a village-

Village offi~ers. accountant. is charged on an average with 7 or 8'' 
"illages and the number may rise to 10 or more. A village however·; 
need not contain a residential area (abadi} but may co.mprise solely · 
agricultural lands. Such an unoccupied ''village" is also termed a 
"rith''. For each .rith, as well as for each inhabited village, th_ere 
must be a lambardar who will also be the headman or appoint an 
agent. The mukaddum and all the cultivators of the rith may live in 
one or more of the adjacent villages. Similarly every village and rith 
is in the circle of a kotwar or village policeman ;_the circle of a. 
kotwar usually comprises two or three villages. 

34· The Revenue Inspectors are promoted from among patwaris.' 
The land records The ordinary course of promotion is from patwari

and settlement depart- to Settlement Additional Revenue Inspector and· 
ments. · from that to a permanent post as Revenue 
Inspector. The Settlement Commission~r is in close touch with the· 
men as Additional.Revenue Inspector~ and is thus able to select the 
fittest for promotion. The superintendents . are recruited from 
tahsildars who join the land records department on deputa
tion for three years. The tahsildar appointed to the ·land recorda 
depattment has hard out~door work and no executive influence ; 
he does not become expert in land records work until at least a 
year has elapsed and when his three years are up his future career 
will be little influenced by his work in the land records department. 
According to rule the patwari is subordinate to the tahsildar, but that 
officer knows ,·ery little about land records work and is "hardly 
capable of supervising him. The real controllers of the patwaris' work 
are the revenue in..;pectors, the s~perintendents o( land records with 
their assistants and the deputy directors of land records. These 
rP-port patwaris for reward or punishment to the Deputy Commissioner. 

The Deputy Directors draw Rtr. 25o-zs-6oo; the Superinte~ 
dents draw Rs. 175-275 with a deputation allowance; Assistant 
Superintendents draw Rs. 8o-s-tao, and RevenueJnspectors draw 
Rs. .to-1-60 with a horse allowance of Rs. 15 toRs. 20 and a good 
conduct allowaocf' of Rs. 5 to Rs. I 0 which may be granted to not 
more than one-third of the total number. Patwaris draw Rs. 17 to Rs. 
13 in three districts, Rs. 14 to Rs. 20 in two districts and Rs. Rs. 11 
to Rs. 18 in all other districts, together with an allowance of Rs. 4 per 
mensem as comptnsation for high prices. • 

35. Patwari candidates are usually men with relatives in the land 
The training of officers. records service as patwaris or in some higher 

rank. They have rarely passed any esaminatio~ 
a .a 



higher tbaa the IV Standard Vernacular. Annually duribg lhe recess 
a survey class for patwari caadidates is formed at the headquarters of 
tt&(:h revenue inspector. At the end of the rains they are examined 
by the superintendent in survey and the patwari rules. They receive 
no further training but wait until an officiating vacancy occurs which 
does aot ordinarily take long. · 
· Revenue inspectors are selected patwaris who recei?e ample 

·practical training while additional revenue inspectors on settlement. 
Assistant superintendents of land records are promoted revenue 
inspectors. · Every tahsildar and Extra Assistant and Assistant Com· 
missioDer receives a course of land records instruction, and every Assist· 
ant Commissioner is also supposed to receive two month's training 
on settlement; Superinrendents of Land Records are taught their work 
by·doing it under the supervision of the Deputy Director of Land 
Records. · • 

- 36. The general procedure ·both of settlement and land records 
work has been si;nplified for remote and backward 

Th~- revenue system areas. The simplified system of settlement has 
·an remote areas. a1 d b · d Th · 1"6 • f rea y een mentJone • e s1mp 1 cat1on o 

survey consists essentially in surveying independently of traverse sta
tions until cultivation. extends sufficiently to justify accurate survey. 
In-certain areas the system is even more primitive and some villages 
iq .tbe~ Melgbat area in Berar a1e asseased withoul survey on the 
· yoke assessment system according to the number of cattle used. 



THE LAND REVENUE SYSTEM OF MADRAS. 

/.-The Basis, Sta~edard ••tl PrindJies of Assessm•~el. 

The system of land revenue in Madras outside-permanently~~ettled 

T I h b . estates is known as the ryotwari system. Under 
enuresan t e as1s h" h · h · • d -and standard of t Is system t e person w ose name Is reg1stere 

~ent. in the revenue accounts as holding any land is 
. liable to pav the assessment on that ·tand direct 

to Government. He is -known ~ the pattadar Though a patta is~, 
no document of title, the pattadar is actually the .owner of ·the land 
wherever the revenue registry is up to date. , In many cases be is also 
the actual cultivator, but land is sometimes leased !.o tenants, especi
ally in rich wet tracts. Until 1915 the assessment, in the~ry, r~ 
presented half the net produce, ; .•• , the balanc~ left after deducting 
the cost of cultivation from the value of the gross produce. In 
practise however the assessment represented a much smaller fraction 
and in 1915 it was laid down that a half should represent the maxi· 
mum limit and not the normal standard. 

I. The land revenue of each district or part of a district is settled 
p· ed d lluct ti for a term of thirty years. During thit .period, 

IX ~men: ng although the water rate, where this is charged 
. · separately, ftuctuates fTom year to year, the. 

revenue demand on assessed land which is occupied does not vary 
~xcept- - · _ . 

(a) where a general suspension or remission of the assessment is , 
· granted owing to famine, drought and general failure of the crops, 
iloods; 

(6) where individual remissioa of assessment is granted to lands_ 
irrigated from a Gover-nment source owing to failu{e of the water . 
111lpply ; . - - . . . 

(e) where the irrigatioq of land is im~ at thtt ~o&J: of Govern•. 
-mcot subsequent to settlement; • 

(d) where land classified at settlement as.dry land, which inCludes 
aU laad whether embanked or -aoembankecl not irrigated from a : 
Government source, is recbsaified, at the request of the pattadar, as' 
wet land, or land classified as &iogle crop wet land is transferred to 
1iouble crop wet land. · 

3· A cultivator who improves land is entirely exempted from any . 
Improvements and future eohancement of lhe revenue . on that 

enhancement&. . account. 

Where the aettlemeot results in the · aaseament payable on any 
individual holding being enhaacecl by more· tbaa as .per cent. the 
increase in assessment is imposed gradually, u. by iac~es ·spread . 
~ver a series of years. An enhancement equal tQ 15 pe.r ce11L of the . 
old assestment is imposed ia the first JCU ancl the r~inder • 
generally levied hJ instalment. equal to uj per cc.Dt. oi the old . 
aueumeot. 
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4· Irrigated land which has a secure supply of water from a 
Government source is classed as wet land and Water rate. 

· · pays a consolidated charge for water and 
land revenue; a share is subsequently credited lo the irrigatio~ 
department: If the supply is insecure the land is classified as dry
land and pays a water rate if water is taken. Similarly land classified 
as single crop wet land is liable to an eKtra charge if a second crov 
is grown. 

5· A cess for local purposes is levied on the land revenue at a rate

Local cesses. which differs in different districts. "'he cess is 
levied on the gross demand, including water rate~ 

without regard to any remission which may be granted. Suspension 
of land revenue does not ordinarily carry with it suspension of cess. 

1/.-Sdtlement. 

6. An original settlement comprises three distinct processes in two 
.The processes of - separate stages :-
, settlement, · . 

(a) the classification of soils and the collection of the data re
quired for the determination of the demand ; 

(b) the determination of the dt:mand ; 
(c) the introduction of .the settlement. _ 

• '· During the first stage the settlement officer classifies the soils and 
collects the data required for the determination of the demand. The· 
.results of the classification and of the enquiries made by the settlement 
officer are embodied in a Scheme Report and on this basis the demand 
for the settlement area is determined. In determining the demand' 
the settlement officer attempts to minimize any abnormal increase or 
decrease in the existing demand which will follow from a too rigid 
application gf the data collected by- him. The report is then sub
mitted to Government through the Collector of the district and the-
Board of Revenue. After orders are passed by Government on the 
schem~ report the settlement is introduced in each village. During
this stage the· pattadars are afforded an opportunity of preferring 
objections to the demand_ fixed on their holdings at the settlement 
and their objections are beard and disposed on their merits. 

1· At an original settlement the date for determining the demand 
· • • f fall under two heads :-The determmat1on o 

the demand. 

(•) the calculation of the net produce, and 
(6) the general economic condition of the tract. 
The calculation of the net produce comprises four elements, the, 

selection of standard crops, the determination of the outturn, the 
valuation of the produce and the ~ost of cultivation. As the outtum 
varies with the fertility, the soils have to be classified with reference 
to their nature, composition and properties. The general principlea 
on which the soil classification have been carried out in the various. 
district. are indicated in the nea.t paragraph. 
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8. The · soik are divided . into five main· series-alluvial, regar 
or black, red or ferrugino'us, white or !calcareous, 
and' arenaceous Each main series is divided into· 

-classes according to the mechanical compositir>n as clay, loam· f)r·. 
sand. The distribution of these classes is shown in the following 
table:- · · , 

Classification. 

Allu'Dial-
1.-Clay ; 11.-Loam. _ 

Black (R'?gar)- · · 
111.-Clay; IV.-Loam ; V.-Sand. 

Red (FeJ"rugi11ous)-
VI.-Claj; VII.-Loam ; VII.-Sand. · 

White and gr~y (Cilcareous)
IX.-Clay; X.-Lo:1m ; XI.-Sand. 

~renaceous-
. XII.-Loam; XII I.-Sandy loam;, XIV.-Sand. 

Ea,·h class is generally divided into five sorts.-1 best, a good, 
3 ordinary, 4 inferior an-i 5 worst.. For purposes of classification the 
land is divided into sun·ey fields. Eacn survey field is classified 
generally on its merits according to its place in the system described 
above. Thus a survey field consisting of ordinary red loam is classed 
Vll-j, while a field of best black clay is classed 111-r. · ··. 

It will·· be seen that the Schedule provides for nearly· 70 
sorts of soil. From experiment and enquiry it has been found 
unnecessary to frame a separate rate for each sort of nil and they 
are there! are grouped together in .. taJ"ams •• or assessment classes. 
Thus for dry cultivation in Tanjore the worstblackclay (lll-51 inferior 
black loam (IV-4\, ordinary red loam (VII·3), good black sand 
(V-2), good red sand (VIII-a), good arenaceous sand containing from 
one-third to one-tenth clay (XIII- I) are grouped in the ·same ta.,am. , 

The relative productivity of different soils does not remain 
constant when irrigation is applied. This fact has been recogniz~d 
and the grouping of soils-in the assessment classes is therefore different 
for wet and dry lands. Thus clayey soils, which retain. moisture for 
a long time, are classed higher than loams for dry cultivation, but the 
position is reversed in regard to wet rates, as the former soils are 
~endered very soft by irrigation and are consequently difficult to 
plough. Thus in the cas~ of wet lands in Tanjore, worst black clay 
{111·5) has been placed two taJ"fl'fltS lower than ordinary red loam 
(Vll-31, although both these soils have been grouped together in the 
same taram in the scale for dry cultivation. 

Ordinarily land is classed as wet, only if it is irrigated 
.from a Government source. As the success of wet cultivation 
depends largely on the certainty of the water-supply the assessment 
on wet lands is based not o·1ly on the soil classification but also on 

.the nature of the irrigation source. Irrigation sources are classified 
according to the nature and the quality of the water-supply. The' 
classification has varied but the following grouping is now generally 
.adopted:- 1 . 

F/l'sl c/as.r.-Large perennial rivers, and well supplied tanks 
connected with them. · 



Seco-,J tlass.-All sources, river-fed or rain-fed, ordinarily
affording a supply for eight months and upwards. 

TAa'rtl c/•s.r.-All·soarces, river-fed or rain-fed, which ordinarily 
afford a supply for less than eight months but not leas-

. than five months. 
Fourth Clau.-All sources, river-fed or rain-fed, which ordin-

arily afford a supply for less than five but not less than 
three months. · 

Fifth Class.-i\11 other sources. 
In theory lands with the same soil clas~ification, which are irrigated 

• by the same source, should be assessed at the same rate. Lands. 
remote from the irrigation source are howeve-r less· likely to receive
water than those which are nearer. This hardship is generally
allowed for by adjusting the soil classification; thus soil which would. 
strictly be classed as good red loam, VII-2, might be classed as
ordinary red loam, VII-3, or, it would seem, that a black soil might 
be Classed as red, or a.loam as a sand. Only lands classed as wet 
-have a right to water from · a Government source of irrigation, 
outside the areas classed as wet, water-rate is levied in addition to
land' assessment in the years when water is supplied from a Govern
ment source of irrigation. 

·Only in Malabar and South Kanara is there any considerable
area df ·wet land w~ich is not irrigated from Government sources. 
Wet lands in lbese. districts are classified on principles similar to those:
'applied elsewhere, but the facilities for irrigation are determined by 
the level of the lands and not by the supply in the irrigation ·source 
Thus in South Kanara first class wet lands are those which yield two 
wet crops and are ordinarily irrigated by direct flow. The second 
class comprises lands which yield two wet crops, the second irrigated 
tnainly by baling; lands yielding one wet and one dry crop ; and 
other low lying wet lands which owing to their position have an. 
'unfailing supply of water for the first crop. All less favourably
situated wet lands 'have been placed in the third class. 

Apart from such exceptional conditions, land is classed as wet . 
·or dry according as it is normally irrigated from a Gvvernment 
·source or not. Dry land may be embanked (manava,.i), or unem
banked. Embanked dry land may, and often does, grow a dry crop,. 
·but can also grow a wet crop; it is classed according to its value in 
'the dry scale, but is generally assessed one laf'am (assessment class) 
higher. Thus in the first group villages of Tanjore ordinary black 
day (111·3) and ordinary-black loam (IV-3) which have bet>n placed 
in the sixth and seventh torams respectively in the dry scale, will, if 

-embanked, be assessed at the rates applicable to the fifth and sixth· 
tara11u respectively ; ·whether a l\et or dry crop is grown on 
embanked dry land the rate of assessment remains the same. 
. (iv) Wet lands are classed as 1 single crop,' 'registered double 

- i:rop,' or 1 compounded double crop.' 1 Single crop' wet lands ar& 
lands for which in all ordinary seasons the supply of water is sufficient 
to grow only a single wet crop. ' Registered double _crJ)p ' lands are 
wet lands which in all ordinary seasons have an unfailing supply of 

;water for two crops and are therefore compul~orily registered as' double 
crop,' the charge for the second crop being one half of the single • 
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crop assessment. 'Compounded double crop ' la~ds are ·wet lands 
for which the· supply of water is. not ordinarily unfailing; Ott 
these the ryots are permitted to ·compound the charge for the second · 

• crop at rates varying from one-third to one-sixth of the single crop 
asse1sment according to the classification assigned to the irrigatio~ 
•oarce. · · · 

g. For the determination of outturns food· crops alone receiye 
Th 

1 1 • · f consideration ; industrial crops are excluded 
e ca cu ataon ° and among food crops those · most widely outturns. 

cultivated are selected as standard& on which 
to base the relative valuation of the soils. The instructions con
template that the reiative productivity of the different soils in each 
series under the standard crops. shall be ~determined by measure•. 
ment and. enquiry. From the outtuTn as determined' on this basis 
an allowance of '5 to 25 per cent. is made for vicissitud'es ·pf season 
and unculturable patches. · · 

ro. The outturn per acre for each assessment class,. is converted 
d . into monev at the average price of the last 50 

an praces. years excluding years of famine. A deduc• 
tion, ordinarily about 15 per cent., is allowed for cost df carriagtf and 
merchants' profits. The ·result is takea as the casb value of 'the 
gross produce for the purpose of cah:ulating the assessment. 

11. From the gross value calculated in this mannet the cost 6( cul!i• 
Th t · d vat ion deducted. According to the instructions 

· e ne pro uce. the cost of cultivation should be calculated on the 
assumption that· all the labour is hired; thus it included an allowance 
for the labour of the cultivator and his family. The balance remaining 
after the cost of cultivation has been deducted represents tile net 
produce on which the rate of assessment is calculated. .. 

n. These rates of assessment apply only to the most fa-voi.mtbly 
Grouping. situatde~ villaghe~. The 

1
vidllages are grd~pehd 

accor mg to t ell' natura a vantages an m t e 
groups less favourably situated or naturally poorer the rates are · 
reduced. .. . 

13. Thus in an original settlement the rates of assess~ent were in 
The theory and prac- theory ~etc:;rmine~ by mathe~atical calculatidns 

tice of settlement. on a scaenttfic basaslof experament. But almost 
· every factor contained~an eleiDent of convention · 
and the rates of assessment arrived at in accordance with the priil· 
ciples enunciated above Wt>re · sometimes varied with reference to 
local conditions and the existing demand. 

The original scheme of classification was dravm up in 1858. 
In 1879 it was thought that the relative valuation of the ditieTent 
varieties and qualities of soil had definitely been settled and from 
1 ~82 to 1889 crop experiments were suspended. The standardisation 
was premature and in 1889 it was laid down that further experiments 
should be conducted. But the Tanjore Scheme Report shows that 
the outturns finally adopted for that dii-trict were not bas~d solely on 
crop measurements and that the results obtained _by such experiments 
were modified with reference to the outturi!S adopted for adjoining 
districts. Similarly in the South Kana1a Scheme Report of 18g8, it 
Is not possible to trace any ckse relation between the ~umptiona 
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' •nd the experimental · results, and the officer who introduced the 
settle!uent is of opinion that not much reliance was, or could have 
been, placed on the expdriments. Even where the experiments were 
utilized in framing assumptions for the better qualities of soil the • 
outtums assumed for the inferior qualities were based on a conven• 
tional reduction. In the same way conventional reductions were 
made for inferiority in the water-supply. 
. Similarly the classification has become conventional. As 
.mentioned above a standard scale of relative valuation wn drawn up 
in 1879. In this scale all the different varieties of soil were arranged 
with fixed relative values and, although in 1884 it was abandoned as 
a standard of exact relative valuation, it remained until the end of the 
series of ori~inal settlements as a normal scale, showing not the 
relative values of different ta,.arns but the grouping of soils in ta,.ams 
and the order of the groups. For sufficient reasan it might be varied, 
but ordinarily it was generally accepted as ranging the different soils 
according to their relative productivity. The classification included 
_another elem1mt of convention .. Any soil say ordinary black clay 
{lll-3) will be more productive near .thee village and less productive 
further off.. Near the village it may be clas,~d I II-21 at a little dis· 
ta~ce -it may be classed III-3 and still further off II l-4 or even 11!-s. 
Similarly, when cultivated with a wet crop, it "·ill be more productive 
JJear the source of irrigation with ample water and less productive 
further off, and identical soil will be classed differently according as it 
is near to or far from the source. 
. ~he. estimation of· th.e expenses of cultivation'' used to be one 
of the more difficult and mast conjectural of the various steps in con
nection witq a settlement. . . • • The usual practice was to work 
out the expenses for the best soil and tLen to · proportionally 
diminish this standard." I. The cost was not determined by averaging 
the results .of enquiry from cultivators but by recording separately 
each item of ordinary expenditure. This gave the cost for the best 
soil; the cost of· cultivation on inferior soils was reduced by making 
ded11ctions proportional to the reductions io the assumed outturn. 
. The grouping is also to a certain extent a matter of conven• 
tion. Ordinarily the highest asses3ment in the second group will be 
the same as the second assessment in the first group, and the highest 

. assessment in the thir.I group will be the same as third assessment in 
the first group, and so on. ·Corresponding reductions are m:~.de in the 
lower assessment classes. l~j practice th.: grouping (which is not 
applied in the case of wet lands) is determined chiefly hy market 
facilities and it is rarely found necessary to form more than two or 
perhaps three groups. 

The assessment of wet lands adopts a similar convention. 
Ordinarily the highest assessment under a second class source 
ci>rresponds to the second assessment under a first class source 
with corresponding reductions in the lower assessment classes. 
, , q.. The procedure in classification and framing rates has been 
· · described as follows: .The classifier first of all 

Settlement procedure: blocks out the lands according to its series as 
The ~~Ctoeme reporL Black or Red, Loam or Clay. He then asks the 

1. Madras Settlement Manual, Chapter IV, paragraph Jl. 
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-cultivators to point out their best soil; this may be. a black ~lay !hich 
~e will class as best t.Ill-1) or good (111-:a) accordmg to hts estimate 
()( its quality. - He continues on the same lines until all the land in 
the village bas been classified. Rates are then calculated. on the 
classification of this village and if the result appears ."likely to produce 
an equitable assessment the classifier proceeds from village to village~ 
.keeping the line as uniform as possible. When a suitable area, for 
example a taluk, bas been completed, the settlement officer examines 
the results village by village in comparison with the previous assess
mP.nt. If any village shows a conspicuous enhancement or reduction 
.()n any abnormal feature, he scrutinises the classification. The discre-- . 
.pancy. between the new and old demand may be due to erroneous 
-classification. He can then change the classi'lcation, reducing 111.:1 
best black. chy to lll-2 good black clay, or he can change the serieS 
lrom day to loam or sand. This reduction of the highest class entails 
a corresponding automatic reduction of all the classes in the village. 
This is all done before the Scheme Report- is submitted. Another 
met'lod which is sometimes adopted for the purpose of mitigatipg 
abnormal differences between the old and the new demand is to alter 
the gro!lping of the villages in which such differences are noticed. -

The general effect of the whole initial stage of an original settle
_ment i!! that the land is blocked out into a certain number of assesS
ment classes mainly but not entirely with reference to the nature of· 
the soil; the r·~lative productivity of these assessment ·classes is " 
estimated as the result of experiments and- enquiries and on the 
results obtained in similar adjacent districts. The assessment is 
distributed. over these various classes in correspondence with their 
cehtive fertility so as to produce such an aggregate demand over the 
whole area as is justified on general considerations with particular 
~ererence to the existing assessment. That is the first stage which 
terminates in the 3cheme Report summarising- the proposals. 

· 15. As regards assessment, the essential feature of the second 
. . stage, the Introduction or the Settlement, is the 

'The mtroductton of a opportunity which is oiven to every assessee for 
settlement. 61. b. . ., . t h d d b • mg an o JectJon agams t e eman to e. 

imposed on his land under the proposed rates. Already the effect of 
the proposed settlement bas been considered village by village before 
the preparation of the scheme report ; during the introduction every' 
individual can represf'nt his case. singly or in groups. After orders 
have been passed by Government on the scheme report a not.ice 
called a ' rough patta' is issued to each pattadar through the village 
headman; this shows for . each field or subdivision included in a 
.holding, the area, assessment, description of land, etc., both 
according to the revenue accounts and according to the settlement. 
\Vbere a holding is registered jointly in the names of two or more io
.dividuals notice is issued to all of them. Absentee pattadars are 
.required to make their own arrangements for receiving the · pattas. 
In. ~uth Kanara (and presumably in other original settlements} . 
e>bJecbona were numerous: there were sS,ooo petitions out of less 
than 8.J,ooo cases. Many of them were frivolous but all definite com
plaints not evidently frivolous were given for enquiry. Where the 
.classification appeared too high it was reduced, and the total relief 



granted during the introduction of the settlement amounted tOt 
Rs. I ,o8, 173 or representing a decrease of 4 · 4 per cent. on the assess· 
meot originally proposed. The settlement officer was not required to 
obtain the orders ~f Government before making this reduction of the-
demand contemplated in the scheme report. - · 
· 16 •• Re-settlements are conducted in the same two stages. 

R~tleme t. - In the first stage the settlement officer 
" collects the data for his proposals. He tour~ 

through the district examining in detail the workin~ of the last 
settlement and its effects and enquiring into the cost of culti-

. vation and gent>ral economic conditions in sever>tl viJ:ages. The
results of his · enquiries are compiled and ta',ulated and 0[)1 

these, and on his personal impressions, he frames his proposals for 
redsion of the settlement. No crop measurements are conducted; 
the classification of soils is ordinarily left unchanged. Even although 
the relative valuation may be incorrect on account of mistakes io. 
the original cJassification1 or bas been rendered in appropri:tte bytha 
introduction of new crops, the c1assification would be left unchanged. 
unless a serious mistake affected a large area, If_ the settlement 
officer cansiders that any reclassification of soils is essenthl he has to
give fun jastification for his ·opinion. Reclassification of irrigation. 
sources has however been a more common fe.1ture of res,.ttlements. 
The proposals for the revision of assessment are generally based oo. 
the variations in tlie prices of the staple grains of the tract. The 
economic position of the holders of agricultural land in the tract, a. 
evidenced by rents and land values, ~also taken into account. Other 
import~nt points to which the settlement offiter directs his attention 
are the effect of any large improvements in the means of communicatioa 
or in the sources of irrigation, the increase or decrease of population~ . 
the extension or contraction of cultivation the increase or decrease: 
in area under· the more valuabfe crops, the extent to which it
has . been necessary to resort to coercive measures in the collection: 
of land revenue, and the general character of recent seasons. As the· 
result of these enquiries he submits in the scheme report his proposal& 

• with regard to revision of the classification or grouping, the enhance
ment, if any, and ·its distribution over the various assessment classes 
by revision of the rates. Thus if he proposes an enhancement oi 
20 per cent. over the district as a whole he may propose 25 per cent.. 
on the two highest assessment classes, on the lower classes 20 or 15 
per cent. and in the lowest classes he will probably propo3e that the
rates be left unchanged. In the Bellary Scheme Report a precedent 
has been created by the proposal of the settlement officer that an, 
enhancement of 3 annas in the rupee be taken on the black soils and 
-only two annas in the rupee on the red soils which he considers less 
-eecure. The proposals are published, and the people affected have an 
opportunity, of which they avail them3elves, to represent their case
before Government passes ordel'S, Their representations are consi
dered and orders are passed. 

The settlement is then introduced. Any revision of classi
-fication sanctioned by Government is carried out and in such cases 
individuals again have an opportunity to- object against the new 
classification and the rates. In other cases no objectio~ to the rates. 
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is entertained ; tbe cla§sification was confirmed at the_ originaU 
settlements, the enhancement only takes the form of a pe·rcentage
iocrease which Government has already approved and no grounds £or
an objection lie. 

/11.-Tne CoUection of Re.,enue. 

17. The revenue on ryohnri lands is payable in two to four 
Th 

1 
d d. monthly instalments which vary~ in different 

e annua eman districts. The demand fixed at settlement on 
individual fields, as explained above, ordinarily remains unaltered.. . 
during the currency of the settlement. This demand is intimated to 
the pattadar in the patta issued to him during the introduction of the
settlement. In the usual course he receives o" further intimation of 
the amount due each year except a verbal demand from the headmm 
as each instalment falls due. But if the demand varies he is entitled,. 
on application, to obtain a statement of the account, showing h9w
much is due unda- every he9.d, land reyeaue, water-rate; arrears, if 
any, and cess or other miseeltaueous items. Fer each· instalment he- -
obtains a receipt in a receipt book. According to the tules he may 
inspect tbe village accounts and, if he wishes to dispute the amount,. 
he bas an opportunity for doing so at the lnnual b-.erhauling of the 
accounts conducted by a gazetted officer and known asja,na!Jantli. 
· Water-rate, sa-ond crop charge and remissions are fluctoat-, 
ing items. If land classed as' dry' is eultivated witll the aid ~f water 
from a Government IOU!"~· of irrigation or if a second crop is grown. 
on land classed as 'single crop wet ' with the aU of Government 
water, there is an addition to the demand fixed at the sef.llement. 
The lJattadc« ·is also liable to pay an estTa charge on ' single crop 
9/et' land if he grows a crop such as sugarcane which occupies the land 
for more than six months. These additional demands are made on.. 
the report of the village accountant whose work is checked by the
revenue inspector. If, owing to deficiency of water, dry crops at:e cul
tivated on 'ft•et land, only the dry assessment is charged. On • regis-. 
tered do\lble crop wet' lands only the ' single crop wet 'assessment is. · 
levied if only one irrigated crop is secured and, owing to nc,.ss or· 
deficiency of water, the other crop fails. This concession however
is not applicable to 'compounded double crop' lands. Remission of 
the assessment is granted in respect of all classes of wet lands if,. 
owing to deficiency or excess of water, no crop is grown or the crop 
is a total failure. A ryot who desires remission must apply for it i~ 
'f\·riting and his application is disposed of on the report of the revenue· 
inspector. Ryots who fail to apply ,(o so at their own risk. Individual· 
applications are not however required in very exceptional circumstanceS
as when famine, drought, or flood, entails a generat remission of dry: 
assessment. · 

18. If each instalment of the revenue is not paid "by the 1oth· 
Th f of the month in which it falls due, a written-

e !:rC:re:.' 0 notice to pay may issue from the taluk office oa · 
the application of the village headman. This. 

DOtice is ao order to distrain the moveable property of the defaulter ... 



if the arrear of revenue is not paid on presentation of this order, 
moveable property, as nearly as possible proportionate to the amount 

-of the arrear, is distrained. If the amount still remain unpaid, the 
-property so distrained is sold. Should any arrear still remain, the 
landed property of the defaulter may be attached and sold after the 
pre~eribed notices are issued. It will thus be seen that although the 
land does not prescri)>e any order in wbich moveable and immovable 
property should be proceeded against for the realization of arrears of 

..-evenue, steps are taken agai~~t immovable property only as a last 

.resource. 

I V.-Lutl Recortl1. 

19. In M<tdras there is no record of rights. The villages are 
divided into survey fields ordinarily comprising 

~ Compilation of the not more than five acres of wet land or ten acres 
·record of occupa• 
"'lion of dry land. A survey field m~y contain several 

. • properties and each property forms a subdivision ; 
..as a rule no survey field should contain more than 20 subjivisions 
.and where such divisions are minute the survey field may be less thaa 
·..S acres. At survey each of these fields i3 demarcated, surveyed and 
separately plotted in a- field measurement book which shows each 

·.subdivision. On the basis of these field plots a Village .Map is 
prepared. At original settlement a Diglott Register is compiled 
,purporting to show the person in actual ownership of each subdivi.;ioo. 
Subsequently, during the perio~ of settlement, the ,·illage accountant is 
.supposed to report changes as they occur and on receipt of orders, to 
~nter them in an annual register, the Adangal. Altb'lugh tb~re is no 
.cecord of rights this register ought to show at any time the existin~ 
,po~itioo as regards ownership. 0 wing to various causes it has not 
.however been found possible to maintain the registry op to date. 
but more attention is now paid to this branch than focmerly. 

20. One of the p~incipal operations carried out in connection with 

d 
"fi • resettlement is the revision and correction 

•n vert cauon at reo . · Th '-settlemenL of the VIllage permanent reg1ster. e wor ... 
involved nececositates the prolonged employ

.ment of a lar'e staff of subordinates. The survey is ordinarily 
conducted by a survey officer independent of the settlement officer. 
ln two recent experiments an attempt has been made to conduct the 
work by a branch of the settlement party. (n Tanjore, a closely 
populated delta district, the experiment bas definitely failed an<f 

:been abandoned: in Bellary, an upland district of dry·cultivatio~, ~h~ 
experiment, still in progrt"ss, promises to be successful. S_tmtlar 

-experiments have been fairly successful in Coirnbttore and Y•zaga
_ _patam. The work of revising the registers is conducted wath the 
most scrupulou• regard for the interesh affected. When the enquiries 
·bave beeo completed, the settlemf'nt officer, as, a!ready explained, 
.issues to each pattadar a notice called • rough patta '. This notice 
.aho~s the time and place il,t which objections to entries in or omisiio~s 
lrom the patta will be heard by the settlement officer or on~ of h1s 
..assistants. It is generally considered that after this enquary t~e 
~esettlemeot register shows with substantial accuracy the persons m 
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actual enjoyment of each holding; but it does not purport_'to. shor 
their legal title and does not pretend to be a record of nghts. It 
bas reCently been decided that an attempt should be made to develop
a system of registry o( titles through the agency of •the Registration · 
Department. This system bas been introduced in an esperi~ental 
and tentative form in selected areas. 

a 1. Although there is no record of rights, communal and public-
d r t.r lands are protected with the most punctiliou~ 

The reco.~h~ pu ac care, TI1ese are demarcated by stones at every 
r• · bend and plotted in the field measurement book-

which contains a record of all the measurements taken. _The village· 
site and land pertaining to it, tanks, burial grounds, roads, waterways
and paths are recorded so t.bat any encroachment. on communal or 
public property can at any t•me be detected and res1~ted. 

u. There are two alternative methods of conducting economic· 
T~ . d enquiries .. The enquiry may be extensive, 

.e economiC reco" · directed to obtaining a general survey over a.. 
wide area, or intensive, confined to the detailed examination of a, 
limited area or of selected features. In Madras the extensive method 
is not employed; it has never been the praccice to collect annually
information regarding the agricultural economy. Such information is
only available in settlement reports describing the enquiries conducted· 
during settlement, or in the reports on special investigations conducted· 
when occasion may require. There are no ~>tatistics to show the· 
proportion of land held by agriculturists, and non-agricalturists, residents .. 
and non-residents, or to show the area mortgaged at any given time, 
or the area alienated during the year by sale or mortgage, or the area. 
rented, or the pitch of rents. The only feature of the agricultural· 
economy for which there are annual statistics covering lhe whole 
province is the area cultivated with the different crops. · • 

13. Even atnsettlement the enquiries into such matters and even. 
ioto the cost of living and cost of .cultivation are.: 

Economic: enquiries at not exhauative. The settlement officer does.. 
resettlement. not attempt to collect or compile statistics of 

this nature dealing with the district as a whole. His enquiry is-
not extensive, but intensive. He selects villages or areas which be 
considers representative and collects such information as he considers.. 
necessary to provide him with the material for revising the assess
ment. Thus in Tanjore, Mr. jackson chose sis Registration Offices,. 
afld tabnlated all the documents relating to sales, mortgages and. 
leases for certain periods, chi eft y with a view to examining tbe change• . 
in land values since settlement. He suggests incidentally that the-· 
beat land pays four-fifths of the produce to the landlord and the· 
poorest land one-half, but there are no figures to show even for the-·· 
villages taken as representative the area rented and the pitch of. 
rents, Iu Bellary although the settlement officer has made a yer'l 
detailed investigation of economic conditions io about 5 per ceo~ .. 
of the villages and in another 15 per cent. has enquired into indebted--, 
ness, io the remaining villages DO enquiries have been held •. The· . 
only economic feature which generally receives systematic treatment. 
in resettlement reports ia the position as regardt indebtedoese. To. 
thia a great deal of attention • devoted. . · · · 



V.-Survey .,d MistellaJNoiU. 

t4- As mentioned above the unit of survey is the Purvey field 
Surve • ~p.a~ately surveyed and demarcated, with a sub-

- . • Y diVIsiOn for each property or class of land which 
"'It contams. Although all the subdivisions are surveyed only public 
lands ~re de~arcated. The survey fields are Cl)nnected up with· 
theodol1t~ stat1ons, so that at any time the exact position of each 
-demarcauoo stone can be accurately determined. The whole 
province been sul"veyed except some of the large estates on which the 

·interior detail is no' concern of Government. These are now being 
brought under survey. , 

25. The maintenance of the survey ·and demarcation devolves 
The maintenance of primarily on the village accountant, but he has 
· the survey. not been found capable of maintaining them 

, satisfactorily. The check of the demarcation 
":Stones, . and their replacement or repair if missing or damaged, has 
within the last· few years been allotted to a special officer, the 
-land records inspector, who does no other work.. Since this appoint• 
meot was created the maintenance of demarcation stones bas been 

-considered satisfactory. The maintenance of the survey by the 
measurement and record of new subdivisions is the duty of the 

Tevenue inspectors. It is however now proposed to entrust these 
·officers with the duty of maintaining the demarcation also and to 
.abolish.the land records inspectors. 

. 26. At the head of the executive revenue department is the 
. . · Board of Revenue consisting of four members, 
Th~.rev~ueorgamza- one of whom is iii charge of Land Revenue and 

t•on. another; as Commissioner of Settlements, in 
-charge of Settlements, Land ·Records, Survey and Famine. The 
;Settlement officers Me immediately subordinate to the -commissioner 
-9f Settlements. The Survey Department is administered by a Director 
•uader the general control of the Commissioner of Settlements. This 
-department is only- concerned with original surveys or such resurvey 
as is required in connection with resettlement ; it has nothing to do 

·with the maintenance of survey.. For the maintenance of survey and 
··land records there has hitherto been a separate Land Records Depart
:.ment administered by a Director under the general control of the 
·Commissioner of Settlements. Under the Director there were five 
Assistant Directors each charged with the supervision and inspection 
~f maintenanc;e in about five districts. In each district there was a 
Land Records Tahsildar who was primarily charged with inspecting 

·the maintenance of registers and demarcation work and over 
-.checking the maintenance work of. Revenue Inspectors and Land 
Records Inspectors. He was under the administrative control of the 
Collector of tho District and under the technical c:ontro).of the Assistant 
Director and the Director of l.and Records. . The 'officers of the land 

"C'ecords depart.:nent also devoted much attention to the maintenance 
of a correct and up to date revenue registry ; they scrutinized the 
.stweral-~gisters kept in taluk :offices t>t;aring on the maintenance ?f 
the l'evenue :registry, sui'Vey and demucatJon and 1eparted defects m 
4beir maintenance to the Collector. Oa the abolitioa of . the land . 



' ~ecorda department with effect from ut May 192 r the' technical 
supervision of the land records work has devolved on the Collectors,_ 
Divisional Officers and Tahsildars. In each district there are two . 
..or more Divisional Officers between the Collector and the Tahsildar 
(Township Officers) and ten or mor~ taluks (townships). In· each taluk 
there are ordinarily four to five revenue inspectors each with about 
30 villages. A village ordinarily comprises about I,ooo to r,soo acres 
of occupied land. The village officers comprise a head91an who. 
-collects revenue and a village accountant (somtim~s with an assistant), 
for maintaining the registers and preparing the assessment.· The· 
.. evenue inspector enquires into changes of registration and, in· 
undisputed cases which do not involve the formation of new subdivi
sions, effects the .mutation; be also inspects land assessed, or liable to, 
assessment, at the wet-rate. Any matter connected with-the ord~nary
·revenue routine which the .Revenue Inspector cannot dispose goes 
up to the Tahsildar of the taluk which in Madras is the primary unit 
~~general revenue administration. . 

Nots on Ike Standard Seale,., Mad,.as. 

1. A scheme for the clas:>ification of soils was first laid down in 
'the :\lanual of Classification prepared in 1858. By 1879 this scheme
had been adopted in 23 settlements, bat the dlflerent settlements 
exhibited great diversity in the grouping of soils aod the framing of· 
u~ . . 

2. The scheme provided foe five series .of soils•containing 14 classes 
and 66 sorts. The sotts of soil recognized in ea<;h district were ·· 
grouped under a certain number of ta,.ctlts or assessment classes, but 
the contents of each assessment class varied from district to district j 
only in three districts, Chingleput, Coimbatore and Nortb Arnot was 
there any degree of uniformity. In tbeso three disbicts· the soil · 
..:lassification had been conducted by a single officer . en the hasis of 
experiments in Chingleput, and for sonao reason his grouping waa · 
accepted (with one small t:&eeptioo) &&·the mOld :auitable•basis.for a : 
standard scale of relative values. · 

3· The rates of assessment exhibited equal diversity. In the 
-districts settled up to 1879 thirty-five rates varying from Rs. u to· 
Re. 1 an acre bad. been adopted for wet lands and rates 
varying from Rs. Jo to A.s. 4 an acre for dry lands. The standard ' 
scale was framed with a view to standardise the values of the various 
classes and sorts of soil. This was effected by omitting rates which had 
rarely been adopted and were unlikely .to be required in future. This 
process left 13 standard rates for wet lands ranging from Rs.·u to 
Rs. 2 and 13 standclrd rates for dry lands ranging from Rs. 5 to As. 4. 

4. Thus the standardization comprised two processes-
(a) the standardization of soil groups; and , 
(6) the standardization of the relative value of the groups. 

The idea was that in future it would be necessary to determine 
(by experiment or otherwise) a suitable assessment for any single soil
:group or assessment class. and that the suitable rates for the remaining 

•· Board Paper No. a4gt, elated tile a7&h Augua ••Ss-



assessment classes wouid follow by applying the relative values of the-
standard scale. ·. ·' · 

s. The method of application was as follows. The 13 rates for· 
wet lands were distributed in five groups, each group containing 9> 
of these rates, These groups were based on the classification 
assigned to the irri&ation source and must not be confounded with soil 
groups or assessment classes. The second rate of the first group was 
the highest rate of the second group; the third rate of the first group 
was the second rate of the second group and the highest rate of· the
third group. This is illustrated in the marginal table. During the 
· settlement of the-

Group} I • 
Rs. A, Rs. A. 

Rates •• 0 10 8 
10 8 9 0 

' 9 0 8 0 .· 8 0 7 0 
' 7 0 6 0 

6 0 ·s 0 

5 0 4 
8 4 

3 I 4 -, 
Rs. A. I Rs, A. 

9 0 8 0 
8 0 7 0 

7 0 6 0 
6 0 5 0 

5 0 4 8 

" 8 4 0 

4 3 8 
0 

5 
...... Madura District the 

rates • of assessment 
arrived at by the appli
cation of the standard Rs, A 

7 
6 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 

0 
0 scale were verified by 
o comparison with those· 
8 worked out by the 
0 adoption of (4) the 
8 outturns and cultivation 
0 
8 expenses of the sanc-il : I 4 3 3 

4 0 . 3 3 2 8 ll o t10ned . settlements of 
--..!....--------...,..---~---adjoining and similarly 

situated districts, and of 
(6) a commutation rate deduced from the price returns of the Madura 
District. , This comparison showed that the standard scale of relative 
values gave.too low a rate for the better and too high a rate for the 
poorer soils. The idea of determining relative values by a standclrd 
scale was therefore abandoned~ 

6. But this did not involve· the abandonment of the standard 
grouping of th~ soils into assessment classes, This has remained as. 
the standard system and been generally adopted, with local 
modifications where necessary. But the attempt to standardize. 
the relative values of the assessment classes was abandoned. 



THE -LAND REVENUE SYSTEM OF THE PUNJAB. 

i. The SJitem of land revenue in Punjab is, in theory, zainin~ariJ 
T Government does not collect revenue front an<fi.. 

enures. vidual cultivators, but from the' holders or joint 
holders of a large esta~~' normally coinciding with the adminis• 
trative village. Ordinarily, howev<'r, the proprietary body consists 
of a group of families, not necusarily of common ancestry, who 
occupy severally quite small holdings, often of no more thaD 
a few acrts ; a·nd, although . the heads of these families are 
rec1.1gnised as joint owners, in. theory jointly resporsible for ~he 

·revenue and represented by'one of their number as headman or 
lambardar, in practice, the share of revenue due from each propriet"" 

. ary family is severally distributed and separately recoverable. Thut, 
at a general rule the so· called landlords are in fact peasant proprietors 
each cultivating hi1 own land. · . ~ 

1. The land revenue is settled by periodical enquiries into the, 
"The basie ·. and profits and circumstances of agriculture and the 

standard !of assess· agricultural population. The assessment is fixed I 
ment. · according to circumstances but may not exceed ., 
half I the value of the net assets of cultiY2tion, the average 

.~surplus which the land may yield after deducting the expen~ea 
· of cultivation from the value of the gross produce. This surplus 
· is generally estimated oo the basis of 'recorded rentals, whether 

in cash or in kind, -most frequently the latter. The net a1sett 
and rent are · not identical, but generally for purposes of assess
ment a full fair r-ent paid by ~ tenant at will .is regarded as- a, 
Jufficiently near approximation to the net assets and the safest guide 
and meuure in estimating them. So that in effect assessments are based 
on rentl. Proposals to take less than half the value of the net assets·
were formerly suppo1ed to require justification. The r.uJe now i_s that 
tho assessment must be according to circumstances but must not 
exceed half the net asst:ts. , In practice the assumptions made in 
calculating the net assests are very cautious ; in recent settlements, 
during last II or I 5 years, the half net assets Star:dard has scarcely eyer 
been reached and the assessment represents a much smaller fraction 
than one half, often falling below a quarter. · 

3. The demand may either be fixed, or fluctuating, or partly fixed 
Fixed and ftuct~ating and partly fluctuating. During the. period of a 

usessments. settlement the fixed · revenue remain• ua~· 
changed from year to year, unlest esteptional · 

circumstancei render suspension or remission necessary, ot a perma
llcot reduction of revenue ia granted for loss of land by fluyial attion;; · 
the fluctuating revenue . .ariel from year to year with the &Tea culti• 
nted·orthe area hanested. The comparative ·merits of these two. 

•3 '.# 
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l)'ltemt have been the subject of a prolonged controversy. Originally 
the whole demand was fixed. But this was found to entail a needless 
loSI of· revenue in areas where cultivation was extending. Also in 
precarious areas,. dependent on inundation or hill torrents, or on a 
and extenaive suspensions and remissions; the demand had to be 
ecanty and capricious rainfall, a fixed de.mand necessitated frequent 
_pitched low to be recoverable in poor years, and suspensions and 
remissions "·ere still found necessary. The alternative of a fliJctuating 
assessment was long regarded with suspicion and di5favour, not only 
by revenue officers but by the cultivators. Fixity of demand was 
appreciated and every one mistrusted annual assessments on measure
ment• · conducted by subordinate· officials, particularly if they 
were to estimate and assfs.s on matured areas. But experience, and 
improvements i'n the records of crops an·d in the crqp recording 
eatablishment, have gone far to rebut these objections and it has been 
found that, whereas people may ac:cept a system of fluctuating assess· 
ments with reluctance, they prefer this system when they have grown 
accustomed to it. Thus fluctuating assessments are now a normal 
feature of the revenue system and the revenue annually collected on 
thi1principle approaches II crores and exceeds one-third of the total 
land revenue. 

4· In calculating the fixed demand an allowance is made for 
All" uncultivated and unculturable area's and the 

· _ owances. assessment on the normal cultivated area is the 
principle constituent of the demand; but profits from the waste, from 
spontaneous products of cultivated land and from water power are 
also liable to.assessment if they constitute an important item in the 
income of the proprietary group, although assessment on· waste land 
in respect of pastoral profits is now very rare. • 

S· The duration or petiod of a settlement varies according to 

The settlement 
period. 

the stability ·of agricultural conditions ; the last 
operation of settlement is the. announcement by 
Government of the period for which it is to be iii 

force. Wht:re'conditions are unstable the period (as for the Thai and 
Mohar Circles in Shahpur) may be no longer than 15 years; where 
conditions are stable the period (as in the rest of Shahpur District 
outside the jhelum colony) will ordinarily be 30 years. Under the 
new constitution there are signs oi a movement for extension of the 
period. -

· 6. There is no prescribed limit to the enhancement which may be 
Deferred enhanc~ taken on re-settlement, but it is accepted as a 

ments. principle that deferment, if granted, should not 
be too short. As a matter of practice the 

enhancement would usually be restricted, for a period of five years, to 
an addition of one-third to the previous revenue ; then, if necessary, 
to·an addition of another third ; and the full demand under the new 
settlement, if it exceeded the old demand by more. than two-thirds, 
would not be reached until the end of the tenth year from the first 
introduction of the settlement. 

. -

_1. Report on the Adminis&ration_oftbe Punjab, 191S.t9; paragraphs go-ga. 
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7· ImprovementS by landowners duri~g the currency of a settle-
.... & t" ,- ment are protected, if the demand is 6:red, by the 
.. e •~emp 10n o f I tJ improvements- terms o sett ement ; at re-set ement, as regards 

.newly sunk wells and in some other cases, this 
'Protection is continued until the· improvement has been \\'orking 
~lfectively for twenty years. Thus, if'& well be sunk, converting dry 
land into wet, and be first brought intQ work teo years before a 
·selllement elapses, the assessment will not be raised on account of 
-the improvement durin5 the remaining teo ~·ears; at re-settlement 
the land will continue for another teo years to be assessed at the rate 
sanctioned under the new settlement for dry land, and, on sufficient 
grounds, the period of twenty years may be extended. It is 
proposed to· introduce a considerable degree of differentiation in the 
period of protection with reference to the varying cost of well 
.construction in different tracts. For unlined wells no exemption is 
ordinarily granted, but partially lined wells may receive a concession. 
Other expensive irrigation works, such as canals, permanent dams,· or 
reservoirs, are treated similarly. Tbe same principles are applied in 
the case of fluctuating asse~smenls. But no exe3!ption or concession 
is granted for Improvements other than irrigation works, except where 
land is reclaimed from waste with the aid of a loan from Government. 
The general spirit and purport of the rules is to grant conceasiona in 
cases where a considerable outlay has been incurred and such cases in 
.effect consist solely of improvements in ilTigation. . In one village 
visited, Saidpur, the demand fixed at settlement in 1916 was Rs. 401• 
but at the time of our visit the actual revenue was only Rs JISg, the 

• di~erence repres .. nting the balance of exemption due on wells con-
.structed before re-settlement. . 

·s. Where land is improved by Government irrigation~ share of 
the enhanced yield is taken as a water rate, a 

Water rate. service payment for the use of water; this ill 
. levied on the occupant of the land "·houses the 

water. A share of the enhanced yield is also taken, as water
adv;lDtage revenue, from the enhanced rent or increment ol the surplus 
produce (i.e. net assets or eco.nomic rent) which accrues to the owner 
by n·asoo ofthe improvement of his land. 111 some cases land has been 
improved by private irrigation; in such cases the occupant· is not 
liable to Government for any water-rate, but the owner is liable to pay 
revenue on his land in its wet aspect as water advantage revenue. 

The water-rate is as£essed on the sown area according to the crop 
grown, the actual rates for different crops varying with the different 
irrigation systems. Remission is granted on application if there is •n · 
almost total failure. The settlement officer is not concerned ~Vitb the 
assessment of water-rate although he will frequently be asked for' an 
opinion. The water-rate on major canals is fixed by Government in the 
Public Works Department, and by the Deputy Commissioner with the 
sanction of Government on minor canals and other irrigation works. 
which are under the care of the revenue department. If, as often 
happens, occupiers' rates are varied at settlement, the settlement ufficer 
invariable frames the initial p.roposals on which ()rders are passed by· 
Goftfnment after the yiews of the irrigation departmeat have been 
-coaai~ed. la &DJ case the p~oposals emanate from the re~eaue ~d 



·'ftot (rom the irrigation depart~ent. For several years back the ratt-~ 
have been fised empirically ·with reference to the rates current oo 
systems previously in existence. There is no definite standard for· 
occupancy rates; but it is now usual to consider. the proportion which
such rates, as proposed, bear to the estimated nlue of the tenant !f . 

. share of the produce. 
9· The water advantage revenue is assessed by settlement officers. 

Water adnntage The. wa.ter-rate is treated as part of the cost of 
rewenue. C!Jlbvahon, and the net assets form, as usual, thct 

basis of the revenue demands. But e\"en after 
allowing for water-rate the net assets are larger or irrigated than on 
unirrigated land_ and a revenue demand based on thf:_se net assets \\ill 
be proportionally higher. The differeoce between the revenue oa 
irrigated and ~nh·~igated lao~ r~pr·e.sents the water advantage re-.enue. 
0 o wO£kJ mamta10ed by the trtlgauon department the water advantage 
revenue is credited to the department by book transfer. 

10. \Vhere _canal irrigation has become certain the water-rate is 
,. consolidated with the water adnntage revenue. 

. !'~lament by the Elsewhere l:oth the water-rate and tilt! water 
amgatten depaat- d 
~~~ent. a vantage revenue are assessed on the fluctuat-

. ing system, accordin~ to the irrigated area 
matured {or in some cases according to the irfigated area sown). 
The water-rate (but not the wafer ad,·antage revenue) further varies
according to the crop cultivated: On systems under the charge of the
irrigation department the demand on individual fields is calculated by 
the in:_igation surveyor (canal patwari). In an-as •·here a fluctuating 
water-rate predominates, any other portion of the demand which may 
be fluctuating is also assessed by the irrigation surveyor. On syste:ns
under the charge of the revenue department the demand is calculated 

. by the village surveyor, but pre-audited in the district office before 
collection. The procedure of assessment and collection is dt'scribed 
)>elow; the point of immediate impo~tance is that on the large 
perennial canals and on some inunda!aon canals the assessment of . 
i_rrigation dues by irrigation officers has long· been and still is. the 
accepted principle. The expediency of· using professional engioeers
as tax collectors, and the degree of confidence attaching to assessment 
statistics prepared by irrig·ation subordinates, are matters which have 
been long iq controversy, and from remarks in settlemeot reports they 
are regarded by many revenue officers as still open to question. 

u. The Cesaca levied in addition to the land r~·enoe fall under 
- two heads ; the ceases impo&ed by Govern-

.- l.ecalcaees. ment, and the •alh•, or fund raised by 
customary contributions towards village expenses. The cesses imposed 
by Government compnac a ~ss of 5 per cent. on the land revenue 
for the remuneration of the headman (lambardar) and of one anna 
to two annas in the rupee fot local amenities provided by the District 
Boards, such as hospital and educational facilitiet and local commuai
cations. With customary contributions it hu been the policy of 
Go~emment to interfere as little as possible ; out of this common 
fund tho village pays for the cost of repairing survey markl, 
fees due on "W&rranta for default of rnenue, ezpenditare incvred 
by the headmiua wbea payitt~ in the revenue, -the eoet of taking th. 



P•t~ 346. (li11e 6).-Afte~ " P,roduce" ,·,.,e,.l '' or to the esti• 
mated value ol the gtosll produce.' 

Page 346 (laragrap4 ro).-Cucel first ;entence, and u16sdtxte 
tr Where canal irrigation is of old standing and there is comparative 
fixity of supply and its distribution, tlle water advantage is sometime' 
assessed at a moderate rate (na4ri P•"ta) as ~fixed sum which i1 
liable to periodic adjustmeat to perm 1nent ch~nges in the irrigation.'s 

P•t• 346 (pa~•t,.•P" 10), line g.-Before "calculated "itUirt 
., generally." 

-. P•te 346 (t•~•grap4 ro), line 13.-AJte~" department," ,·,,,., 
" and on cert.ain others." 
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<ens us, the entertainment of strangers who put up in the .. villag~ r~st"! 
house. The settlement officer records the local 1=ustoms regardiDg. 
<ontributions to the malba, and the method of spending· it, but ill 
llis official capacity he does not go beyond the m~king of this .cecord. 

li.-Settlsm6nl. 

11. A settlement of the land rever,ue, purely in its fiscal aspe~t 

S I d 
and apart from the incidental .preparation or 

ett cment. proce Uf'e, • • f I d • · th d" t' t . rev1saon o an regasters, comprases ree 11 mc 
processes ; the collection of data for qetermining' the demand, the 
determinatbn of the dem·and by the analysis and applicatio~ of· these 
data, and the distribution of the demand. over individual villages 
an4 holdings. Incidental to tbese proceedings are ~he measuremen~ 
or re-measurement of occupied or. culth-ated areas, and the regis-
1ration or scrutiny of occupancy and titles. ~hen complete-and. 
accurate maps have been pr.;pared at the prevaous settlement and 
changes in boundaries have not ·been excessive, .the measurement 
~r re·measurement is not properly a survey but an amendment 
of the existing field map. There is no system of registration of 
titles in the 11trict sense of ·the term. The entry of a right in 
the re::cord is presumptive evidence, not a complete title. 'I~ "the 
Punjab a re-settlement is preceded by a. f9recast in which the 
-district officer. estimates the probable financial resalts ·of settle
ment operations, and discusses other grounds, if any, for re-settle· 
ment ; orders on the forecast are usually determined by financial 
i:onsiderations. The actual settlement is conducted in two separate 
·stages. During the fir:.t stage the Settlement Officer inakes a c!ose 
personal study of the area for settlem~nt and at the ·same tim~ 

. carries out any re -measurement which may be needed, an_d collec~,;, 
compiles and analyse~ the material which will form the statistical 
framework of his proposalo; for assessment. On the more impb;tant 
matters, as will appear belo\9·, he obtaini preliminary orders as the· 
·work procee.ds, and at the conclusioQ of his enquiries he submits an· 
Assessment Report dealing ordinarily with a single tahsil. This 
Ass.:ssment R,..port gives an account of his proceedings, a review of 
the statistical anti other material bearing· on the assessment, and his 
proposals for assessment. An abstract of his proposals with a brief 
statement of their basis is publi~hed for _information and public 
.criticism. The Assessment Report is then submitted through the;
Divisional Commissioner to the Financial Commissioner who considers 
any objections "·hich mav have been received and drafts orders for 
approval by the Local Government. In the second stage; after the 
·orders of the Government have been received, the settlement officer 
intt·oduces the settlement, distributing the demand over individual 
villages and h'lldings. This. introduction of the settlement is an 
important matter but it takes-- very little time as the bulk of the 
~·ork, all the ·re-measurement and registration, has been dpne before 
1he submission of assesE:ment proposals. Ordinarily in each tahsil 
~ year is allowed for re-measurement aad about six months for inspec
tion ; in practic:e the settlement of each tahsil seems to tJke about 
two Jeau, but the work OYerJap;;, -meuarement in one tahsil coiadd
•nr witla inspectioa in aaother. The second •tage need only take 



a couple of months from the date• on which ordeu are issued br 
Government, but if orders have been delayed, as happened in one
tahsil of the Shah pur District,extensive re-measurement may be required 
and introduction would occupy five or six months When the new 
settlement has been introduced in all the tahsils a final report 
describing the operation is submitted., 

13. A Settlement Party normally consists of the Settlement 
The settlement Officer and one Assistant Settlement Officer, with 
~stabliahment. one. Tahsildar and three to five N aib· Tahsildars 

. for each tahsil and about one kanungo to every four 
patwaris. The kanungos include those of the ,ordinary revenue 
establishment but about four tim:!s as many settlement kanungos are 
introdul·ed. 'These is also a stall of temporary patwaris and a small 
office stall. 

· 14. The net asset.s of the landlord form the theoretical basis of 

The use -of renh. assessment and half of these may in theory be 
taken as the revenue. The Settlement Officer 

is required therefore to calculate the net assets and to analyse the 
the general economic conditions with a view to determining what 
proportion to the net assets sho'Jld be takM. The procedure which. 
he adopts and the principles on which he acts derive ultimately from 
the methods of settlement in the North-Western Provinces before: 
English rule extended over the Punjab. In the early tlays the 
procedure was complicated by •< elaborate calculations to ascertain 
what th~. landlord's assets should be. It was not till nearly 1833. 
that it occurred to Government to ascertain what the net assets 
actually were." But the convention that a full fair rent may be
taken to represent that net assets has simplified the calculations. 
The estimation of the average net rental (i.e. surplus produce or 
economic rent) of land hased on actu=~l data enables him to avoid 
cal«::ulations which 1nust uecessarily be based on nebulous and 
more or less. conventional data. It is still necessary to estimate
the value of" any contribution by the landlord towards the expenses
of cultivation but the settlement officer need attempt no detailed 
e1timate of the actual cost ot labour, cattle and material in the 
·various processes of agriculture. In place of estim:1ting the net 
assets by calculating and deducting the expenses of _cultivation the 
settlement officer is required to estimate the true rent. But in the 
P1.mjab about half the total occupied area is cultivated by the owner 
and of the rented area more than two-thirds is leased on the share· 
produce systein. Thus little use can be made of cash rents as a 
basis for determining the rental value and an estimate of the rent is 
a compound process with three factors : the ouLturn, its value and_ 
the share taken by the landlord. 

15. On certain points of prime importance it is possible, 
and therefore convenient, for the settlement 

l'reliminary opera· Tb fi d tions. officer to obtain preliminary orders e xe , 
demand under the old settlement rests on the old 

•arvey; it has to be decided bow far the old measurement, as main
tained and brought up to date during the expiring settlement, can be-' 
used without re-measurement as a basis for the new demand, and:: 
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how far re-measurement will be required. The conduct. and results 
of the settlement will also ·depend largely on the framin~ of classi-· 
fication categories and assessment circles. To choose any smgle year
as the ·basis for estimating the area under different crops would be 
unsound ; if the whole area was under sugarcane one year and under 
rice the next, the -value of the gross produce would differ greatly in 
the two years. Records of cr~pped areas during recent years most 
therefore be scrutinised to arrive at a normal figures as basis (or the 
outturns, for the areas under various crops and for the ratio of 
matured to cultivated areas. The demand will depend also upon the. 
prices at which the produce is valued. On these points therefore the 
settlement officer is required to obtain orders of the Financial -
Commissioner as early as conveniently possible. 
· The first operation undertaken by a settlement officer (it may 

Re-m even be taken UJl before his arrival) is a special 
easurement. · d · · · t d t • h t gtr awara or crop mspect10n o e emune w a 

re-measurement is needed. Riverine areas alwavs need re-measure
ment, in other areas partallines are run and per~ntages calculated · 
to show:-

(•) the number of field unchanged i . . 
{6) the number of field where only the tenancy has changed; 
(&) the number of mutations involving no change in the ellternal 

boundary; · · - · 
(d) the number of mutations involving a change in the external 

boundary. ' . . · 
These statistics form the basis of the preliminary report which 

the settlement officer submits containing recommendations about 
re-measurement. 

In an area of 

Kstimates1Jf 
Cropped Areas. 

mixed crops it is not sufficient to determine the' 
outturn per a.:re for each crop, it is necessary 
also to determine the normal proportions sowa • 
and matured under eKh crop. The settlement 

officer Lherefore selects a cycle of yl;!ars which he think!; will give a 
traP normotl, regard being bad to the pace at which cultivation is 
expanding, and, excluding obviously abnormal years, frames a 
preliminary report on the years to be chosen as the basis for the 
produce estimate. . . 

To ascertain the value of the produce the settlement officer 
Prod p . examines the fortnightly reports published in the 

uce races. Gazette, the records of trade prices -at the 
principal markets, and local prices as ascertained by himself and his 
assistants. These figures are used to support his recommendation 
concerning tbe commutation prices to be used in tbe produce estimate. 
(Further analysis is still required to ascertain the g&neral change, i.l. 
the effective rise in the prices of agricultural produce since the last 
aettlemenL) · 

16. The outturo varies with fertility and_it is required therefore to 
Claesificatioa. cla~sify the land into ca~gories "·ithin eacb of 

wbtch, for purpose of assessment, au. average or 
normaloutturn may be assumed. In the Punjab howenrtltere is no soil 
Classification as this term is understood in other parts of India: irriga
tion is cons!dered all impoctant, and qualities of soil as comparatiwely 



=uegligible. Thus the land is classed aceording to the •ource of 
-irrigatloq as-

Canal irrigated (Nahri) 
Well irrigated (Chabi) 
Spring irrigated . (Abi) 
Inundated •• (Sailab) 
Other unirrigated or 'dry' land tBarani) 

Unirrigated land would include not only dry cultivation on unemban
ked uplands, but also cultivation in fields em ban ked to impound and 
store water for the cultivation of the wet crops, for example, rain-fed 
rice. Such embanked and unembanked Ianda_ might be differentiated, 
or all dry barani land might be included in one class and assessed-at an 
. uniform rate. Large p 1rtions of the Province are arid or semi arid,. 
an-i the presence or absence of irrigation over-shadows all other 
distinctions, while on the other hand the actual differences in soil 

· . texture, chemical composition, etc., are not great. Thus in such 
. tracts the soil classification follows irrigation. Elsewhere-in the 
hills and - submontane tracts-where irrigation is not of such 
paramount impC'rtance and rainFall fairly abundant, considerable 
pllysical differences exist which arc:: of importance and are used as a 

~basis of classification. The as3essment resulting from classification is 
·adapted to local conditions by the formation of assessment circles, 
, and is fur~her adapted to individual villages and holdings in the' 
subsequent distribution of· assessment during the second stage of 

,e«;ttlement. Thus although a greater degree of refinement in 
· ·c1~ssification forlllerly obtained and is still advocated the need for it 
is not considered urgent, In the arid or semi-arid plain districts 

-.anything like a general mi_!lute Classification based on physical 
difference would be decidly .unpopular. Such differences, where they 
occur, affect large blocks generally and not individual fields or 
holdings ·and adjustmen!L so far as necessary, can be, and is, made 
in the intetnal distribution. 

17. Besid~s this classification of land according to the kind of 
G . irrigation, the country i~ also divided into assess-

roupmg. ment circles· which are more or less homoge-
neous groups of villages normally in continuous blocks. The distinc
tive charaCteristic of. an assessment circle is that throughout the 

·circle the rates by classes may be utilised as guides to the actual 
rate• to be imposed for these classes in each constituent village. 
From village to village the normal circle rates will require, adjust
ment, but they should be capable of application as a guide and basi• 

.for the village rates, . 
18. In the dett-rmination of outturns all crops which cover an 

~ appreciable area, whether food or non-food, in-
The determination dustrial or oon·industrial

1 
are taken into consi-

of outturns. h _ deration, and an outturn is fixed for eac crop 
for every class of land on which it iiJ cultivated. The assumption 
fo~ Ol,ltturns depend on:- · 

(•) the estimates of tho previous settlemeiJt ; 
. . (6) the records Qf c::rop me<lliurement CQnd~o~cted d11rini dJe 
~~pirii~Jr •e~tleiPent by ~ pfficers ; · · 



. (t) tbe assumpUona approved iiJ r~ent settleapeot. of .-.imilar or · 
.-djacent districts; · ; 

• (d) the outtunifl estimated for the district by the Director of 
Agriculture (which are revised from time to time in accordance with 
~nnual crop measurement and with infqrm~tion reg~rding exports), . 

_ (e) the recorded outturna over large are~ from the accounts of 
lar&e estates~ such as those managed by Courts of Wards, or O\Yned 
-by the •·ealthier za'llindars, or IQilitary farms, and 

(/) crop measurements conductc:d by the settlement officer and 
his ass1stants durlng the course of operation. 

Very little .. -eight is attached to crop measurement as a means _of_ 
-determining the ou.ttums. 11 Since the attempt to Jecord soils w1th 

· any minuteness bas been abandoned it is quite usual to find all t~ 
land dependent on rain in a large ~ircle put into a single class. 
Qbviously the thousands of acres so classified •ill -vary widely in 
natural fertil;ty and the average . outturQ will bcs affected by the 
degree of skill and industry possessed by the cultivators. The 
yield of different hanests also varies to an extraordinary e~ent, 
especially in the case of unirrigated crops." Crop experiments 
therefore are primarily regarded by moat officers. as meaos for 
-defining and correcting their personal estimates and they are used in 
the Reports to illustrate rather than to prove or support their assump
tions. Thus in the settlemellt of the Shatipur District, Statement 
XIII in the Assessment Report on the Khushab Tahsil, which sum- · 
marise1 the data for determining the outtums, contains figures to 
show the oulturns arri\·ed at by_ eJtperiment; J,ut for many crops ~here 
were no experiments, for some tb~ experimental result differs widely 
from the outturn adopted, and ia no case is any informatioQ given 
l'egarding the number of experiments or the area which they covered. 
In the As:;essment Report on the Berar and Qlber tahsils of the same 
district, although outtums are discussed in some detail in the body of 
the report, the table of produce estimates gives no information what
ever concerning the basis for the outturns assumed. There is how
ever a more 'or less definite sy:;telll of crop experiments (see 
Financial Commissioner's Standing Order No.9, paragraph 8) but 
the results are not as valuable as they might be. This is due to the 
paucity of the agricultural department staff, and to the fact that 
the attention of district officers has for many years past been necee
sarily devoted to matters otbu thiUl reYenue · administration. 
0.-ing to frequent accidents of season and other causes the -short 
period occupied by settlement operatioQ does not give settlement 
officers sufficient time to form satisfactory conclusions on the experi-

. mental data whi(h they coiled. Sncb data are inevitably scanty. as, 
generally, the settlement officer bas one or at the most two yeart to 
collect them before he has to frame his assessment. What is really 
needed is systematic, scientific and continuous eKperiment, aod 

. <e»llectioa of the resulting data by agricultural eaperts, not only daring 
~ttlement but also between settlemeota. It is ~sick-red u-.eless to 
expect mach from comparati.elJ ap~modic esperimenta coaducted 
-Gnly during settlemeat operations. _ - . . · 



19. These preliminary operations ·provide material for esti· 
C 1 1 t" n of the mating the money value of the gross produce, 

a ::n:al0
value. The landlord ordinarily hkes a definite 

ahare of the gross produce, usually, a half, 
one-third, or two-fifths, but in certain cases he. makes contribution• 
towards the expenses of cultivation, especially the. water rate,. 
and on the other hand the tenant may make payments in addition· 
to the share of produce, especially towards the water advantage 
·-rate. By adding or subtracting such miscellaneous items from the· 
landlord's sqare, the true net.assets can be. calculated: half of these· 
net ·assets represents the maxim111D which may theoretically be taken. 
as the revenue demand. The rent calculated by this process is chec
ked by comparison with the rents statem'!nts 'of estatesJ under the· 
Court of Ward, with the accounts of Military farms, and with such 
trustworthy figures for fixed cash rents or fixed produce rents as may 
be available. By this procedure the settlement officer is enabled t~ 
frame an estimate of the net assets over the whole of each assessment 
circle.· The assessable capacity as thus determined has to be lurther· 
considered with reference to general economic and political conrli
"tions which have' always received great attention, and to local circum
stances· •. 

to. It deserves notice that so far as possible, and ordin:uily to a 
· very large degree in practice, the assessment 

.Revision settlements. f f circles, the classes o l .. nd and the estimates o · 
outturn are left unchanged. The frame work of settlement is based 
on natural physical conditions,. and, once these ha,·e been accurately·. 
interpreted, is little less enduring than the physical elements on which 
it rests. ·The classi6cation is entirely based on obvious unquestionable, 
fads; only the accuracy of the record can be questioned. This is 
made known to each landowner at the time that the registration and: 
re-measurement of his land is notified, so that, if there is any error in· 

...,.--------- -- --- • ___. •- _ _._. •- 1: • •1: --- I - -~L- -' 

P•gt 352 (p~rt~grapn 21).-Cflllt:~l second sentence and 
substitute" For each village he prepare!t an abstract, which is a sheet 
rather tha9 a book, though the sheets of all villages are subsequently 
bound up in book _form." 

-:JUCC'llaLU.:;:& LIIAll 4 UUUI\.• .& 111:1 "'VIU.d.IU~ o:ti.&"'U ""I"'U&'wus..o::~~ ua au~ "'.,;;~~"au.au•'-

regart:ling the assessable capacity as he can put on paper. For
each village he has. a detailed village ass€ssment statement con
·taining (in the form which we saw in the Montgomery district) figure• 
for:-

(i) the area cultivated and uncultivated, irrigated and unirri-; 
gated; 

, (ii) the cultivation and rents, . 
(iii) the number of wells, 
(iv) the status of owners and other particulars of ownership, 
(v) the land revenue paid, 

(vi) th~ population, man and beast, 
(vii) the transfers of land, and 

(viii) the averaged cropped areas during the years selected as-
the basis for th~oduce estimate. · 
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The abstract is illustrat~d by a sketch to show the sources. of irri.._ 
gation, '·I· wells, and at least such classes of land as are differentiated
under the existing distribution over holdings. ·Thus the settlement
officer might note that in the north there was a block .of good or average 
or poor friable loam under dry cultivation, in l be south, well-irrigation, 
and the south'of this inundated land.- He would especially note whether
the land in each class was good or bad as compared with the average 
of that class over the assessment circle. In theory the principal 
object of these inspection notes is to faci!itate distribution . of the· 
assessment over villages after Government has sanctioned the
proposals for asse!'sment. But in ~r~ctice they are taken i?to co~si--· 
deration when the proposal~ are ongmally framed. The tnspectJoJr: 
of individual villagt-s and th~ consideration of their circumstancesi. 
revenue {>a.ying capacity, etc. (with the totals thus attained for a whole
assessment circle) constitute a most essential element or guide for the
settlement officer in finally deciding the total assessment appropriate 
for the circle with reference to its statistics and the results of hi!f 
theoretical calculations of its half net asgets. Briefly the. work of 
assessing a circle is a gradual movement from· a general view 
(yielded primarily by the circle statistic and data) to a view of the 
included particulars (yieldeti by the result of individual inspections) 
and then again from the latter ''iew to the general view, both views-
mutually modifying each other in the process. -

The effect of this procedure is that when the settlt-mf'nt officer
is framing ·his proposals for assessment he has full command ·of the· 
theoretical data fot: assessment in each class of land not only over the
assessment circle as a whole but for every village, and has a~so· 
framed alrearly and recorded a rough but considered opinion of thEt 
practical effects of his proposals for each class of land in every village;. 
He hao; also received orders on the main chief theoretical factors, 
assessment circles, classes of land, crop proportion and prices, and it 
would rarely happen that his proposals for assessment would diverge
wtdely from the intentions of Government. At the same time he can· 
adjust the rates with full knowledge as to the effect of the adjustment 
in every village which it affects. · He can therefore make proposlas= 
with some degree of confidence that they will, at least as regards. 
their general effect, meet with acceptance, and with certainty that 
the distribution over. circles and villages will in . practice corresponcl·-
closely to his intentions. · 

13. Under recent orders, after the settlement officer bas submitted' 
The publication ofas"Sess- his report, a brief abstract is prepared and, 
. ment proposals. translated into the vernacular. This gives:-

(i) a short explanation of the distribution into assessment circles;: 
· (ii) the main data on which the half net assessment estimate is,. 
based; · . -

(iii) the general consideration on which the pitch of the amount. 
of the assessment proposed are based, and 

(iv) the assessment. actually proposed and the aetna! average-
revenue rates for adoption. · . · -

A period of one month is allowed from· the date of publi
cation during which· anyone affected is allowed to submit repre~ 
sentationt or objections for consideration by the Commissioner-



-who -will, if necef.lary, obtain the opinion of the settlement. officer 
-Gl\ them befor41 reviewing the report and take steps to bring 
""&hem 'to the notice of the Financial Commissioner. This procedure 
~as only recently b~en _iatroduced, and in fact has so far been applied 

•an the case of one dastnct only. 
13. After Governmenfbas passed orders on the rates, the settle-

Distr.ibution of the ment is introduced. Ia this stage the settlement 
demand. officer distributes the assessment over villages 

-and over individuals. He is allowed to vary the total assessment of 
·the circle to a limit of 3 per. cent. above or below the sanctioned 
·-aggregate. .As regards the assessment on individual villages the 
'·settlement officer has a free hand in putting any village as much above 
·or below the figures brought out by the .:ircle rates as be pleases. 
·Ordinarily he distributes the assessment over the villages in accord
·-&nce with his estimates previously formed of their assessable capa
-city. When he has finally decided what the village f'ught to pay he 
-announces the demands 11nd signs a statement certifying the amount. 
·Objections may then be lodged. They are presented to the settle
'lllent officer from whose orders an appeal lies to the Financial Com•
.missioner. ' 

" . The further distribution of the assessment O"ler individual proper
ties is regarded as the most· important part of settlement, but as a rule 
:it presents little difficulty. Before this stage· is reached the subor
·dinate settlement staff has been discussing indi¥idual distribut•on wi• h 
the village and assisting the people to arrive at a satisfactory result. 
All sorts of internal distribution are in vogue. The commopest is 
probably basedol! the assessment classification with perhaps a further 
suhdivision ·especially of wells. Flat rates on unirrigated cultivation 
.and cultivated areas are common in the plains districts, and indicate 
,how little importance is-attache<;~ in practice to physical difference of 
soil ; tber' may even be a flat rate over the total area, including 
-uneultivated land. . Some villages assess on shares according to !he 
genealogy; 110me assess on ploughs or on '\'\"ells (so much per well, dis· 
"t"egarding the catch crops on rain fed lands) ; if the people desire a 
-differE>ntilll rating of soils (e.g. good and poor) eve& though separate 
rates have only been framed for classes of land (1.g. chahi, barani) 
the settlement tabsildar may be directed to classify the village 

oo()D the lines desired. A special case of· great importance occurs 
in the distribution of assessment on well-irrigated land. Ordinarily 
the land is assessed at -the dry rate, or at some rate betwe~n tho 
-dry rate and the full chahi rate; tile balance is placed in a lump sum 
·OR. the well and remitted if the well goes out of use. Where grazing 
areas are large some of the revenue is often levied on the cattle. 
This can_ be done in two ways ; either the cultivate<! area is assessed 
.at a low rate per acre and the balance divided up proportionally over 
~~ cattle ev~ry year ; camel, oxen and sheep or goats paying, say, in 
>the proportion of 8 : 4 : 1 per head ; or each head of cattle pays so 
maQy an(Jas per head fo' each class and the balance, if any, is spread 

-over the cultivated areas. The people generally eJpress the distribu .. 
~·oa over soil, i~:~ proportions, •·l· annas a in the rupee for the most 
,t~lual>le soil per a.ere ••nas 6 far the aecead and ana.._ ~ few th 
4bir4. · These -Jystt'Rll pf io~rn~ distribntiQQ -dg not apply whare 



Pag' 354 (paraz,.•Pia 23), lid u.-Ajllr '' lies to " i •uri "the 
Commissioner and, subsequently, to." 

Pag• 354 (P•,.•l"•P" IJ), line JS.-Ctlnell 11 often" and 1u6stit11t6 
'' occasionally, and ia the past was often." , 
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ftuctuating a.!9eSj;ments are adopted. ~ith these the sanctioned as~ess-
ments are in the forms of rate per acre sown or mature~, and these
rates are applied to the actual area of eacb harvest. Wath the excep
tion howeTt'r, of the fluctuating assessment, the settlement officer -
almost invariably accepts the distribution made by the village unles~ 
any group or any individual objects. Should there be any objectioo 
he enquires into the matter an<l endeavours to effect an agreement by
mutual consent. In the last resort, if the people cannot agree, be him•· 
aelf fi1es the assessment and his orders are open to appeal. 

1/1.-The Collection of Rev,nue. 

24. The year of assessment begins on the Ist October. During:-
Th 

1 
d d September an Annual Demand Statement is pre-

e annua eman · pared in the Tahsil and District Offices for each. 
estate or village. The tahsil cop}• bas to be checked with the district 
office copy and returned before the 1st October. The Patwari about: 
the same time prt>pares the annual demand statement for the village, 

· tbefa,.d dhzl !Jat:hh. After the kbarif harvest this statement is made
over to the headman for. collection and a fresh statement is prepared. 
after the rabi harvest. The demand may contain a fluctuating ele:
ment. If so this fluctuating portion may be assessed either by the 
canal patwari, or subject to the orders of the Deputy Commissioner, 
by the village patwari. The water rate assessed by the canal patwari 
is entered by the yillage patwari in the demand statement until the 
orders of the Deputy Commissioner have been received. -This is.. 
the procedure also with regard to the water advantage reve·nue,. 
assessed by the canal patwari, and also with fluctuating chahi and 
barani if assessed by the canal surveyor. The headman collects the· 
rnenue attording to the amount entered in the demand statement. 
For every payment he makes or is supposed to make an entry in· a. 
Receipt Book maintained by the cultivator, but the entries ia these 
receipt books are understood not to be made very regularly and the 
specimen examined, although apparently complete, was certainly not 
very clear. Tl.e culth·ator receives no certain intimation of the amount· 
due excepting in the case of fluctuating assessments by the, canal 
patwari ; for such items he receives a tas ticket showing the crop- · 
grown, the rate per acre, the area under crop and the total water rate. 
"Apparently, except for thiS item, the headman merely tells the cultiva
tor llow much ill due and the cultivator pays up and obtains an entry 
in his.receipt book. As regards the fi~ted portiom ol the demand. 
each land owner is supplied at measurement~ with apar&A11, a statement.. 
showing the area of his laud and its classification, and at the 
distribution should receive a paper showing the old aad new assess
ments. These farchcs remain unaltered between settlements, even · 
though there may be changes in tbe holdiags. The settlement officer
should also publish the distributioa by preparing a record · showing 
full details of which one copy is givea to thct headman aocl one to the
patwari. If the asseMment is Ouctuating a sitailar statement, ahowing 
the area, rates, previous a~d carrent clemands for laacl reyenue an~ 
cesa, has to be pl&hlilht4 ia tbe ame manu• uerj yew.. . 



·as. The headman is. personally liable for the r~venue and a 
"The ncovery of reduction ia made from his commission if it is not 

arrear1o • paid punctually in full. He therefore ordinarily 
pays up the full demand and applies to the 

ttahsildar for assistance in recovering outstandihgs fro11t defaulters. 
The tahsildar thereupon issues a writ or notice of demand directing 

·the defaulters to pay up by· a certain date. If this notice is not 
-complied with the defaulter is ·liable to arrest -and may be con tined in 
the Court Lock-up for 10 days, but if detention for over 24 hours is 
necessary the matt~::r must be reported to the Deputy Commissioner. 
No order for the attachment of property can issue without sanction 
·from the Deputy Commissioner. In the first place action is taken 
against moveable property and only after this has proved infructuous 

>is action taken against the land which is the subject of default. 
When land is attached it may either be transferred to another person 

.in the ,·illage on payment of revenue and such premium as is thought 

..necessary, or it may be sold. But in practice it rarely happens that 
:action has to be taken_ against land at all and it is rarer stiil to proceed 
beyo1id· attachment. In Dipalpur Tahsil last year so warrants of 
.arrest were issued but only ·one man was actually arrested, and there 
·were only _fi\'e attachments of moveable propecty. 

Re~enue may be paid by Revenue Money Order through the post; 
·these orders, however, may not be issued to anyone but the h::adman, 
although it would seem that absentees and defaulters may pay revenue 
:by money o1der. This. is placed on deposit and paid out to the 
.headman when he next attends at the tahsil headquarters • 

.36. One feature of the· procedure for collecting revenue th"!t 
. r 

8 
de9erves attention .is the control over ft11ctuatiog 

~~~?s:Ssme~~~- assessments (except those assessed by the <:anal 
Surveyor). Demand statements are subm1tted 

..after each harvest to the Commissioner and Financial Commissioner 
for scrutiny. The object of this precaution is to ensure that the 
rev~nue annually collected approximately corresponds with the esti
mate framed by the settlement officer. 

IV.-Lcnd Recof'dl. 

27. The Record of Rights in the Punjab is a standing record 
_ . h compiled at settlement. It comprises the follow-
The Record of R•g ts. ing documents:-

(i) An opening proceeding giving the authority fo~ the record a 
list of documents comprised, etc. 

{ii) A field map. , . 
(iii) A genc:alogical tree ~the ShaJra Nasb). 
{iv) A rea1ster of hold10gs, occupancy and assessments (the 

· Jam~bandi). . 
. (v) A l•st of revenue assignments and pensions • 
. {vi) A statement of rights in wells. 

(vii) A statement of rights in irrigation, if any, from other sourcea. 
'{viii) A statement of village rights and customs (Wajib·al-arz). 

(ix) The order determining the assessment. 
(s) The ord~ distributing the assessment. 
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On the b~is of this Standing Record a quadrennial 'editioq. -is 

1»repare:i consisting of the Jamabandi, the list of assignments and 
pensions and the field map corrected up to date ; although known as 
the annu~l record it is only prepared every fourth year. The follow-. 
ing paragraphs dt'scribe first tJ1e preparation of the. standing record 
-of rights at settlement and· re-se~tlement, and J~econdly the mainte..,~ 
.fiance of the annual records. . · . -~. -. · (> 

aS. The correction of the record is referred to in settlement; 
procedure as "measuremen~" ; as above men· 
tioned it is one of the two ·main · branches of. 

work in the first stage of seltlement operations. The object of · 
measurement is to record the area, classifi~ation,. occuP.ant and ow:ner 
i>f each survey field. . . . . 

A survey number is a single pa-rcel o~ .land _separately occupied, 
which should not be too large for harvest InspectiOn purposes. Every 
parcel separatdy owned by one individual or jointly by a group.is 
given a separate survey number, as also_is every parcel separately 
-occupied, even although held of the same owner ; where any such; 
parcel greatly exceeds one acre a separate survey will ordinarily. be 
,given for each acre which it- covers. The boundaries of survey 
numbers follow cultivation ridges or occupancy limits. But where a 
-single ·parcel, separately occupied although not exceeding one acre, is 
-subdh;ided by cultivation ridges, which divide the property into, 
portions smaller than one acre, these ridges will not be surveyed nor. 
plotted. (Financial Commissioner's Standing Order No. 16.) 

Measurement thus comprises thre~ processes:- · 

Measurement. 

(a) The registration of owners. 
(6) The registration of occupancies. 
(c) The classification and survey of land. , . 

29. A Register of Owners is compiled by the patwari in the form-

e .1 • of a genealogical tree {Shajra Nasb) of all._ 
ompt atton. . I 'th . t . h . h "11 · peop e Wl a propne ary. ng t m t e v1 age.• 

.At original settlement the genealogical tree traces back their rights 
for three generations or, if possible, to their common ancestor. At: 
revision· settlement it traces them back to their predecessors ..in 
interest at the previous set~lement. If the record at the time of 
revision settlement is inc,orrect owing to non-report of a mutation 
the necessary correction will be made in the· mutation register before 
the new Shajra Nasb is prepared; in the event of a dispute the entry 
will be made after summary local enquiry and usually will follow pos
session. As already mentioned there is no system of registration of 
tiths in the strict liense of the term. The entry of a right is a record 
of presumptive evidence not a complete title. Conveutional symbols 
are used to distinguish the lambardar, absentees, females, and people 
who are deceased. Where a son holds a share separately from his 
father's .share the name of the son is entered in red ink. The patwari 
th~n requires then each owner of land to furnish detailed information· 
~egarding its occupancy and all rights in it. For each separate 
occupancy he prepare<l. in duplicate a khatauni slip, numbered serially 
-tihowing the names of the owner and tenant, the number and name of 
the field or fields, the name of the well or other source of irrigation, the 

.area and clasS of land ; the rent, eales, and mortgages with poaeuion 
. . . " 
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a~ shown as in the record of righttt, mortgages without ponessioo. · 
are ilot uauallyshowr'l. In revision settlements the khatauni slip gives 
a reference to the last jamabandi number, the former number and name
of the field, and the number in the mutation register. Ce-rtain of the
foregomg entries can only be made after- measurement but the slips 
are filled in so far as possible and copies (par,Juu) distributed to the 
owners and occupants; each owner, mortgagee and tenant receiving 
a par-diJ for ehch parcel of land held. · · 

· The patwari ·then proceeds to measur~ and plot each field. He 
numbers it, enters each number on the Shajra Kishtwa, works out the
area, classifies it, informs the owner and cultivator of the result, 
and considers their objection~, if any. He: tlien writes up the Field 
Book which shows the nu!'lber of the field, the former number, if any, 
the number of the khataun1 and the area, and also completes the entries 
iu the khatauni. Village-sites and roads are also measured; if any 
road has no distinct bound it may be taken as 3 kadams (about 16 
feet) wide, if it shifts from year to year a note should be made io
the khatauni against each field it crosses. Village-sites, roads, etc., 

· are distinctly coloured in the village map. Three copies of the village 
map, which is usually on the scale of 220 feet to the inch or 24 inches 
to the milt·, are prepared. One (on cloth) is for the use of Patwari in 
crop inspection, one for tahsildar office, is and one for the district office. 
A fourth copy is also prepared for the irrigation department in canal 
areas, and also copies for any jother department or local body con
cerned. 

After these records have been checked 'and finally passed the 
patwari prepares the jamabandi or register of the holdings of 
owners and tenants showing the fields comprised in each, the revenue 
lor which each owner is responsible, and the rent. payable by each 
tenant. This is in the same form as the annual iamabandi, with the· 
addition of a column to show the former field number. At the same 
time the patwari prepares a list of revenue assignments and pensions, 
a statement of rights in wells, and other sources of irrigation, and a 
statement of custom respecting rights and liabilities on the estate 
(the wajib-al-arz.) . 

These proceedings and documents are inspected by· the kanuago, 
oaib-fahsildar and tahsildar. The kanuog9 and oaib-tashildar. are 

· eJpected to verify every· khatauni and the tabsildar 25 per cent. 
of them. · 

Settlement officers are particularly enjoined to bear in mind that 
their record "·ork is of even more importance to the welfare of the 
people than the assessment, and not to sacrifice the accuracy of the 
record merely for the convenience of their assessment work. 

:40. The basis of the annual record is the jamabandi prepared at 
. . settlement. For many years an attempt waa 
The maintenance. made to compile an annual record embodying 

all mutations but this wu found imposaibla and, after an unsuccessful 
attempt to abbreviate the jamabandi, it was decided that the annual: 
record should only be prepared aoew_enry fourth year. The villages 
of each tahsil have accordingly been divided into four groups, if a. 
patw.,ri bas four villages. eacb o( these wguld be placed for this pur
~ ~ • ci_itler•nt cr~up. : > 



P•te 359o /iu •g.--C•tUel• The plaa of the mutatiora •• ud 
n!JIIitwle 11 Ia mutatioos affecting the suney a plaa of tile an:a 
in•olyed." 
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Mutations fall under two heads :-
(a) Those affecting rights, which may or may not affect -the 

-survey, e.g., sales, partitions; and 
(b) Those affecting survey without affecting rights. 

Landowners, mortgagees and occupancy tenants are required 
under penalty to report to the patwari any right acquired. These are 
entered _by the patwari in the register of mutations and should be 
publically notified in the village, but this is not done in practice. 
The patwari is also required to ascertain and record (in his Ha.rvest 
Inspection Book) undisputed changes of tenants at will. All other' 
changes are reported through the kanungo to the revenue officer_ 
(usually a naib-tahsildar) competent to sanction and attest -the 
mutation. Every year it is found necessary in some districts to 
sanction one or more extra naib-tahsildars for attesting these muta
tions; thus much of the work is done by officers of small standing 
and little practical experience and must be done rapidly. '' These are 
matters of reflection considering that each Jamabandi now possesses 
the same authority as a record of rights drawn up at settlement." 

The plan of the mutation is entered on the back of the entry in:. 
the mutation register, the new lines being shown in red ink. r~e 
area calculations are also shown on the- back of the sheet, The me·a:.. 
surements are recorded and mus~ be checked by the kanungo; th6 
attesting officer only sees that the plan is drawn to scale. One copy 
of the report and of the plan is retained by thepatwari. 

The attesting officer is required to take special precautions that no 
order affecting the share of any right holder is passed without his having 
an opportunity to appear. His order should show on the face of it the 
date, the place where it was passed, which ought to be either the vi-llage 
concern or somewhere quite close, that a!l parties interested-were pre, 
sent or that an absentee had an opportunity to attend and that inter:roga~ 
tories have issued. No mutation may be incorporated in a jamahal1.di 
until it has be~n duly attested and :Specialefforts are therefore requi~ed_ 
every fourth year to complete the mutations. (In Lahore I 18,9-28 
mutations we~:e effected during settlement as compared with a total 
of ;.~o8,oo3 during the previous 20 years.) . 

Mutations not affecting rights are distinguished in the Ha.rves~ 
Inspection Book by a red cross. . Every fourth year the kanungo, 
compiles a list of these fields which is made over t!> the patwari fpt 
the preparation of a supplementary map, a s.mall .extr~ct from the 
settlement map to be filed in· the Jatnabandi. · Every fourth year whet\ 
the new jamabandi is prepared, the patwa:ri brings the village map up 
to date. He files the original map in the tahsil . office and takes a 
tracing of it on which he proceeds to work as above; .. 

jr. The records prepared by settlemept officers and maintained 

Th 
- . • . by the land records establishment provide 

e economte ~eeQrd. d '1 d d · 11 d · f · -· - eta1 e , an genera y up to ate, m orm~twn. 
rega~di.t!g the own~rship, .~ccupancy ~nd produce ol ag;icultural land~ 
Sta:ttshcs are annually_pubii!Ihed show1hg for the provmce as .a who]~ 
.and for each-distriot tbe' area of 1and owned by agricultural_ tribeS, 

. '· Lllbd ReVI!Hue Atbftbiittratton ·Manua'l~l»atiiirUo. · ·, · ... 
2e Fib&t Rtpbrt em t!R ~tlemeitt ~Hr. b11~"'b , "tgl-6, l*taltatm 3~-. 

24 
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a~d others; the area; o( land transferred by sale, mortgage or other
wase, and the area of land rented. The value of land as evidenced by 
sales and mortgages is also calculated but no fi~ures are published to 
show rental values, nor the duration of tenancaes. It is considered 
by tlie Director of Land Records that the" checking of annual records 
is not so careful as it should be, that the instructionJ ·regarding the 
annual testing of the work of field Kanungos are not being duly obser
ved, that a sufficient supervision is not exercised over Kanungos by 
the superior officers, and that the diaries of district Kanungos are not 
examined with sufficient care", but that while there is considerable 
room for improvement the revenue records are on the whole main
tained in a satisfactory .state. , . · 

Y.-Surfll7 a"d Misce/la,eus • 

. 3i. The fixed demand remains unaltered from one settlement to 
' ~ ·. the . next except for the disturbing factors of 

Survey .. ·mappang. diluvion and the protection of new wells, and in 
areas of fluctuating assessment; thJIS the revenue is not affected 
by neglect in maintaining the survey. Formerly maintenance was 
considered waste of money and the survey was left unaltered until the 
re-settlement, but for many years the' alternative policy has been 
adopted and endeavours have. been made· to maintain the survey 
in such condition that at re-settlement, re measurement will prove 

. unneces~ary. This goal appears to have been obtained in some, but 
by no means in aU, districts. . . . 
. . . The method of survey or resurvey is as follows. A base line of 
100 kadams {double paces) is laid down, accurately measured, survey-

-ed,' plotted on a map and permanent} y demarcated. (The kadam or 
pace · varies in different districts from 6o to 7 5 inches but 66 is 
regarded as the standard. On this is built up a square with sides of 
100 kadams. This is plotted on a mapping sheet on a plane table. 
On each side of this another square is laid down and plotted and 
so on untn the village lands are divided into blocks of too kadams 
square. Only . the base line of the first square is permanently · 

.. demarcated, the angles of the others are temporarily fixed with 
pegs· ·until the survey is completed. When the villages were 
first laid out the trijunc;tions were d~marcated and the trijunction 
etones are shown in the trigonometrical survey of the Survey of India. 
The position of these trijunctioo marks relative to the square is 
determined by survey and . their position relative to one another can 
be calculated. The distances between each pair of marks as calcu
lated are compared in the settlement office j if the figures are approxi
mately correct, the survey squares can be accepted as accurate, if 
there is any t~erious discrepancy between the distances as calculated 
on the basis of the squares and as given by the Survey of India _the 
laying out of_ the squares must be verified and if ~ecessary corrected. 
On the basis of thes'! squares the ·boundaries of these squares and 
the boundaries of the village and interior details are then surveyed 
aud ptotte~ as deseribed above in ',;:onnection with measuremeat. 



33- There are -tw'o Yuaancial Commissioners.. 1De FiD&Ddal 
_ Commissioner who has most experietlce of settle-

-Rewaa:.;.._cwgaaaza- meut work takes chuge of Laud Reftnue. 
SettJemeut and Land Records. This arrauge- _ 

ment dates from 1910 wheD the afpoiutment of SettlemeDt Commi.s
sioaer, whiclllaad existed since 18g7, was abolisbed. The Financial 
CommissiODel' is ia geoenl eo~~trol. through Commissloaers and Deputy 
Commissiooers, of the diYisiooal aad disbd: Rftllae admiaistra
ta, ud through the Director' ol Laad Records c:ootrols the admiUt
tratioa of the laDd records departmeaL He is ia immediate c:ootlol 
ol settlement. _ - -
· There are 6ft Dmsional Commissioaas, ud subordinate to theaa 
are 29 Deputy Commissio~ Below the Dep.ty ~are 
Assistaat 01' Extra Assishat Coaamissiooers who are aually grouped 
at Headquarters bat oftea reside at oatstatioos ill c:.harge of sabdiYisioas. 
Oae Assist.aDt Commissioner, ordiDarily c1ra .. from tbe prvriacia1 
sen1ce. is the Reveaae AssistaDt aad is eatirely or priacipally oc:at
pied with the laad re.enae which he admiaisters oa belaalf ~ol the 
Dep.ty Commissiooer; bill Sabdmsional Of6cers are IISDaUJ' t1ae 
Reyeaae Assistants of their own sabdinsioa.. The district is clirided 
iato tahsils (~ips) each a~ a tahsildar (towaship oflia:r) 
c:ba.rged with the l'eTeDDe and ~Daacristerial ad.ministratioa of the tahsa 
A tahsa1dar is assisted by one or IDOie aaib-tahsildars who Ol'd.ioarily 
perform s.ch duties as the tallsildar ~eros~ them bat are ....ny
aDotted a de6Dite part of tbe tahsil Tlae rule is fOI' the tahsil to be
clmded iDto circles, the tahsil dar takiDg charge- ol oae (aod ge.eral 
sapenisioa of all) aDd the aaib 01" the uibs takiag the remaiader : · 
they are sapposed to change circles eftSJ hanest. 

The UDit of rneaae admiaistratioa is the f'Sbte (mahal) as.aDy 
ident.ic:al with the rilage (maaza). "These are grouped aoda- uildan -
(group laeadmaa) paid by Govenameat o.t of the laad leftlllle, about 
1 per cent. cf .-bicb is allotted fOI' the pat pose. -and each 'ril!age is 
npreseated by oDe 01' more (someti.aes by awry) lambardars (Tillage 
beadmaa) paid by a ens of 5 per cent. oa ~ laDd rnea~~e. 

34- The Director of Laad R.eccds is appoi..ted toass&st DiYisioa.al 
ne b.. ftalda Commissiooers alld Deputy Collllllissioaen ia 

aac1 seu~eemt"'-.. _ aaiataiabtg the reconi ol rights aacl rew t 1: 
_... -..-- registen aad to adrise the Diwisiooal Com..U.. 

sioaers aod Local GcrtenuaeDt.. His • . • pal 
dillies are sapenisioa of the district 1aad records lltaJf ia c:!:ioa 
with the preparatioa aad ma.int.eauce of the reawds aad sahsidiary 
registers i he c:oatrols the llleaSDJ'aDeDt opentioas of sett1emeat. ud 
Applies the additioaal staff recpired ia a district cl1lring ~ 
bat hu 110 couectto. willa the asst s-eat won of aettlemeaL The 
Director of Lud Records is also IDspedor-Ge.n.l of Registratioa. 
He has hro penoaal a.ssist.aats. Tile proYiace is dirided iato two 
circles: aacl eachpersoaal a-isfant apenises batla tile laacl records 
~ registrarioa wack of the cirde ia his charge. . 

Ia eada 4istrict thfte is a district baaago (teftll~~e inspect.) 
fOI' eadt tahs1l aa of5ce bDago aacl tllfte to '" 6eld ba~ 
Eada 6dcl kanaago • ia d.arge of a&o.t ao pat....n. (YiJb.o.e 
ngisban), one for c~ fowr or- iwe 'ti1laga or~ possiblJ t1ro to a 



"illage. Hitherto the patwaris have Clrawo Rs. 11 toRs. 16 a month, 
the field kanungos Rs. 35 to Rs. 40 with a horse allowance of Rs. 5 
to Rs, '101 the tahsil office kanungo has drawn Rs. so and the district 
kanungo Rs. 75-J-too. Under a revised scale of pay recently 
sanctioned the patwaris will draw Rs. 22 to Rs. z6, the pay of the 

- field kanungos remains unaltered but the horse. allowance will be 
raised toRs. 20, and the pay of the. tahsil and district office kanuugos 
be rais.ed by Rs. 10. Tile provision of office and house llCCOmmodatioo 
for patwaris has bee11 nnetioned and the constructions of these buil
dings is no.w being sy&tomatically taken into band. Patwaris also 
receive a proportion of the fees charged on mutations. 
. ·.During sett\ement operations 1ome vf the duties and r('sponsibilitid 

of the Collector are ·011ld.e over to the settlement officer, including 
the appointment and removal o( headmen, and &11Spensi.on or dismi<~&al 
-of kanungo.s and patwaris_and .all business connected with records, 
.as.sessments, surveys, bo11ud.aries and partitions. 

35· Candidates for the post of .patwari are-only eligible if they have 
· Th · · f ffi passed the Middle School Final, unless 
. . e. trammg 0 0 c;ers.. . _they ha,·e special hereditary claims as 

sons of a patwari or of an agriculturist. JJefor• joining the patwari 
-school the candidate _m\.ISt attend the rabi crop inspection (girdawari). 
He ~hen enter11 t\te school opened !lnnually from time to time' in each 
district from 1st April to end -of August; .If successful at the August 

· -e~amination the candidate may attend kharif crop inspection and 
afte,. this is entitlru:l to a pass certificate; the rules howe\·er are not 

.alw:ays sttic~ly observed. He :may spend about three years in the. 
· re~erve, occasionally.officiating, and finally is selected for a permanent 
.appointment. Some draw pay as -assistant reservists on Rs. 7 or 8 
during this .period. Two~thirds of the kanungos are promoted 

• patwa.ri(;;. tl_ley . may also become tahsil revenue accountants. -The 
}»ltw~ri is l'equjned.ta .Hve in .the patfl!•r~khana if. habitable, but this 
is rarely the cast!. Tbe wprk o£ the Patwari compris"'s Registration 
of the t:ropa; maintenance of .Records of Rights, writing up statistical 
registers, re.porting calnmities, outbreak of infectious diseases, encroach
ments, deaths of pensumers:emigratioa aad immigration and assisting 
i~ collection ,pf revenue <by prepuing the fard dhal bat.U and 
pr.e_p~.ring receipts. Al~o the census of men and beast, electoral rolls• 
and mucla w.ilicellaneous work connected "·itb transport registration, 
·l'ecruiting, e.t£. · · 
, .. One--third of the kanungoes are men below as who have passed 
tl;l~ Entrance e~tamin~ion ; two-thirds are promoted patwaris. 'Those 
r~aruited by direct .appointment serve two years as patwaris or ap~ 
pr.e.Atices and -theu sit £01' aa examin!'tion hc;ld by Director o[ tand 
Req>rds, , T~ ar·~ eligiWe for ~omotion to naib-tahsildar and 
tahsil dar. Di:uung settlemeat the kaaungos work under the settlement 
·~fficer, who als.o employs additional settlement kanungos. . -

~ .\U naib_~tabsildars and tahliliJdarsstaTt their training with a period 
-()( 9 .or 10 months in the settlement deparl'mentduri·og which they work 
fir~tt a.~~ patwari a.n.d thea as kanungo. · A$Sistant and Elika Assistant 
-~onni~gnexa are tmiDed flD similar lines. 

4~.P.O.~u.C.i,I.Il. iJ.,.-IO'II~'toeo ·· ; 

db dY"t1' 
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